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IT'S HOW
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We have a surprise for all

those people who think that in

order to get more you have to

pay more.

The Commodore 64™

We also have a surprise
for all those people who think

they have to settle for less just

because they're paying less.

The Commodore 64.

The Commodore 64 has a
full 64K memory, high fidelity

sound and high resolution,

16-color sprite graphics.

It's fully capable of running

thousands of programs for

schools, business or funny

business.
But the Commodore 64 is

about one third the price of the

64K IBM PCjr™ or the Apple lie™

In fact, for about the price of

those computers alone you can

get the Commodore 64, a disk

drive, a printer and a modem—

a powerful computing system.
We don't do it with mirrors,

we do it with chips. We make our

own. So we can make them for

less, more efficiently and more

economically than people who
don't. (Which is just about

everybody else.)

So because it's a 64,

it's powerful. Because it's a

Commodore, it's affordable.

And because it's a Commodore

64, it's the world's best selling
computer.

COMMODORE 64s
IT'S NOT HOW LITTLE IT COSTS,

IT'S HOW MUCH YOU GET
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Coming Next in Commodore's User Magazines

Commodore Microcomputers, Issue 31, September/October: Productivity soft

ware is the feature topic for our next issue. Find out which word processors,

database managers, spreadsheets and accounting packages are out there for

your computer and, most importantly, which ones are best (01 YOUR needs

and pocketbook.

Power/Play, Issue 11, October/November" Commodore Kids—they're an ex

traordinary group. Find out who they are and what they're up to in this excit

ing issue. Whether they're winning pr17.es in international science fairs or

simply running a user group, our kids are gaining skills and setting standards

that will affect all of our futures.

Key to Entering Program Listings

11 [Fl,F2,F3,F4,F5,F6,F7,F8j":Fl,F2,F3,F4,

F5,F6, F7 AND F8

" [POUND]":ENGLISH POUND

"[PI]"PI SYMBOL

""":UP ARROW

"[HOME]":UNSHIFTED CLR/HOME

"[CLEAR]":SHIFTED CLR/HOME

"[RVS]":REVERSE ON

"[RVOFF)":REVERSE OFF

"[BLACK,WHITE,RED,CYAN,MAGENTA,GREEN,BLUE,

YELLOW]" THE 8 CTRL KEY COLORS

"[ORANGE,BROWN,L. RED,GRAY 1,GRAY 2,L.

GREEN,L. BLUE, GRAY 3]M:THE 8

COMMODORE KEY COLORS (ONLY ON THE 64)

GRAPHIC SYMBOLS WILL BE REPRESENTED AS

EITHER THE LETTERS SHFT (SHIFT KEY) AND

A KEY: "[SHFT Q,SHFT K,SHFT V,SHFT T,

SHFT L}"

OR THE LETTERS CMDR (COMMODORE KEY) AND

A KEY:"[CMDR Q,CMDR H,CMDR S,CMDR N,
CMDR 0]"

IF A SYMBOL IS REPEATED, THE NUMBER OF

REPITITIONSWILL BE DIRECTLY AFTER THE

KEY AND BEFORE THE COMMA:"[SPACE3,

SHFT S4,CMDR M2]"

Power/Play is published six times a year by the Computer Systems Division. Commodore

Business Machines. Inc., 1200 Wilson Drive, West Chester, PA 19380. Copyright© 1934 by

Commodore Electronics Ltd. No material may be reprinted without permission. Volume 3,

Number 3, Issue 10. Augus[/September. 1984 ISBN 0-8B731 -019-2.

Subscription information: U S. subscriber rate is $15.00 a year Canadian subscriber rate

is $20 00 a yum Overseas is S25 00 a year Questions concerning subscriptions should be

directed to Commodore Business Machines. Magazine Subscription Department, Box 651.

Holmes, Fa 19043 PhoncBOO-345-8112 (PemisyWtmia phone BOO-662-244■! )

VIC 20™, Commodore 64™. nnd SuporPET'" am tiadernaiks of Commodore Electronics

Ltd., PET" is (i registered trademark of Commodore Business Machines, Inc CBM* is a

registered trademaik of Commodore Electronics Ltd.

ABC Membership Applied For
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Simulator]!

ourself fn the pilot's seat of a Piper 161 Cherokee Archer for an awe-inspiring flight over realistic seen

from New York to Los Angeles. High speed color-filled 3D graphics will give you a beautiful panoramic vie1

as you practice takeoffs, landings, and aerobatics. Compfete documentation will get you airborne quickly

even if you've never flown before. When you think you'pe ready, you can play the World War I Ace aerial battle

game. Flight Simulator II features Include ■ animated color 3D graphics ■ day, dusk, and night flying mode:

■ over 80 airports in four scenery areas: New York, Chicago, Los Angeles, Seattle, with additional scenery

areas available ■ user-variable weather, from clear blue skies to grey cloudy conditions ■ complete flight :

instrumentation "VOR.ILS.ADF, and DME radio equipped" navigation facilities and course plotting "World

War I Ace aerial battle game ■ complete information manual and flight handbook.

See your dealer...
or write orcall tor more Information. For dlraci orders please add $1.50 (01

shipping and specify UPS or first class mall delivery. Amarlean Express, Di
Club, MasterCard, and Visa accepted.

Order Line: 800/637-4983

feLOGIC
Corporation

713 Edgebrook Drive

Champaign IL 61820

(217) 359-8482 Telex: 2069%

Circle Reader Service No. 1



WHY THE COMMODORE 64 ISN'T
ACLASS BY ITSELF.



At Commodore, we think it's easier for school children to learn
about a computer by using it rather than by waiting to use it.

So, we sell the Commodore 64™ at about half the cost of
comparable computers.

With the money you save on the Commodore 64, you can afford
the things you'll really need: more Commodore 64's.

In fact you can create a powerful but economical "Local

Network" with 8 computers sharing one disc drive.

The Commodore 64 features: 64K memory, 66 key typewrjter-

style_keyboard, 16 color high resolution graphics, 9 octave music "
synthesizer and 3-dimensional sprites.

And the same commitment we make to hardware, we're making

to software. We have highly rated Logo and PILOT programs.

Much of the well recognized MECC™ courseware and the Edufun™

Series from Milliken will soon be available. There are hundreds of other

programs, including a wealth of public domain software for the

Commodore 64. Our newest additions are 30 early learning programs
from Midwest Software.

So you see, the all purpose Commodore 64 really is in a class

by itself.

For further information on the Commodore 64 and our 250

Educational Resource Centers, contact your nearest Commodore

Education Dealer.

iinnBttmhi ita ■ urn MTtm ii^b ■■ m r-

-™j '"*l. F|"i "7. ^'V '"i nr!. -: -• ^' L *
-.*<•' "™- - 4m.—"^tt ■•-* it:—i •—- ^».

—

It"" " "

t commodore

COMPUTERS
Commodwe Business M«hm«1nc . PO Bo* 5C0M. Conshohocken. Rft 19^28 Canada—3370 Pharmacy Avenue. AgmcOort. 0n| Can

Edufon and MECC ore trademarks of Milhknn Pghli^hma Company and Mifinutola Eflucalujnal Compulmfl Consortium rnspeCtruely



erters

Readers Improve on

Our Programs

To the Editor:

In "A First Look at Logo",

Summer 1983, David Malmburg

included a program which con

verts English to Pig Latin. He

stated that a comparable pro

gram in BASIC "would have taken

much, much longer to write and

would have been much more

complicated," I would like to

point out that my BASIC Pig Latin

Program is neither long nor com

plex; and it is, as nearly as I

can tell, BASICly the same as

Mr. Malmburg's LOGO Program.

Keith Golden

Ventura, California

Program Attached

To the Editor:

Although I thought the

"Sheriff" program in the "Jiffies"

column {Fall, 1983) was interest

ing, I felt it was missing some

thing. Try adding these lines for

some sound effects:

Troy Goudy

Parkesburg, West Virginia

39

4

6

f

G

6

S

r,

8

1

1

2

5

5

5

0

5

35

a

GOSUB

GOSUB

POKE 3

fin

SO

68

FOR L=15
STEP-I
POKE 3

FOR M=

NEXT M

NEXT L

POKE 3

RETURN

<i8

1

a

o

77,

TO

78,

TO

SS7£

145

0

L

tfl

(J

REM BASIC PIG LATIN PPROGRAM

INPUT A$:DIM A$(1KB):L=LEN(AS)

:FOR T=l TO L:A$(X)=AS(X)+MID$

(A$,Tfl)

IF MID5{AS,T+1,.1)=" "THEN X=X+1

:T=T+1

NEXT:FOR T=0 TO X:VS="AEIOU"

:FOR K=l TO 5:IP LEFTS(AS(T),

1)=MID$(V$,K,1)THE(J 5

NEXT K:PRINT NIDS(A$(T),2,

LEN(AS(T)));LEFTS(AS(T),1);

"AY " ; :NEXT TsE'ND

PRINT AS(T);"AY ";:NEXT T

_^_^_^_

To the Editor:

I am writing to tell you how

impressed I am with 13-year-old

Kevin Kostrzewa's work in writ

ing "Alpha Type", (Spring, 1984).

This is an excellent program and

{so far, at least) all tile POKEs, etc.,

are beyond me. However, I do

have a couple of suggestions for

corrections and improvements.

In line 34, the word "HOME"

should be "CLEAR". Otherwise,

when you answer "no" to the

instruction question, the "Dif

ficulty Level (9-1)" prints over

Kevin's logo.

Line 36 should be changed to

"... then run" or "... then 34";

otherwise the program hangs

up if you've entered an illegal

number for the Difficulty Level.

Line 44 requires a period at the

end of the sentence.

Lines 184 and 186 should be re

peated a third time (line 185) to

line up everything on the screen.

I replaced Kevin's spaces with

TAB(nn) prior to the end of the in

struction text.

No matter which Difficulty

Level you have entered, Kevin's

line 174 will show a "Level 1" and

inserting a variable "Z", adjusting

the space lengths, etc., to com

pensate, and then added

"Z = VAL(A$riine36.

I found that Kevin's line 140

changed the LEVEL number on

the screen during play according

to the score, so I removed the

PRINT statement from line 140.

And lastly, my nine-year-old

daughter is just beginning typing

and is not familiar with the

keyboard yet, and Kevin's pro

gram was much too fast starting

out in any Difficulty Level. So I

modified the program so that

the higher the Difficulty Level

number, the slower the program

starts out. I did this by changing

line 114 from:

FORL= 1TOLE:NEXT

to

FORL- 1TOLE*FP:NEXT

Now. rather than being frus-

8 POWER/PLAY Aug/Sept 1984



trated and turned off, she is fasci

nated, and getting down right

good at it. She leaves the console

after a particularly rousing ses

sion whoofing and snorfling, with

sweat pouring off her brow, and

ready after a short break to have

another go.

Don L. Kline

New Castle, California

Prison User Group

To the Editor:

We are a newly formed user's

group. At present there are five

Commodore 64's and five VIC 20's

in our group. Our storage and re

trieval systems are datassettes.

Being newly formed, we have:

abundant ideas. Our drawback is

software and hardware availabil

ity. Being one of few prison user

groups, with no civilian spon

sors, access to software and hard

ware listings and current prices

is scarce.

We plan to create educational

and recreational programs and

use them to create a fund base for

club expansion. Could you suggest

particular itoma our club should

attempt to procure, and areas

most needing program develop

ment for CBM equipment? Your

assistance is most appreciated.

Ed Reitan, President

The Computer Club

North Dakota State Penitentiary

Lock Drawer 1497

Bismarck, Nortii Dakota 58502

Any suggestions from our users

can be forwarded directly to Ed. C

LERDY'S CHEATSHEET'

KEYBOARD OVERLAYS

FOR COMMODORE 64

LEROV 5 CHEATSHEETS '" Ire pUlhe Iaffl.nal4d hCrfbOird

QuerEana c»iLgn*d for uu wih peptfir tolEirart ind

odort'i ViC-20 A c-64 eomouiiu.

ieae euf-lT-out youraorl overlays are ce^ignea i

e fcey&caid surfQunflmg the ksys

nirulj gfcuoea togelhOr For easy references.

LEROY'S CHEATSHEETS"

.-nn»... mill

" 33 »fr >

CHEATSHEET PflODUCrS "

■:■■■■■■- ■ ■ ■ u'i»)731.M06

Circle Reader Service No. 2

MEVER UNDERSOLD

—Leader Since i960—

Packed 24 Per Pack
UPS »3°° Per Pack 48 States

CM MaiHor. W»h. 98177

IMMEDIATE
SHIPPING

(206) 675-6143
Circle Reader Service No. 3

SPEED READ

FOR THE COMMODORE 64

Utilize ihe Power of your computer to become a speed reader. Regardless of

your cunent reading abilities. SPEED READ will provide challenging, effective

exercises 10 improve your concentration and comprehension skills. All of the

record-keeping and calculation; normally requited in reading courses are per

formed by SPEED READ.

USER-FRIENDLY MENU DRIVEN OPTIONS

TIME CONTROLLED FLASHING EXERCISES

248.000+ BYTE WORD/TEXT DATA BASE

THREE-MODE TIMED READING SESSIONS

MULTIPLE CHOICE RETENTION QUIZZES

Individual prugreu files are automatically maintained for from one to over

fifty usors simultaneously. Porsomil filns are created .mil saved through a process

that allows mulliple users to lay on and off as desired.

■ 2-DISK PROGRAM *

Commodore 64 is a trademark of Commodore

Send S39.95

Chk M/0 Visa MC

Random Access

P.O. Box 216

Prineville, Or

97754

Name

Ail dress .

City -

State

J Check

Card No. _

Expiration Date

M/0.

Zip

_ Visa MC

Circle Reader Service No. 4
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raindrops

Diane LoBold

Power/Play
Readers
Speak Out

In April we mailed a

reader survey to 1000

Power/Play readers, cho

sen at, random from our

subscription list. Much to

even our astonishment al

most 50% answered the

questions and returned

the survey to us.

Some of the most in

teresting responses were

in the section of the survey

titled "Other Comments".

We thought you'd like to see a selection of your

fellow readers' opinions and suggestions for both

the magazine and Commodore in general, as they

appeared in this pact of the survey. Following the

reader comments you'll find our responses to cer

tain issues we think should be addressed.

Give Us Harder Material in Power/Play

"More in-depth technical information...

advanced tricks and techniques in machine

language... articles on interfacing Commo

dores to other devices."

"I would like to see an article on chess programs:

how they work, their algorithms, etc. Also... arti

cles on machine language."

"I would like to see more articles on machine

language..."

Give Us Easier Material in Power/Play

"I think one needs a more basic background in

computer programming... than I have to benefit

from your magazine."

"Would like to see more for the absolute

beginner."

"The magazine is too far advanced (or our use."

Give Us More Practical Applications

"The magazine was a waste for me. Too much

Kids' Corner, not enough help for me with the

operating system's practical applications..."

"More info on database manager programs..."

"The magazine deals too much with games..."

Give Us More Games

"I would like to see more game programs..."

"I feel you need more about games..."

Our Suggestions for Improving the Magazine

"I would like to see more programs for the

Commodore 64."

"I'd like to read an article about proper storing of

data on cassette drives..."

"My only suggestion to improve your magazine

would be to give more programs."

"Make sure your articles are not too biased."

"It is most discouraging to (children) when they

spend hours copying and debugging a program

and find that it will not run. Magazines should have

a toll-free hotline to help..."

"1 suggest that you run and save all programs

you type in and then when you publish them, list

them on your printer. Then you'll have a program

which is absolutely sure to work."

"Proofread the programs for spelling."

"The games listed... should have a little more

information on how to type them up..."

"I would like to know the best place to purchase

software and computer accessories.

"I wish more information were available on the

actual use of software. 1 find that I buy it only to

find out it is not what I anticipated."

How We Think Commodore As a Company

Could Improve

"I would like to see more educational programs

on cartridge."

"(A) situation I have encountered is lack of in

ventory at the dealer level, e.g., printers without

paper, disk drives without disks. This has been

very frustrating."

"The Super Expander is very useful but its graph-

1O POWER/PLAY Autj/Sepl



TAKE

BREAK!

WITH N1GHTMISSION

You deserve the best. You've earned It. Now reward yourself with a session of Night Mission PINBALL,

the most realistic and challenging arcade simulation ever conceived! ■ Stunning graphics and dazzling

77—\ sound effects put Night Mission PINBALL In a class by Itself. Game features: multl-

Krgfit | ball and multi-player capabilities, ten different professionally designed levels of play,
7 —-H and an editor that lets you create your own custom modes. ■ So take a break with

Night Mission PINBALL from SubLOGIC. Winner of Electronic Games magazine's

1983 Arcade Award for Best Computer Audio Visual Effects.

See your dealer... ©QJ][o)LOGlC
Corporation

713 Edgebrook Drive

Champaign IL 61820 USA

(217) 359-8482Telex: 206995

Circle Reader Service No. 5



ics arc almost useless without a plot chart..."

"I am really unhappy that the cartridges for the

VIC 20 won't work on the C64."

"1 would like more software for the VIC 20 for

business applications..."

"Most of your cartridge software needs to be re

packaged ... Most of it simply informs the buyer of

all the peripheral equipment, he can buy. It ought to

tell you about the game."

We Like You, Commodore

"The whole family uses the computer. We are

loyal Commodore users and will continue to be

so Keep up the good work."

"I owned a VIC 20 before the C64 and am very

happy with the Commodore products."

Our Response

We certainly appreciated hearing from all of you.

Whether you love us as we are or think we need to

improve, your comments are always helpful and we

hope you will continue to write to us, reader survey

or no reader survey. However, we'd like to answer

a few specific questions you raised in tho survey.

First, we do try to balance advanced and be

ginner material, Commodore 64 and VIC 20 infor

mation, program listings and product-oriented

articles. Sometimes one issue may be more heavily

weighted one way or the other, but over the course

of a year, it comes up pretty even. If for any reason,

however, you feel you've subscribed to the wrong

magazine and would rather be getting our sister

publication, Commodore Microcomputers, instead

(or vice versa), just let us know and we'll be glad to

transfer your subscription. In fact, those of you who

expressed an interest in getting "more practical

information", might be happier with CM.

We also think you should know that we always,

always, always print our program listings on a let

ter quality printer right off a working disk that has

been tested and debugged. We do not touch them

after that, except to paste them directly onto the

page that will go to our printing house in Min

nesota. If it turns out that there is a quirk in a pro

gram and we missed it, we publish a correction

immediately in our "Glitch Fix" column—which,

you might notice, hasn't been very large lately.

I know there are many of you who are probably

sitting there saying, "Oh sure, that's easy for you to

say, but what about that program I spent six hours

typing in and three hours proofreading, and still

kept getting ILLEGAL QUANTITY errors?" Don't

despair! Remember, first, that programming is a

skill that takes time to master. You wouldn't expect

to sit down and play even a simple song without

ever having had a piano lesson, would you? (Unless

12 POWER/PLAY Aug'Sept 198<l

you're one of those natural talents, that is.)

Okay, then, if you're having problems with your

programs the logical thing to do is to find a more

experienced programmer to give you some lessons

—right? Absolutely, but where? Hey—how about

youi local user group'-1 Or your local bookstore,

where you'll find a large selection of books about

programming Commodore computers, many of them

written for stonecold beginners? Better yet, try both.

The point is, if you've typed in a program from

our magazines and it doesn't work, before you

spend your twenty cents sending us a complaint

letter, try a few alternatives. You'll learn a lot more

than if you ]ust throw up your hands in disgust.

In this issue we've focused on user groups to

help you understand just what a valuable resource

they are for you in all phases of computing. So, if

you turn to our features section—and then to our

user group list—you'll be on your way to getting

more personalized help and pertinent information

than any magazine can give you. So do it! C

—Diane LeBold

Editor

CALLING ALL

OWNERS
WE WANT YOUR NAME ON OUR MAILING LIST

SO FOR JUST US$10.00 WE WILL SEND YOU:

1. A superb machine language Vic 20 'KONG' Type

Game that runs on any Vic 20 even unexpanded but

which is so sophisticated you'll be amazed how we

crammed it all into 3.5K. (This is one of our top

Games Programs as we want to take! his opportunity (o

prove lo you how Hood our programs are).

NORMAL VALUE US$14.95

2. A voucher for US$5.00 off your next purchase from us.

3. Our newsletter on all the exciting Vic 20 programs from

New Zealand where we produce Software even better

thiin we do Lamb.

YOU PAY ONLY US$10.00 AND THAT

INCLUDES AIRMAIL POSTAGE

(REAL STAMPS) FROM N.Z.

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE.

VEC 20 is a tr.idfniHiik ol Commodore Electronics Lid.

RETURN PROMPTLY IE- NOTSAT1SFIEDI-ORFULLREFUNI1

NAME

ADDRESS

I ENCLOSE MONEY ORDER/POSTAL NOTE FOR USSlO.Ot)

Charge my VISA. MAS! ER Cl (ARGE, DINERS AMERICAN
EXPRESS Delete .is applicable

No Expiry Uile

I I I I I I I I 1 I I I I I I IT
Signature

POST TO KIWI COMPUTER ACCESSORIES LTD
I'O |«)X 1] ['V-l AUfKl JiNf) NKW ZKAI AND

Circle Reader Service No. 6



IT'S NOT HOW MUCH YOU PAY.

IT'S HOW MUCH YOU GET.

The computer at the top

has a 64K memory.
It has the initials I, B, and

M. And you pay for those

initials—about 5669.

The Commodore 64™ has
a 64K memory.

But you don't pay for the

initials, you just pay for the

computer: $215. About one
third the price of the IBM PCjr™

The Commodore 64

also has a typewriter-type

keyboard with 66 typewriter-

type keys. (Not rubber chicklet
keys like the IBM PCjr.)

It has high resolution

graphics with 320 x 200 pixel

resolution, 16 available colors
and eight 3-dimensional sprites.

It has 9-octave high fidelity
sound.

The Commodore 64 is
capable of running thousands
of programs for home and

office. And if you add a printer

or color monitor, disk drive and

a modem—all together it just
about equals the price of the

IBM PCjr all alone. With no
peripherals.

So you can buy a computer
for a lot of money.

Or buy a lot of computer
for the money.

COMMODORE 641
IT'S NOT HOW LITTLE IT COSTS,

IT'S HOW MUCH YOU GET.



game reviews

Kid Grid

Reviewed by
Peter Deal

Consul ter

Publisher

Commodore 64

T^onix

B235 South

t^i Oenaga itiwi

Imjlewood. CA 90301

Disk

Do you live in a world of

bullies? If you do, Kid Grid is

your kind of game. You are

"The Kid" (most appropriate

in my case) and your job is to

conned dots on a grid. Easy,

right? Not really. You also

have to avoid the bullies:

Squashface.Thuggy, Muggy

and Moose You know how

the saying goes. "No two

bullies are alike". (Don't

worry if you didn't know it,

because I just made it up.)

These are unusual bullies.

Each one has his (its?) own

shape

Anyway, you have been

pitted against these mean

bullies and now the worst

part... they're faster than you

are! But then again, you have

Stuns. Stuns will "freeze" or

"stun" the bullies, making

them motionless and, of

course, harmless. But there

are two problems. The stuns

don't last too long and you

don't get many (well, there

has to be a challenge!).

Back to the idea of having

to connect dots on a grid. As

you connect the dots, a path

of connected dots follows

behind you and if you con

ned a square of dots, the

square will get filled in. As

soon as you have filled in all

the squares, you go on to the

next level, which will be a litlle

different than the last. Every

level you complete you will

receive extra stuns. You can

choose how many you get on

each level before starting the

game. If you happen to fill in a

square with a question mark

in it. you will receive 100 to
500 points.

I was amazed ol how clear

the instructions are. They are

very detailed, even though

there are only two pages!

You don't really need every

thing on those two pages.

You only need the first page
which has the loading in

structions, functions of Ihe

function keys and "things

to know."

Some of the best graphics

fealures are the colors of the

screen titles and the Hall of

Fame. The opening title.

which says "Kid Grid,"

flashes each leltor in a dif

ferent color. The Hall of Fame

flashes each line in a dif

ferent color, creating an ef

fect of the colors moving up

wards The animation of the

bullies and "The Kid" is

spectacular. The graphics

are certainly outstanding.

Kid Gtid only has one tune

that I know of and I call this

the "Tune of Stars" because

it only plays after "The Kid"

gets beaten up (and so "The

Kid" sees stars). Most cer

tainly the best sound effect in

Kid Grid is the "whistle" that

is played after completing

each level. I'm not sure if it is

a whistle, a siren or a very

angry bird.

As far as the action goes,

anyone who doesn't go crazy

t*ying lo avoid those stupid

monslers in that Japanese

gamo where you oat dots

certainly will be entertained.

There is definitely a smooth

ness to the action. Kid Grid

has a special ease of control

that many games don't.

Since I have played Kid

Grid so often. I have devel

oped several poinl-getting.

and level-passing strategies.

On all levels, especially the

first level, go in a zig-zag

pattern (i.e., right, down, left.

down, right, down, and up,

left, up, right, up, lell and so

on). Anticipate the bully's

next move. A little experience

will be needed for this.

Now we come back to Ihe

issue of Stuns. If you choose

seven Stuns per level, it is al

right to use them to pass

through bullies instead of
going around them. The bul

lies don't really know where

you are. They just seem like

Ihey du. The bullies are so

stupid it's not funny, even

though it is.

Kid Grid fias some special

fealures such as a pause and
a Hall of Fame. One of the

many nice things about Kid

Grid is the shorl loading

time—40 seconds.

Kid Grid stays fun for a
very long lime. Even lo a very

advanced player or to a

real pro, Kid Grid contin

ues to entertain.

I recommend this game to

anyone who likes that popu

lar dot-eating game or lo

anyone who doesn't often

play shool 'em type games.

Circle Reader Service No. 500

Moon Shuttle
Reviewed by

Peter Deal

Canputm Cnmmodoie 64

Authors John ISutiovich and

Ton i Huinundoz

Pu&UahBT DatflBolt, Inc.

9421 Wmnclkn Av»?nuu

ChBtnranh. ca

Mivthum Disk :u«3 tape

(fjncj jvickaqe)

Moon Shuttle is a great

game, but when I first played

it I wasn't too impressed. It

seemed as though the best

part of the game was the

screen title, which was very

well done. The screen shows

a planet with the words

"Moon Shuttle" writien

across it and a shuttle flying

around it.

The firsl parl of the game is

an asleroid field. You must

shoot a path through the

various sized asteroids. If

you gel killed in an asteroid

field, Ihe computer insults

you (or at least me) by say

ing. "NEVER GIVE UP!"

which puts me in a bad

mood. If you do survive, you

get a bonus, but if the bonus

is 500 (the maximum bonus

of some levels) Ihe computer

will say, "SO. SO," You will

then face anofher enemy

and then back to an asleroid

field. This time pahs of the

field will move and the cycle

will repeat.

The- sounds in Moon Shut

tle are almosl all explosions,

making things sound like a

western gunfighl. Aside from

that, the other sounds are

very original.

The graphics are tremen

dous, especially ihe explo

sions, because it looks as if

whatever got hit is disinte-

graling.Theasleroidsareone

of Ihe best effecls because

each one is a different size

and when they blow up, the

bigger the asteroid, the big

ger Ihe explosion. The aliens

in this game are unusual but

oflen very hard lo hit be

cause they are straight up

and down. All movement in

the game is very smooth and

consistent, especially the

movement of your shuttle.

There is certainly a large

element of challenge, but

sometimes loo much. I oflen

cannot get past the Man-

O'-Wars, which although it

seems very easy at first, is

pretly difficult. But, believe il

or not, my favorite part of the

game is the Man-O'-Wars.

because they look like big

blue and purple monsters

bouncing on tricycles.

Someone who is an overall

game freak will probably love

Moon Shuttle, but an ad

vanced game player and

programmer might not find

it loo entertaining. This game
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is very similar to Galaxian,

Galaga, and even Space

Invaders.

The inslructions for the

game aren't too clear, espe

cially i( you want a two-player

game, because you aren't

told that you need two joy

sticks. Foi a one-player

game put Ihe joystick in port

one.

I have found that shooting

as many asteroids as possi

ble will soon get you a bonus

ship—but only if you some

how reach 20,000 points.

When you reach the Man-

O'-Wars, sweep left and

right, and shoot nonstop. But

most imporlant don'! lake

any unnecessary risks. If you

do, you might end up losing

a shuttle.

Moon Shuttle is fun to play,

and remains a challenge

even after hours, but, as with

many games, you can get

bored with it eventually.

Petai Deal is a Commodore en

thusiast who lives in Malvern,

Pennsylvania.

Circle Reader Service No. 501

Reviewed by Steve Finkel
N- Software

Compute! tkimniodora 64

Publisher Electronic Aim

San Mat™. CA

Mudium Dmk

You don't have to be tall

and powerful to shatter a

backboard with a slam dunk.

You don't have to be excep

tionally graceful to make a

360-degree turnaround,

fall-away hesitation |umper.

What you do need is Elec

tronic Arts' One-on-One

basketball game for the 64.

One-on-One features the two

top forwards in basketball,

Julius (Dr. J) Erving and Larry

Bird. Erving is renowned for

his leaping ability and his

phenomenal dunks, while

Bird is noted for his auto

matic |umper, strong re

bounding and lough inside

game. This game pits Erving

against Bird in a one-on-one

showdown, and Erving and

Birdplay remarkably like the

real-life players might play in

a one-on-one game. Both

players can shoot jumpers

(even Ihroe-poinlers), dunk,

make spring moves, box out.

block shots, steal the ball

and break backboards.

Erving and Bird were in

fact involved in the develop

ment of this game, and the

representations emulate the

play styles and strengths ol

both players. Dr. J is quicker,

more adept at spin moves,

able to leap higher and more

likely to throw down an in

spired dunk. Larry Bird can

toss in jumpers seemingly

with his eyes closed, is a

stronger rebounder, a better

long-range shooter and

tougher on defense. Al

though neither player's com

puter likeness would be

considered flattering or pre

cise, Ihe important elemenl

is that they play like the men

they represent. And on that

criteria, this game definitely

deserves to play before a

sellout crowd.

One-on-One features sev
eral game oplions. including

four levels of play, your

choice of player (Erving or

Bird) when you play against

the computer and the option

for a two-player game. You
can select a timed NBA-

length contest or play up to a

certain point total.

There are many nice

touches that add to Ihe over

all quality o( this game. After

a move to the hoop or a follow

up lap, you could get an in-

slant replay, which is a

slowed down recreation of

the previous play. These

are especially good for gloat

ing at your opponent's ex

pense. Another element im

plemented in the game is

fatigue. The more you have
your player run and jump, the

higher his fatigue level be

comes. The lower a player's

fatigue level, (he better he

shoots. A player can regain

his wind by slowing down or

by calling a timeout. There is

even a referee who will occa

sionally outrage you wilh

what seems like an atrocious

call. But he stays out of the

way mosi of Ihe lime, and his

bad (and good) calls usually

even out As any NBA coach

would tell you. a ref can be

inepl as long as his calls go

both ways.

Finally, there is one more

thing to recommend this

game. For a hard-core bas

ketball addict, there is no

sound as satisfying as the

"swish" that the ball makes

as it slides through the

net. A finger-roll or a perfect

jumper, when the ball drops

through ihe net without mak

ing contact with the rim, is

incomplete without the soft

whisper ol the swish. The

sound effect for this in One-

on-One is as gratifying and

realislic as Ihe real thing. For

a hoops aficionado, the

swish sound alone is worth

Ihe price of admission. All m

all, One-on-One basketball

is the next best thing to

watching the real Erving and

Bird go one-on-one.

Circle Reader Service No. 502

Repton
Reviewed by

Tony Caramanico
Commodoro TVIccommunicoUons

Compuioi Commodore64
Auihiirii Dan Thompnon and

Andy KatonlBGki

Publishw Stilus Software. Ine
10364 Rockingham Drive

Sacramento, CA 95827

Medium Di?;k

Nuke bombs, Nova Cruis

ers, energy beams and a

Power Tube are just a few of

the many spectacular lea-

lures ol Repton by Sirius

Software. If you are one who
enjoys the fast aciion, narrow

escapes and the highspeed

thrill of a challenging space-

type arcade game, you will

love Repton.

The three outslanding

features of the game that

make it one of the top games

for the Commodore 64 are ils

great animated objects, its

special keyboard functions

and its overall theme.

You control a Repton Ar

mageddon ship equipped

wilh nuke bombs and an un-

limiled supply ol lasers. II

also contains an energy con

verter for the Draynes and a

shield that is activated when

you are not firing lasers or

thrusting forward. You re

ceive another Repton Ar

mageddon ship for every

5.000 points that you earn

The main goal of Ihe game

is to prevent the Quarriors

from completing the Energy

Cenler and the Draynes from

slocking it with energy. The

energy obtained by the

Draynes can be recovered

by flying through an energy

beam while the draining is

taking place. This replaces

either the energy stolen or

your nuke bombs if they are

low. You must then fly

through the Power Tube to

recover Ihe stolen energy.

If the energy center is

compleled, which is inevita

ble, or the energy grid is

drained, the Armageddon

bomb will be engaged and

you will be taken under

ground to encounter ihe en

emy. There your surface scan

ner is obsolete and you must

strike Ihe Main Generator

to defeat the enemy.

In addition to the regular
features. Replon offers a

pause feature which is ex-

cellenl for when you are in

terrupted when you are just

about to destroy Ihe under

ground Energy Generator or

you've just destroyed the first

five rounds and want a break.

Repton is one of those

games thai does nol get bor

ing alter you've played it 50

times because it becomes in

creasingly difficult as you im

prove. I strongly recommend

it for the more advanced

player, but inslructions are

adequate for any player.
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REVIEWERS SAY:

"This is the besi typing tutor

we have seen ye); ****+"

INFO-64

"Computer aided inslruction al

its best." Commander

"This is an excellent program

thai makes typing practice an

enjoyable pastime instead of

boring drudgery."

I ill ITHIUM PRESS

Rated the BEST educational

program for the VIC 20

Creative Computing

CUSTOMERS SAY:

". . . delighted with my son's

progress ... he is the only one in his second grade class

who touch types at Ihe computer."

"Your Typing Tutor is an excellent program ... our 4

children literally wait in line to use it."

"Thoroughly satisfied, can't believe how fast I've learned to

type. I've never typed before."

In daily use by schools across the USA.

TYPING TUTOR + WORD INVADERS
Commodore 64'T Tape $21 £5

Commodore 64'T Disk $24.95

VIC 2O'"(unexpanded) Tape $21.95

REALISTIC AIRCRAFT RESPONSE

"Has a quality of realism which

sets it apart from others, even

those I've tested in flight school."

Compute's Gazette

"Great program!" INFO-64

"It is tremendous fun."

Compute's Gazette

"Flight tested by an air traffic

controller, two skilled pilots and

an elementary school class.

Highly rscommended by all."

Midnite Gazette

"This is an unbelievably realistic

simulation of the difficulties

facing a pilot in instrument fly

ing. I'm a 747 pilot and I think lhat this simulation could do

a lot to improve Ihe reactions and instrument scan habits

ol even very experienced pilots." 747 pilot

IFR {FLIGHT SIMULATOR)
Commodore 64": Tape or Disk $29.95

VIC20"(unexpanded) Cartridge $39.95

JOYSTICK REGUIREO

■■■■ Shipping and handlm;: 10 per

^■ 6%

SOFTWARE
P.O. Box 6277 San Rafael, CA 94903 (415) 499-0850

Programmers: Write to our New Program Manager concerning

any exceptional Commodore 64 program you have developed.

A few hints, after you have

cslroyecl the first wave, Ihe

'raynes will start to drain

lore energy. Try and elimi

nate these firsl. Also try to

destroy Ihe Nova Cruisers

with ihe nuke bomb to gel rid

of the smaller ships. And last
but not least, make use of Ihe

pause feature to give your

self a break as you advance

to the upper levels.

Circle Reader Service No. 503

Drol
Reviewed by

Tim Onosko

Cumnutei Commodore 64

A til lie: Aik Bung

Publisher Biixk-rbund Software

17 Paul Duvi'

SanFlnljiol, CA94003

Whether the pictures

created on a Commodore

64—or any other personal

computer—are "art" or not is

a moot point at best. Except

for images of near photo

graphic quality produced on

powerful and expensive sys

tems, most computer pic

tures look somelhing like out

of focus snapshots squeezed

through a screen door.

Consequenlly, the best

microcomputer visuals are

the ones that aim. not for

reality, but style. Aik Beng,

the pseudonymous author

ol Broderbund's Drol recog

nizes this and has written

what is perhaps the single

besi looking game for the

Commodore 64.

Drol, befitting ol its title, is a

wry but disturbing arcade

style game set in a child's

nightmare. In it, the player

guides a tiny robot through

multilevel hallways—a scroll

ing screen in profile-

searching for two lost chil

dren (a boy and girl, each

preoccupied by following a

loy helicopter or balloon).

Iheir jel-powered pel lizard

and their mother, who is

bound in ropes and hidden in

a basement in the final

screen configuration.

The antagonists in this

search are bizarre charac

ters: seahorses, some goon-

ish creatures, a witch doc

tor, etc. Thrown in for good

measure are flying battle-

axes and other threaten

ing cutlery, a lew carni

vorous plants and a silly,

honking vacuum cleaner that

shows up later in Ihe game.

Basically, this is a shoot-

em-up and might easily be

dismissed as such, but the

design and animation are so

good, so skillfully executed,

thai the action and objeci of

the game take a back seat to

the visual entenainmeni.

Beng's work shows his influ

ences as an artist. The entire

effort is reminiscenl of Winsor

McCay's landmark cartoon

strip from the early part of the

century, "Little Nemo in

Slumberland." The goons

mentioned above are an ob

vious nod to the underap

preciated work of California

"hot rod" cartoonist Ed "Big

Daddy" Roth and the anima

tion (limited as it may be) is in

the style of tire great Hol

lywood cartoons. This is a

truly significant game; the

firsl real interactive cartoon

of the microcomputer era.

Aik Beng may be Ihe game

designer to watch. Indica

tions are that he is also the

designer of Sirius1 Squish

'Em, allhough lhat previous

effort was far more infantile,

much less entertaining and

definitely not as attractive.

Let's just call this one his first

and take it from there.

There are very few com

plaints about the program.

Joystick response is swift.

The action, overall, is fast

and smooth. Unfortunately,

however, each new level of

play requires new characters

and screen objects to be

loaded trom the program

disk. This means consider

able delays from level to level

and is the single reason why

more impatient players prob

ably won't come back to Ihe

game as often as they could.

Nonetheless, kudos are

in order for the creative

Mr. Beng,

Circle Reader Service No. 504
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The Commodore
Computer Club

A National Organization
at Last!
by Betsy Byrne

This special User Group

issue of Power/Play is my

golden opportunity lo share

some exciting news with you.

Commodore is sponsoring a
National Commodore Com

puter Club (bells, whistles and

fanfare... ta da)I More than

10,000 people have already

joined and new applications

are coming in every day. At this

point, membership is struc

tured for individuals at $10.00
per person per year.

With membership, each

person receives:

• A regular newsletter (more
details in a minute)

• A quarterly catalog of Com

modore products Ihat can

be ordered by direct mall if

you havB no local source.

• Access to an "NCCC mem

bers only" section of Com

puServe with special online

conferences.

• Advance announcements
and reviews of new Commo

dore products.

• Special scholarship oppor
tunities.

• Pride in belonging to the

largest support net of Com

modore users in the USA.

The NCCC newsletter, of

which I am editor, holds a

monthly user "meeting" be

tween its pages. Presentations

of products and programming

techniques, question and an

swer sessions with Commo

dore expert Jim Butterfield,

and group discussions in the

letters column lend just the

right atmosphere, making it

seem like a group of friends has

gathered together to talk about

Commodore computers.

Topping off each "meeting"

is a sprinkling of "computer

culture" offered by computer

artist Eddie Johnson and

Commodore musician Peg

Herrington. Johnson shares

both his graphic programming

abilities and his awe-inspiring

illustrations with club mem
bers each month in a humor

ous column known as the "Bud

Izzit Art School." Peg Her-

rington's love of music is noth

ing short of infectious, whether

she is eloquently defending

the music making capabilities

of the powerful little VIC 20

(her first love) or excitedly de

scribing the latest Commo

dore 64 musical techniques.

The NCCC belongs to the
people who have joined, who

read the newsletter and who

send letters or articles in to me

for publication. It belongs to

the people who upload and

download programs, pictures

and text to and from our spe

cial section on CompuServe

(where they are assisted by

NCCC SYSOP Betty Knight). It

belongs to you. If you feel that

your computer investment is

worth an extra $10, you will be

able to link up with the millions

of other people in North
America who bought Commo
dore computers for education,
profit, or just plain fun.

Submissions to the NCCC

Newsletter or questions for Jim

Butterfield should be sent di

rectly to me. I would also like to

receive copies of local club

publications. Please note on

each copy if you would like

me to consider all or part of

the contents for publication in

the NCCCN. If I am able lo

use material, 1 will send your

club any one item of Commo

dore published software of

their choice or a free subscrip

tion to one of Commodore's

magazines. For individual

submissions, you may use the

Kids' Corner "How to Submit

Things" format in this issue as a

guide with this addition: arti

cles should be 1,000 words or

less to be considered for pub

lication. Or call me with Ideas,

comments and suggestions at

505-821-5812. My address is:

Betsy Byrne

Editor, NCCC NewslBttBr

6209 Leslie PL NE

Albuquerque, NM 87109

Here's how you can join the National Commodore Computer
Club: complete this form and send it with a check or money order
for $10 (payable to Commodore Computer Club) to:

NATIONAL COMMODORE COMPUTER CLUB
1200 Wilson Dr.

rtfesf Chester, PA 19380

Or if you would rather bill your VISA or MasterCard you can call toll
free. (800)323-1717.

NAME.

ADDRESS,

CITY .STATE, .ZIP.

COMPUTER TYPE(S)-
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Keep Track of
Car Costs With

Do you really realize how

much your car costs you? Do
you know when your car needs

a tune-up? Between gasoline,

car insurance, paymenis,

taxes and license fees as well

as repairs and maintenance,

the cost of car ownership can

be one of your biggest ex

penses. Plus, it's not always

easy to keep track of the real

costs involved.

New Leaf Inc.'s Car Analysis

Reporting System (C*A*R'S)

was designed to determine the

efficiency and cost of owner

ship of your vehicles. While

most other programs of this

nature lump all the items

together, C'A*R*S keeps

track of ownership and oper

ating costs separately as well

as together, to give you a more

accurate picture. You can now

graph and monitor all of the

costs involved and even make

printed reports on your printer.

By using C'A'R'S, you
can graphically see if your

mileage is changing and if

repairs or tune-ups are neces

sary. You also can see how ef

fective any adjustments have

been. In addition to the nu

merical data, the program's

colorful bar graphs will let you

see trouble spots at a glance.

The indepfh manual is de

signed to show you the most

effective manner to control

and manage the costs of your

vehicles, and has easy to un

derstand instructions on how

to run the program. It is also an

excellent tool for small busi

nesses that need to monitor the

costs of their fleet of vehicles.

Using this program, you can

keep track of an unlimited num

ber of cars and/or trucks.

Circle Reader Service No. 513

Computer

Truant Officers

Catch Kids

in Chicago
G-

Students at 25 public

schools in Chicago have a

modern version of the old

"troonies" to contend with

if they want to play hookey

from school.

Computer-controlled "robot

telephones" are being pro

grammed to call the pupil's

home with a recorded mes-

Infocom
Hint Books:

An Open Letter
Dear Mr., Mrs., Miss, Ms.,

Master, or Mr. and Mrs.

Adventurer,

Have you ever stopped to

think what might befall your

loved ones {if any) in the event

that you became hopelessly

lost in the wiles of an Infocom
game?

Could any amount of money

possibly make up for such a

loss? And even if your insur

ance policy did provide for

such compensation, do you

think for one second that your

beneficiaries could collect from

the Bilk & Wheedle Fiduciary

Insurance Corporation of

Upper Mongolia? Fat chance.

No, IhB type of insurance

you need is the kind that will

prevent Infocom-related ca

lamities from happening in the

first place. And that's pre

cisely why Bilk & Wheedle In

surance, in cooperation with

Infocom, is now making avail

able the Complete Deluxe

Edition of the Official Iniocom

Hint Books.

Sure, there's a solution to

every Infocom puzzle and a

way out of every Infocom

maze. But there are those

times when even the most bril

liant and daring adventurer

gets stumped. That's where

Infocom Him Books come into

play. In them, you'll find ev

erything you need to crack the

toughest cases Infocom

games can throw at you. But

these aren't crib sheets—far

from it! The hints are amus

ingly and cunningly written to

subtly help you arrive at the

solution, instead of solving the

problems for you.

There's a handsomely illus

trated and easy-to-read hint

book for each Infocom game

and scores of clues to choose

from in every book. What's

more, each book features a

cleverly drawn map (except

Suspended, the map for which

is already included in the

game package) to help you

with locations in the game,

plus the amazing InvisiClues

invisible ink process that re

veals only the hints you need,

when you need them. Best

of all, the complete hint

books are yours for just $7,95

each, including shipping and

handling.

So even though you'll get the

most satisfaction out of your

Infocom game if you solve

puzzles without outside help,

you can feei confident know

ing you've got your hint book at

your side in case of emergen

cies—or just for downright

reading enjoyment after you've

finished playing.

Why not take an insurance

measure that could prove a life-

saver today? To start enjoy

ing the newfound happiness

and security that will be yours

through Infocom Him Books,

just place your order today.

With warmest personal re

gards, and with sincerity gush

ing from every pore, I remain,

Your friendly B & Wheedle

agent,

Chase D. Bonewagon

VP/Fair Weather Friendly

Letters Department
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sage from the school's princi

pal, reporting the pupil's

unexplained absence and
asking parents to call the school.

And if there is no answer

during the day, the robot

phone will keep calling the

home, all by itself, until 10 P.M.

Some of the messages are

even bilingual (English and

Spanish), just to make sure

that the parents know what's

going on.

The truant-officer phones

were adapted from devices

that will automatically dial se

quential numbers all day long

and half the night with adver

tising messages for potential

customers.
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Arcade-Style

Typing Tutor
Developed by a game de

signer and a professional ed-

ucalor, Type Attack, the lop

selling game from Sirius

Software, leaches typing skills

in a fast action arcade-style

game, Groups of words and

letters falling from the lop of

the playing field must be

stopped by typing the same

words or letters on the com

puter keyboard.

Type Attack includes 39

preprogrammed lessons de

signed to follow standard typ

ing course format in such a

way that the player automati

cally learns typing conven

tions and concepts while

playing the game. Also fea

tured is a Lesson Creator, with

which the player can design

lessons to help with specific

typing or vocabulary prob

lems, and a real-time words-

per-minute bar with settings

from 1 lo 99.

Suggested retail price is

$39.95.
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Computer Composition Teacher
Helps Kids Improve Papers

Writers can buy simple

dictionary-style programs for

their home computers to help

clean up their prose, but a

professor at Hobart and

William Smith Colleges in

Geneva, New York, has

adapted the idea to help

college students improve
their writing.

By using a number ol spe

cially tailored programs, says

John E. Thiesmeyer, associate
professor of English, students

in his expository composition

class learn how to tighten

and polish Iheir writing—using
the computer for clues, not

answers.

"It's important to emphasize

that in the entire process, the

students are offered no cor

rections of words or phrases,"

he says. "The computer offers

an incentive, but the work is

still in their hands."

With the aid of several com

mercial programs—a spelling

checker, a concordance to

keep track of excessive repe

titions and a phrase checker to

seek redundant or awkward

passages—Thiesmeyer says

students are preparing belter

papers.

"The computer is a learn

ing aid quite different from
teachers handing papers back

with post-facto analyses," he

explains. "The machine can

intervene constructively in

the writing process, to pro

voke considerable revision be

fore the work is turned in."

The result? "The students

are handing in the best-

looking papers they've ever

prepared. They're getting

better help than I could give

them by circling misspellings

and mechanical errors with

red ink."

Students first write a rough
draft, then type it into the word

processor system. Next, a

spelling checker with a 75,000

word vocabulary proofreads

the document. The machine
"flags" spelling and typo

graphical errors but won't

correct them for the writer.

"Some dictionary programs

offer automated correction,
but as an educator, I hate that."

Thiesmeyer says. "Ourversion

keeps the student involved in

Once all these possibilities

have been considered—Iwo

drafts later—the student prints

a hard copy, handing in a re

vised and edited paper that

fixing the mistakes."

He notes that the particular

software he uses has a large

dictionary because groups

of students appear to have

a collective vocabulary closer

to 100,000 words than to the

15,000 word range of the

average person. The program

also numbers each sentence

to help pinpoint errors more

readily.

The composition is next re

viewed by a concordance

or word frequency list, to see

how often certain words ap

pear. Again, it's a readily avail

able program, designed for

everyday word processing

functions.

Finally a usage checker is

used. ThiesmeyBr's phrase

dictionary first held a 500 word
store of trite, wordy, vague,

awkward or redundant pas

sages, but he has since ex-

pandBd the program to watch

for over 2,100 such misuses.

the professor can check for

writing quality and contenl

rather than primarily for errors.

Will the process become a

crutch for student writers?

Thiesmeyer says no, because

students can't memorize each

individual mistake.

"Eventually students begin

to internalize and remember

the categories of error," he ex

plains. "They start to recog

nize wordiness, redundancy

and other problems in Iheir

work before they type it into
the computer."

He would like to do a study
which would compare a num

ber of computer-scrutinized
papers with an equal number

written without the machine's

programs.

The study, he says, would

give substantive indications of

the effectiveness of writing by

computer. "Everything so far

has been all anecdotal. No
body has any hard informalion

on whether the process makes

people better writers in the
long run."
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Monkey Game Players Aid Nutrition Research
Manipulating the joystick.

Albert guides a gobbling

Pacman figure across the

video screen, past a banana-

shaped (igure to a red rectan

gle, As the figure devours the
rectangle, yellow lights flash

and a miniature marshmallow

rolls down a chute to Albert's

left. He pops the marshmallow

into his mouth and, still chew

ing, returns his attention to

the screen,

Albert, a 10 year-old rhesus

monkey, spends about four

hours a week playing video

games at the University of

Montana. He is helping Steve

Lavender, a 24 year-old grad

uate student in psychology

at the university, find a good

way to measure the effects

of poor nutrition on learning.

Working with University of

Montana psychology depart

ment chairman David Strobel,
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Lavender's first goal is to teach

eight rhesus monkeys how to

play the video games which he

and Strobel design.

Later the researchers want

to use the monkeys' game

performances to judge how

diets deficient in zinc, copper

and protein affect behavior.

Lavender said other studies

have suggested that animals

with zinc-deficient diets fail to

learn from their errors.

The researchers speculate

that the games could also be

used to test foraging behavior

in animals, including humans.

They hope to design a com

puter program in which the

monkeys could forage with the

Pacman figure for either high-

or low-nutrition foods to see

which they prefer.

The study is funded in part

by a grant from the U.S. De

partment of Agriculture, Lav

ender is optimistic about the

versatility of video games for

use in experiments because

they enable researchers to run

several different tests without

changing the apparatus and

also allows self-paced testing.

The University of Montana is

one of the first to participate in

these testing techniques.

Albert and the other mon

keys play in a phone booth

size apparatus equipped with

a video screen and a horizon

tal joystick, They sit in a clear

plastic chair which positions

their heads in front ot the

screen. While other research

ers often anesthetize monkeys

to put them in the chairs, Stro

bel and Lavender have taught

their monkeys to climb into the

chairs for food rewards.

To avoid distracting the

monkeys, the researchers

pipe folk-rock music into the

playing booths to cut down on

noise interference from out

side, They also observe the

monkeys playing on one

monitor and the game action

on another.

Rhesus monkeys play video

games for marshmallow

rewards to help researchers

at the University o! Montana

study iha affects ofpoor

nutrition on learning.

Since beginning the ex

periment, Lavender is playing

more video games himself. He

often finds himself rooting for

the monkeys as he observes.

"It's like watching your home

team play," he said.

Sourcebook for
Software Writers

Running Press announces

the availability of 77ie Software

Writer's Marketplace, a book

which is not only a where

to directory of aggressive

software buyers, but an in

valuable tool offering step-

by-step guidance for the

millions of computer owners

who want to make money in

this burgeoning industry.

Over 500 companies solic

iting software from the general

public have supplied the vital

information found in this book.

The authors, themselves suc

cessful software writers, have

compiled this information and

have included step-by-step

instructions on researching

the market, structuring salable

programs, writing acceptable

documentation and more.

Once the program is written,

the book takes the writer

through the labyrinthine task

of selling to the industry—from

the initial query letter to the

signing of the contract. This

essential sourcebook for the

software writer even offers

a section of invaluable copy

right information written by a

specialist.

Circle Reader Service No. 509
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Mystery Books

Teach Programming
The husband and wile team

of Floyd and Lois McCoy have

been involved with computers

and children for over 20 years.

For the pasl year, Lois and

Floyd have been at work on

The Bytes Brothers, a series of

six mystery books.

Each book contains five

stories plus five paralleling

computer programs written in

Bytes Brothers BASIC—a

"language" utilizing BASIC

commands that run on all

microcomputers. The series,

with its generic BASIC, was

hailed by the editor of the Chil

dren's Television Workshop's

Enter magazine as "the best

children's computer litera

ture I've seen, by far," The

series includes six books of

whodunits with programs. The

reader follows along as the in

trepid Bytes Brothers and their

computer-literate neighbor,

Elana Lynsky, solve mysteries

in their hometown of Lamont

Landing with the help of Nib

ble, their trusty computer.

The first two books were

published in the U.S. by Ban

tam last spring and the follow

ing four books will be out in the

fall. Already, the books are

selling extremely well in the

U.K., including Australia and

New Zealand. Four book clubs

are distributing The Bytes

Brothers in addition to retail

sales outlets.
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Home

Learn Programming

on Video Tape
Problem Solving in BASIC

consists of two 30 minute

videocassettes that teach

viewers how to program the

Commodore 64 in BASIC, Di

rected by Belove-Laiserin

and produced by the Hayden

Book Company of Hasbrouck

Heights, New Jersey, the two

videotapes represent a new

product direction for Hayden.

"We believe there are a

great deal of people buying

computers and video players.

As our books and book/

software packages fill the

needs of computer owners, our

videocassettes will fill the

same needs for video player

owners. Since our videocas

settes are educational, they

also broaden the scope in

which video players are used

in the home, school and in

dustry," said David Edwards,

vice president and general

manager.

The tapes introduce top-

down programming as a

primary problem solving tech

nique. Viewers learn how to

state a programming problem

into modules or subroutines,

then write the BASIC instruc

tions for each step or function.

Finally, the programmer links

all the parts together and re

fines the tinal program.

Available in a VHS or BETA

format, both packages include

a programming guide, cover

applications for home, busi

ness, school, recreation and

are written lor novice or inter

mediate programmers.

Accounting Package

TOTL Software inc., manu

facturers of practical small

business and home produc

tivity software for the Com

modore 64, have announced

the release of their eighth soft

ware product. TOTLMONEY-

MINDER is a complete home
accounting system designed

to complement other software

already available from TOTL. It

was shipped to distributors

and dealers in early 1984 and

carries a suggested retail

price of $39.95, consistent

with the other low-cost pro

grams available from TOTL.

TOTL.MONEYMINDER is a

disk-oriented set of programs,

compatible with most column

expansion hardware, with ad

vanced features to simplify

use and increase flexibility,

such as configuration file for

one-time setup for screen col

ors, column width and any

printer-interface combination.

TOTL.MONEYMINDER will

allow up to 110 user-defined

accounts {for expenses,

checking, income, charge ac

counts, etc.), with double-

entry transactions that can be

spread across multiple ex

pense accounts. TOTL.MON

EYMINDER provides a monthly

reminder of all bills due and

a powerful monthly budgeting

capability, The system will re

cord up to 8400 transactions

per year and includes capabil

ities to report net worth and

both printed and graphic dis

play of actual versus budgeted

expenses, with reports of the

status of each account.

Other important features in

clude a builtin database for

longterm asset and liability

records, with investment return

and amortization tools. Full

checkbook balancing and

statements are provided for

and a label file is easily gener

ated to allow printing of address

labels with TOTLLABEL and

interaction with TOTL.TEXT

and TOTL.INFOMASTER for

even more versatility.

At year's end a report is

generated which shows all in

come and expenses, groups

expenses into deductible and

non-deductible, and groups

deductible expenses into their

deduction categories.
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TOTL Software now offers a home accounting system,

TOILMONEYMINDER.
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product review

MicronEye Digital
Imaging System
For Use With the Commodore 64

Reviewed by Ted Salamone
Manufactuiei Micron Technology, Inc

2B05E. Columbia Road

Boise, ID B3706

Eve: see those outrageous t-shirts with a

computer-generated picture of the owner's face

on them? Perhaps you even own one.

If you do, then you probably know something

about how they're made. If not, then here's the

secret. A picture, usually of the buyer's best side, is

taken. Then it's digitalized through a microproces

sor. This translates the normal photographic im

ages into a binary code the computer can store and

reproduce upon demand. The coded image is then

transferred to the article of clothing mechanically.

Of course any item can be photographed and

digitalized in this manner, though most of the

equipment capable of doing this is too expensive

for personal ownership.

Notice I said most. Thanks to the groundbreak

ing endeavors of Micron Technology, a low-cost

digital imaging system is available for several

microcomputers, including the Commodore 64.

Known as the MicronEye, this multipiece

electro-optical imaging system is available in

two versions.

A compact unit known as the MicronEye Bullet

has a builtin tripod, a removable lens, the neces

sary cable and diskware and an electronics board

which plugs into the 64's cartridge slot.

The MicronEye Camera is a larger unit which

builds on the Bullet. Its main advantages include a

serial card capable of interfacing with other micro

computers and the ability to be used from a more

remote position. The Camera model can be used

up to 50 feet away from the computer as opposed

to the Bullet's apronstring five.

The soul of both units is the OpticRAM, a device

composed of 65,536 image-sensing pixels orga

nized into two arrays of 128 by 256 pixels each. It is

this device which creates the digital picture that

is transmitted to the computer and monitor.

Due to its digital nature, the MicronEye repro

duces items mainly in black and white, though

gray shading can be produced through multiple

scans of the subject at different exposure times.

Don't start despairing that this is for technical

nerds only, because it's definitely not. A novice

can unpack, hook up, and start using the Bullet

in under 30 minutes.

Dissecting the Bullet
The Bullet model (subject of this article) was

given a thorough test over a two-month period.

The entire package consists of the Bullet, a

close-up ring, a diskette and a pretty comprehen

sive manual. The Bullet itself is composed of a

casing, a 16-wire ribbon cable, the installed

OpticRAM, an interface board and a 16 milli

meter TV lens with electronically or manually

adjustable F-stops.

It is a rugged, well designed device with a sleek

black and silver metal case. Light, compact and

capable of accepting various lenses, the Bullet is

well conceived and executed.

The MicronEye Bullet lets you 'lake pictures" on your

Commodore 64's screen.
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repy
how a©aget in touch with
your computer.

The Edumate™ Light Pen puts

you closer in touch with your com

puter than ever before. Paint a master
piece, or play an interactive game simply by

moving the pen across the screen. Compared to

other graphic peripherals, the Edumate stands

alone. Drawing is now easy. Because It's natural.

Just connect the Edumate and touch the screen. It's

as simple as that. No awkward touchpad surface. No un

natural joystick controls. And look what else is at hand.

You can choose from a complete line of educational and

entertainment software. Our Playground Software™ series

brings the magic of the Edumate together with the amazing

computer voice of S.A.M.™ the Software Automatic Mouth, so
children can interact directly with our teaching programs. Our new

advanced graphics program. Peripheral Vision, allows you to draw

or fill in 16 different colors, a variety of sizes and textures, and zoom in

for greater detail. You can save your picture to disk, print a copy for your

friends, and more. What could be more natural than picking up an

Edumate and letting your imagination run free!

^P^ See the Edumate™ Light Fen
at your iocal compuier store or

call direct 1-S00-334-SOFT. Avail

tor Commodore64™ t
Please specify computer,

cassette whan ordering.
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P.O. Box 3470 Department C,
Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27514
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The manual offers a description of the models,

general operating techniques, specific computer

instructions (for the Commodore 64, Apple, IBM

PC, and RS-232 interfaces), as well as troubleshoot

ing and optics selection/lighting techniques tips.

Furthermore, it provides technical data on com

munication between the computer and camera,

OpticRAM specs and transmission and baud rate

information. Completing the advanced sections are

assembly language routines for the IBM version

and a detailed description of the hardware. There

are diagrams aplenty foi those interested in such

esoteric matters as interrupt generator and com

mand receiver circuits.

Of course this advanced material isn't necessary

for the average user to unleash the potential of this

amazing device.

Operating the MicronEye
Basic use of the MicronEye is amazingly simple.

Once connected to the 64 with the software booted

up, taking pictures is just a matter of lighting,

focusing, making f-stop adjustments and selecting

special options with a few keystrokes.

For non-camera buffs, the f-stop control adjusts

the amount of light allowed through the lens while

the focus control aligns or focuses the image onto

the OpticRAM device.

Normally the Bullet works best when viewing

objects at least 18 inches away. To overcome this

situation, the close-up ring allows the viewing of

objects as close as five inches.

This ring, which extends the focal length of

the F1.16 16 mm lens, is inserted between the lens

and the OpticRAM. After that it's just a matter

of focusing the lens to provide a clear image of

the subject.

For a lot of detailed work, Micron recommends

that a true close-up lens be purchased. Since

the MicronEye uses standard C-mount lenses,

replacement or special purpose lenses that fit

can be found at most camera shops.

Lighting Techniques

Since the OpticRAM, due to its digital nature,

responds only to black and white, a lot of light must

be focused onto the subject.

An arbitrary threshold determines whether a

pixel becomes black or white. Segments of the

scene lighter than the threshold are rendered in

white, those darker in black.

This threshold can be altered by changing the

f-stop setting, adjusting the exposure time or

varying the amount of light on the scene itself.

Scenes can either be front or backlit, depend

ing upon personal preference, the object being

Asyou gain experience you can create shading with

the Bullet

photographed or the amount of ambient light

already present.

Two pages of instructions, with some additional

input from an appendix, aid in understanding the

need for sufficient lighting as well as how to

achieve it.

Using the MicronEye with the 64
The chapter covering the camera's use with the

64 gives brief, yet adequate, instructions on how to

install and set up the unit.

A listing of files on the disk is also included to

help users develop their own custom applications.

The main program, aptly titled the MicronEye,

allows the non-technical user access to a great deal

of the unit's power and abilities. It allows pictures

to be shown on a video display, to be saved and

loaded to and from a formatted disk and to be re

produced as a hard copy by either an Epson or a

Gemini graphics printer.

Since the Bullet operates with the interrupts

switched off, keyboard entries must be held

down a bit longer than normal for them to register.

After a few tries this holding action becomes

second nature.

Command Summary
Depressing the "B" key activates the black and

white mode. This is used mainly to return the de

vice to a standard setting after the gray mode has

been invoked by hitting the "G" key.

While operating in the gray-shaded format, the

camera is instructed by the computer to take three

pictures at various exposure times. These are then

combined to produce a multitoned gray display of

the object being scrutinized. Due to the complexity

of this format, it operates at a much slower pace

than the straight black and white mode.

Though meant to display only one picture per

screen, the fact that the OpticRAM has two arrays
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allows it to show two photos of the same object.

Pressing the "2" key projects the second photo

directly below the first. This second shot has a

tendency to be a bit darker than the "original".

Depressing the "1" key returns the display to a

single photo.

Hitting the "E" key kicks in the enhanced mode

which effectively increases the resolution by four.

Images sent to the screen are now 256 x 128 in

stead of 128 x 64. Achieving this clarity takes time

as each picture not only takes four times longer

to develop, but then has to be passed through an

enhancement algorithm to produce a clear, crisp

image. Nevertheless, the final product is well worth

the wait. Depressing the "N" key resets the cam

era to the normal mode of 128 x 64.

Using the shifted period and comma keys in

creases or decreases the exposure time by 10

milliseconds respectively. Likewise, each key

stroke of those unshifted keys has the same effect

except that the exposure time is altered by only

one millisecond.

Typing "S" saves a picture to a formatted disk,

while "L" loads it back. Hitting "P" sends the data

to a printer for a hard copy. Lack of interface ability

with the Commodore 1525 or 1526 printers is prob

ably the most serious drawback of this entire unit.

Most people have Commodore printers, so there is

a definite problem here.

The return to BASIC is accomplished by depress

ing the "Q" key to quit the MicronEye program.

Other programs on the disk are concerned with

assembly language routines that expand the cam

era's personalized uses and are too technical for

this article.

In case of any difficulties during use, a trouble

shooting appendix runs down some of the common

sense problems usually encountered. Absolutely

no technical data here. As a matter of fact, the

firm's number and address are included if there is

a need to go beyond the general help offered.

Practical Uses
If you're sitting there thinking "Wow, this is a

great piece of equipment, but what can I do with

it?" just think for a moment longer.

Photos of yourself, your friends and family, as

well as objects in your close surroundings can be

digitalized, saved and reproduced.

With the close-up ring installed, pictures of text

can be taken, though several passes are needed to

capture a full page.

School projects or business presentations can

be greatly enhanced through this technological

wizardry.

Combine some creativity with a touch of entre

preneurial chutzpah and it may be possible to earn

a few dollars on the side producing posters, term

paper illustrations, or anything else which lends

itself to photography.

Enhancements
Besides acquiring various lenses for different

shots, it is possible to use readily available software

to color and further manipulate the files stored to

disk by the MicronEye.

One of the easiest units to interface with is Ink

well System's Flexidraw including Pen Palette.

This penware package (professional grade lightpen

with software) can color the pictures taken with

the MicronEye. It also provides templates of Greek

alphabets, architectural shapes and several other

options which can enhance the photos. Perhaps

the most spectacular option is the ability to send

photos (colored or otherwise) via modem to some

one else.

Sorcerer's Apprentice by Event Horizon Soft

ware is diskware which can also be used to add

hues or coloration to the illustrations produced

by the camera.

The Bottom Line: Hands-on Experience

I can make several points after spending consid

erable time using the camera.

First of all, text resolution on the 64 version is not

very good. Copying important data this way isn't

practical. Of course it wasn't intended for mass

storage of written documents, though this is possi

bly one of the best areas for future development.

Secondly, the camera is extremely light sensi

tive. Careful attention must be paid to lighting

requirements. For good results semi or fully pro

fessional equipment is needed. For experimen

tation or casual use of a relatively unimportant

nature, flood lights, backdrops and improvised

indirect lighting items will suffice.

Be prepared for some frustrating sessions be

cause patience is required to produce that perfect

picture, at least until one's proficiency increases.

A way around the limited printer compatibility

problem is to use the Flexidiaw program to print

to a Commodore 1525 or equivalent, a C.Itoh Pro-

writer or an Okidata Microline.

The MicronEye is an interesting device which

hasn't been fully developed technically or

application-wise. As time goes on, upgrades will

no doubt be performed and other uses will come

to light thanks to the efforts of individual users

testing new ideas. C
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product review

PowerPad with
Leo's Tectric

Paintbrush and

PowerPad Pro
grammers Kit
By Francis Amato

Are you a frustrated artist? Get urges to finger-

paint? Do you wish to play piano or do a jigsaw

puzzle without losing any pieces? The PowerPad

from Chalkboard Inc. might be just what you need.

The PowerPad is a $99.99 touch tablet for the

VIC 20 and Commodore 64. It's used like other al

ternate input devices such as mice, light pens or

joysticks. Locations on the pad correspond to loca

tions on the video screen. As a drawing aid, press

the tablet and an image appears. Locations are the

keynotes when used in a musical program. The

tablet can replace the keyboard or move an object

around the screen. The possibilities of any touch

tablet are only Limited by the software using it.

For that reason, this isn't solely a review of the

PowerPad. The PowerPad is similar to a computer.

It can do nothing without software. This review

will be as much about Leo's 'Lectric Paintbrush

(supplied with the PowerPad) and the optional

Programming Kit as the PowerPad itself.

The PowerPad package contains the tablet and

Leo, a finger painting program on cartridge. There

is also an operating booklet, cable, a Mylar overlay

used with Leo, a plastic stylus and a number of

PowerLog cards.

The 36 page operating booklet is easily under

stood. It tells you everything you need to know

about using the PowerPad with Leo's 'Lectric

Paintbrush. It tells you nothing else, however.

You'll have to buy the $29.95 Programming Kit if

you wish to know more.

The cable is a five foot long telephone cord with

a joystick connector grafted onto one end. It plugs

into control port one and the top of the PowerPad.

I appreciate the length because it's handy. It

would be possible to construct a cable should the

supplied one break. However, you cannot use the

keyboard when the PowerPad's plugged in. There

must be a way, but I don't know what it is.

The PowerPad comes with a 90 day limited

warranty. Return it to the store where purchased

if it breaks within the first 30 days. After that,

you have 60 days to ship it to Atlanta for repairs.

Replacing the overlay costs $6.

Physically, it's a 17 inch by 20 inch plastic case

with a handhole on the left side. The touch sensi

tive area is 12 inch by 12 inch, large enough for

14400 distinct locations which can be interpreted

and acted upon by the software. A grid of wires

beneath the surface registers input. Unlike many

touchpads, this one will accept more than a single

touch at one time. You could press five fingers on

the pad and have five different contact points. A

potentially valuable feature.

The only failing of the PowerPad itself is one of

sensitivity. It won't register an input unless your

touch is quite firm. I don't know if this is inten

tional or a design limitation. All I know is it's quite

aggravating. It's difficult to achieve a smooth

flowing line when you have to press so firmly.

The PowerPad with Leo's 'Lectric Paintbrush

is being marketed as an educational device. Leo's

'Lectric Paintbrush is more than adequate for

this purpose. Just realize you're not going to

create artistic masterpieces with it. Well, perhaps

abstract ones. Have you noticed in ChalkBoard's

advertisements what Mona Lisa looks like? That's

what you can expect. A great master like Leonardo

wouldn't be working with Leo's 'Lectric Paint

brush. Unless he was well paid.

The Mylar overlay allows you to choose one of

eight colors (even though the computer allows 16)

as a background, pen, or fill color. You use PEN
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UP and PEN DOWN to move to a spot and start

drawing with your finger or the enclosed stylus.

You can make a reasonably fine line. Be careful not

to draw too far towards the edges. You'll end up

with part of your picture on one side and the rest of

it on another.

You can duplicate or move a shape by defining

it with the TO and END keys. You have to decide

in advance or it will be too late. Defining a shape

takes up quite a bit of memory. Press the hashmark

key {#) and a gauge appears to show how much is

left. You can un-define shapes to free up some of

the memory or use CLEAR to erase the picture.

What if you decide to erase a line? You're out of

luck. You can cover but you can't erase. To cover,

choose a pen color that matches the background

and paint over the mistake. A tedious and inexact

way of doing things.

Your compositions can be saved or loaded from

disk or tape. Unfortunately, there are no letter keys

on the overlay. No chance of saving or loading a

picture by name. The COLOR keys are used in

stead. Press up to three of the COLOR keys, such

as RED-BLACK-YELLOW. Anytime you wish to

admire it, you must load it from the pad by press

ing RED-BLACK-YELLOW. That's why PowerLog

cards are included. You're supposed to write down

the COLOR keys pressed and what the picture was.

Using Leo is certainly easy. Unless you're very

young, however, you'll soon grow tired of it.

You'll find yourself wanting to do more and it

won't let you.

The Programmmg Kit is an overpriced ($29.95)

accessory which allows you to exploit the Power-

Pads' potential. The kit contains a blank gridded

overlay, three PowerLog cards, some stick-ons, two

overhead projector markers and a 42 page booklet

explaining how to incorporate the PowerPad into

your own programs. Also included is a free mem

bership to the Padmasters Guild Users Group (a

$9.95 value). All this should have come with the

PowerPad.

The programming booklet is well written and

easily understood. It includes five programs list

ings in BASIC and BASIC with machine language

subroutines. It's useful but doesn't go far enough

in illustrating how to use the PowerPad. It'll teach

you the basics, but then you're on your own.

Should you buy the PowerPad with Leo's 'Lectric

Paintbrush? Only if you can answer yes to one or

more of the following questions:

1. You're buying it for educational purposes. Chil

dren find it a lot of fun. It's certainly durable. The

size makes it easy to handle. The corners are

rounded so nobody can get hurt. It could be very

useful for the physically handicapped.

2. You have a color TV or monitor. Color will make

a big difference in your compositions.

3. You're planning to incorporate its features into

your own programs.

4. Your expectations of Leo's 'Lectric Paintbrush

aren't very high.

Leonardos Library of programs for the PowerPad

currently numbers eight. Don't expect lots and lots

of programs in the near future. ChalkBoard doesn't

encourage third party products. All the software for

the PowerPad will probably be developed for, and

certainly marketed by, ChalkBoard.

The PowerPad is a bundle of potential which

Leo's 'Lectric Paintbrush barely exploits. I would

buy it for what it could be, not for what Leo's

'Lectric Paintbrush makes it. Leo is gruesome.

The PowerPad is great. c
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ok review

Three From

Birkhauser
Boston
Reviewed by Annette Hinshaw

An Introduction to the Commodore 64
By Nevin B. Scrimshaw and James Vogel

Discover Your VIC 20
By Donald Kahn, Jr. and Nevin B. Scrimshaw

The Commodore 64 Music Book
By James Vogel and Nevin B. Scrimshaw

Many new owners of Commodore computers are

a little shy of programming. The user's manuals

and most other programming books seem to as

sume a base knowledge these novices don't have.

Programming books are often (a) dull, (b) written

by math teachers who think SQR is an important

BASIC function or (c) written by business types

who think color and sound are for games and other

low uses. An Introduction to the Commodore 64

and Discover Your VIC 20 are for real be0nners,

are not dull and provide excellent introductions to

the sound and graphics capabilities of the 64 and

the VIC, respectively.

The two books are very similar in general outline

and approach. They even share some of the same

example programs. The chapter on string functions

is called "Microsurgery" in both books and uses

not only the same programs but almost the same

language. Written in an easy, conversational style,

both books begin with the keyboard. Instead of in

volved technical discussions of BASIC functions,

the authors give short, simple explanations of pro

gramming mechanisms. The reader will learn (he

should read with computer in hand) most by key

ing in the short example programs and seeing

them run.

Every program is explained in the text, almost

line by line. REM statements in the programs add

to the documentation, The programs are short, easy

to read and fun! Almost painlessly, the authors

take their readers through most of BASIC, the fun

damentals of program design and a good intro

duction to using graphics and sound on these two

Commodore machines. As Commodore users

know, making graphics and music on these

computers comprehensive to a beginner is a

feat in itself.

Discover Your VIC20: A Beginner's Guide to

Real Programming is a title that delivers what it

promises. The book on the 64 is more modestly

titled, but it also delivers a beginner's guide to

using the 64's special abilities. While the two books

are for the newcomer who has no computer experi

ence, old hands can profit from the tips on using

color, bit mapping and learning how to make a

playable organ out of their computer keyboards.

Anyone who works with hi-res graphics will ap

preciate a complete "Character Design Chart"

which shows the bit distribution of numbers

through 255.

These two books won't make expert pro

grammers out of anyone. What they will do, for

those who read the books with their fingers on

the keyboard, is provide the broad foundation

from which experts can grow.

A third offering from Birkhauser Boston, The

Commodore 64 Music Book: A Guide to Pro

gramming Music and Sound will get you excited

about using the 64's SID (sound interface device).

Chapter 3, called "Waveforms", for example, de

scribes with pictures the five waveforms available
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on the 64. A 20-line program plays a well known

piece. The Flight of the Bumblebee, in each wave

form successively. The reader who keys in the pro

gram, which is short enough to be encouraging,

can hear how each parameter sounds. Each of the

technical parameters in using the 64's considerable

musical capability is presented briefly in simple

language with appropriate and amusing example

programs. Beginner or expert, musician or not,

anyone who wants to try the Commodore SID

(which is reputed to be one of the best synthesizer

chips available) can profit from this book.

Commodore users have long known that the 64's

graphic and music abilities are second to none.

Unfortunately, the programming to get to those

features can be awkward and unhandy. Doing

music is especially difficult for those who do not

have a good technical grounding in music and

sound generation. As a result, we see less ex

ploitation of the SID than it deserves. This book

doesn't make the programming of sound less

clumsy, but it does make the necessary concepts

of music and the physics of sound understandable

to anyone, thus removing a major block from the

paths of many nonmusical programmers.

The book begins with an overview of concepts:

sound, frequency, pitch, waveforms, the envelope

generator, filters and various types of modulation.

Example programs which demonstrate how each

parameter changes the sounds let the user hear

the differences for himself. As the authors proceed

through the mechanics of programming music and

other sounds on the 64, simple programs and dia

grams illustrate every idea. An extensive "SID Chip

Control Chart" and a table of note values are pro

vided for ready reference. Diagrams which show

how bit controls work in the SID chip are especially

enlightening for a novice programmer.

In case the reader is not highly experienced in

BASIC, the authors provide some explanations of

standard programming mechanisms such as loops

as they are needed. More intermediate mecha

nisms such as READ, DATA and the use of arrays

are covered more thoroughly, since they are essen

tial to the application. None of the material is dull or

pedantic. Just enough textual information is given

to keep the programmer moving. The programs

themselves do most of the teaching.

The book is short, but exceptionally well done.

By the time a reader works through it, he will have

an excellent grasp of how to use the 64's sophisti

cated synthesizer. A musician will have a new

instrument to master. And less artistic program

mers will have a new dimension to add interest
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Now make your '64; TALK
...Bn your own voice!
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Franc'ais?"

"Sorry

Charlie,

you

lose"
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best Commodore 64 In
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complex so Itware to
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or are a computei genius,
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rne pysricK lunatic

A Ttend

By Steve Finkel

First there were the hippies,

those lovable, radical long-hairs

who thrived on dirt and rebel

lion. After a decade of stereotype

stagnation, the preppies burst

onto the scene, resplendent

in Izod shirts, plaids and L.L.

Bean. Preppies set a brisk tone

for trendy stereotypes, turning

up on paperbacks, stationery,

Time magazine covers, t-shirts,

lunchboxes, college campuses

and even in real life.

Trendy stereotypes grew enor

mously in popularity in the Eight

ies. JAPs, or Jewish American

Princesses, made shopping in

all the right places and drinking

Tab national pastimes. Everybody

jumped on that bandwagon. You

didn't have to be Jewish, Ameri

can or even a Princess to be a JAP.

Anyone who was raised by doting,

wealthy parents, wore jewelry

worth more than other people's

homes and could whine while

pouring Sweet' N Low could be

a JAP or equivalent trendy stereo

type. Who says America isn't the

land of opportunity?

Meanwhile, on a parallel reality,

Valley Girls became a new life

style stereotype that was ex

tremely popular with the media.

This is probably because all the

interested media members found

that their own daughters had de

veloped a new vocabulary and

style of dress. Rather than send

their kids to expensive psychia

trists, they decided to make a few

bucks off of it by publicizing it as

a trend. And the rest is history of

sorts. When the Valley Girl life

style becomes passe, there will

be a tear in the eye of mall devel

opers everywhere.

More recently, trendy stereo

typing has become a trend unto

itself. There seems to be a new

stereotype lifestyle on the New

York Times best-seller list every

week. It's getting to the point

where instead of asking questions

on age, race, sex, religion or polit

ical preference, census takers will

merely request your stereotype.

Anybody can classify a new

stereotyped lifestyle. In fact, those

who do are numerous enough now

to be part of a trendy stereotype

of their own: the Lifestyle Organi

zation Stereotypist, or LOSer. Into

this illustrious though suspect

classification plunges the Joystick

Lunatic, introducing yet another

new lifestyle stereotype: the home

computer video game player, a

form of humanity whose habits,

qualities, tastes and idiosyncra

sies can be classified and cata

logued into a coherent trendy

lifestyle for the eighties. This is

probably a great relief to many

parents, who were doubtlessly

worried that their home gamers

were destined to spend the decade

joysticking in complete obscurity.

Well, chin up, folks—nothing can

put you on the national memory map

(not to mention the cover of Time)

like a catchy stereotypical lifestyle!

The Video Educated Gamer, or

VEGie (pronounced like the slang

term for vegetable but not an

editorial comment on gamers),

has definite characteristics

unique to the stereotype, Where

the odd Preppie may undertake

home computer gaming as light

entertainment, it just doesn't

wash on the Cape or at prep

school. While the occasional JAP

gamer might play against her

date for fun, the possibility of a

broken nail or getting muscular

hands from using the joystick are

deterrent enough. The true VEGie

holds games in a spirit of rever

ence similar to that which a boll

weevil holds cotton. The VEGie

does not just play games. The

VEGie believes in them, thrives

on them, communicates with

them and understands them.

There are several ways to tell

VEGies apart from the rest of

the world. When someone yells

"Fire!" in a crowded movie thea

ter, VEGies will go for the joystick

rather than the exit. A VEGie

might not know how to screw in a

lightbulb, but can plug in a game

cartridge on any of a dozen ma

chines. VEGies can also be iden

tified by their unique posture

abilities—they are able to sit or

lie in any position on any floor or

piece of furniture and still effec

tively complete a game screen.

Some of the trendier VEGies can

even break dance while getting

a high score and never become

tangled in the joystick cord.

{This should turn up on "That's
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Incredible" any week now).

Those traits that set VEGies

apart are related to their gaming

propensities, and that holds true

for names as well. You won't

find a Muffy or a Rhonda in this

crowd. Popular handles include:

Ace, Hawkeye, Action, Alien-

breath, Assassin and The Kid.

Similar nicknames are popular

for male VEGies as well.
An area where VEGies again

assert their uniqueness in com

parison to other trendy groups is

fashion. VEGies dress in normal

clothes: jeans, cords, sneakers,

shorts, t-shirts, sports jerseys (not

all at the same time; they won't

even wear two shirts at once).

VEGies never dress for success.

They strenuously avoid Preppie

clothes, particularly anything

Izod. The closW they'll get to
an alligator is crossing the stream

in Fiogger. VEGies tend not to

wear jewelry since it weighs them

down although the occasional

bracelet or ring is sometimes

used by less ethical players to

distract opponents. The more

flamboyant VEGies might occa

sionally wear hats with antlers

or arrows through their heads.

VEGie food doesn't match up

to other trendy group meal fare.

No croissants, no yogurt, no salad

bars, no diet soda and definitely

no quiche... VEGies mainly

subsist on junk food. For some

VEGies, the standard meal often

consists of devouring cherries, fol

lowed by strawberries, peaches,

apples and grapes. Of course, the

VEGies who don't play Pacman

at home follow a steady diet of

other gaming fare.

VEGies. by and large, conduct

their lives like other people, out

side of their obvious indulgence

in home computer games. VEGie

intelligence levels range from

average to genius (thereby ex

cluding the bulk of Valley Girl

video fans as legitimate VEGies).

They make up a substantial por

tion of the under-30 segment of

the population. As such, there is

enormous potential for financial

entrepreneurs. (The Joystick

Lunatic frowns on commercial

exploitation, at least until the

Joystick Lunatic t-shirts hit the

market.) VEGies, for the most

part, don't seem to mind because

it keeps them and their interests

in the spotlight.

The early attempts to cash

in on the trend produced video-

oriented cereal and cartoons.

VEGies did not wholeheartedly

support these efforts, recognizing

them to be as unnatural as a fur-

lined joystick with a rearview

mirror. New attempts to tie

VEGies' gaming lifestyle to more

cultural concerns are under de

velopment. For example, many

publishing houses are signing

contracts with home computer

game manufacturers in an effort to

convert classic literature to a form

acceptable to VEGies. Ready to

hit the bookstore shelves are such

works as Shakespeare's PacBeth,

about a medieval prince whose

wife (Ms. PacBeth) pushes him

to gobble up all the power pills to

be king. A more recent fictional

conversion is GORFyPark, an in

tense espionage thriller in which

a Russian police chief has to out

wit the KGB and his superiors, as

well as the Gorfian Commander.

Fittingly, the Gorfs are decidedly

red. Other literary achievements

include Tolstoy's Wizard of Wot

andPeace, F. Scott Fitzgerald's

Defender is the Night, and the

Hemingway classic The Old Man

and the Seawolf, to name a few

too many. These books, although

noble in their aim, probably rep

resent the final blow to western

literature as we know it.

What does the future hold for

VEGies? Will they become a

major political force, wooed by

self-serving candidates promising

legislation to establish minimum

graphics standards and filibuster

ing for congressional recognition

of national high score holders?

Or will they settle gracefully into

their role as a trendy stereotype,

frequenting the trendy stereo

typed arcades, malls and restau

rants that have sprung up to serve

them? Will they buy the posters

and record albums that at first

legitimize and later satirize the

VEGie trend? VEGies stand today

at an important crossroad, with

the initial impact of Pacman fad

ing (the "Pacman Fever" single

sleeps in outdated jukeboxes,

seldom being prodded into con

sciousness by an intrusive quarter)

but with the number of serious

gamers ever on the rise. At this

point in time the trend could take

off in either direction.

Perhaps the most telling indi

cator for the future of VEGies is

the growing VEGie baby boom.

"Boom" is itself a term that is

close to the heart of every VEGie

(old sound effects die hard). More

and more VEGies are getting

married and raising a new gener

ation of computer game babies,

teething on joysticks and star

ing contentedly at the monitor

screens hung over their cribs.

New stages of child development

are being incorporated into the

old Freudian stages, correspond

ing to the mastery of specific

phases of gaming. The child able

to manipulate a joystick well at

the age of four will make his par

ents proud enough to show off the

kid's game-playing ability in front

of their friends. (Their friends will

of course be uninterested.) All of

this bodes well for the future of

the VEGie lifestyle.

One final question, however,

remains to be considered: in

a future world dominated by

VEGies, will the non-gamers be

considered a trendy stereotype

lifestyle of their own? Think

about that while the game is

in demo mode. c
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ror gamers

Children of
Kong
By Neil Harris
Dlrectoi/Publishing

Once there was a game called

Space Panic, This was an arcade

machine, or "coin-op", in the old

days before Asteroids and Pac-

man started the video game craze.

The main character ran up lad

ders and across beams while a

motley group of aliens pursued.

You probably don't remember

the game. Neither did the ar

cade customers.

It was resurrected in thin dis

guise as Apple Panic in a version

for home computers. Here its fol

lowing grew, perhaps achieving

the status of a "cult" game.

Then came the breakthrough

from Nintendo, a Japanese de

velopment company. The new

game consisted of three different

screens and the graphics were

given a dramatic facelift. The

game was meant to be called

"Stupid Monkey" but was mis

translated in English as Donkey

Kong, and is now a star on com

puters, TV and cereal boxes.

The game of Donkey Kong con

sists of three different screens.

The first and easiest has falling

barrels, which are very predict

able, as your obstacle while you

try to reach the top. The next

round requires that you collect

all eight rivets from the beams

and this is made tougher by the

collection of semi-intelligent fire

balls that roam around. The third

round requires split-second tim

ing to jump onto the dumbwait

ers and avoid the falling springs.

AtariSoft's translation of this

program to the Commodore 64 is

excellent, by the way. They've

captured most of the sound ef

fects, graphics and play action

from the arcade game.

The Kong Family
The enormous success of

this game has created a genre

of computer games, a kind of

"Kong Family". All the games

star a human figure as the main

character, who runs and climbs

under joystick control. Each has

monsters or inanimate objects

trying to tag (or kill, or eat) the

human and all have many dif

ferent screens to add variety to

the game. The other similar fea

ture is that they're all fun to play.

The seven games (all in ver

sions for the Commodore 64) 1

could get my hands on are:

Jumpman and its sequel, Jump-

man Junior, both from Epyx; Lode

Runner from Broderbund; Frantic

Freddie from CDS; Dino Eggs

from Micro Fun; HardHatMack

from Electronic Arts; Miner

2049er from Reston; and Crazy

Conveyors from Bytes and Bits.

There are at least two more

games in the same family I

couldn't get my hands on: Apple

Panic (yes, a translation of the

original) from Creative Software

and Floyd of the Jungle from

MicroProse.

Even though all games are

very similar to each other, there

are many striking differences.

Rather than try to review any one

game, I'll try to give you an idea

what the similarities and differ

ences are and to tell you which

ones I like.

To start, here is a chart of the

measurable differences among

the games.

Donkey Kong

Jumpman

Jumpman Jr.

Lode Runner

Frantic Freddie

Dino Eggs

Hard Hat Mack

Miner 2049er

Crazy Conveyors

Screens

3

30

10

150

9+

10

3

10

16

Create

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

Yes

Monsters

Both

Both

Both

Smart

Smart

Dumb

Dumb

Dumb

Smart

Hit Fire

Jump

Jump

Jump

Dig

No

Dig/Jump

Jump

Jump

Shoot

Time

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes
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Screens
Some of the games had a

large number of screens. In Lode

Runner there are many different

screens, but they all look alike

after a while. In fact, there are

only nine distinct objects on the

screen, as you discover when

you create your own screens.

The ladders in Fiantic Freddie

work differently from all the other

games. The human character can

not walk past ladders, but must

go up or down. The monsters can

violate this rule, which makes the

game very tough unless you're

fast and tricky. The screens in

all the levels of this game look

alike, differing only in the arrange

ment of the ladders.

The screens in Dino Eggs are

randomly arranged at the start

of each level, so the screens look

very similar here from round to

round. To dress things up a small

hi-res scene in the top inch of the

screen changes for each round.

Hard Hat Mack and Donkey

Kong only have a small number of

screens. To make up for this, each

screen is very different from the

others. Once you've gone through

all three screens, no mean feat,

you return to the first screen with

more monsters.

Some of the screens have ob

jects that help or hinder move

ment. Jumpman has a floating

ladder and floating platforms,

Crazy Conveyors has conveyor

belts that switch directions, Don

key Kong and Hard Hat Mack

have what I call "dumbwaiters"

to raise or lower your character,

Miner 2049er has transporters

which act as elevators and Lode

Runner has invisible trapdoors.

Create Your Own Screens
Lode Runner and Crazy Con

veyors are enhanced by the abil

ity to edit and save your own

screens. If you get tired 01 Lode

Runner's 150 screens (I'll bet very

few have taken the time to see

them all), you can have fun in

venting your own. This is trickier

than it looks, not in creating the

screens, since the editor is very

easy to use, but in creating

screens that are solvable! Most

arrangements take trial and error

to perfect. You can exchange

screens with your friends and

challenge each other!

Dmo Eggs

Monsters, Barrels and Bullets
To complicate your journey up

the ladders, you're either chased

by some monsters or you must

dodge some kind of object.

In Lode Runner, the monsters

chasing you look and act like

yourself. They have the same

abilities your character does.

The only trouble is that you're

outnumbered. The monsters

here are the type I consider smart,

because they don't follow any

simple pattern. However, if you

watch them carefully you'll see

that they try to achieve certain

simple objectives like reaching

the same height on the screen as

you do. As you learn the game,

you'll become an expert at using

these objectives against them.

The same strategy holds for

Crazy Conveyors. You're outnum

bered by the monsters, but their

simple patterns make them easy

to outguess.

The fireball monsters in Don

key Kong's second round are

also smart, but the barrels in the

first round and the springs in the

third are dumb obstacles. They

fall, subject to the law of gravity

and the location of ladders and

beams. Although the springs are

dumb, what makes them tough

is their speed.

Frantic Freddie suffers from

cheating monsters. The problem

here is the ladders—you can't run

past them but the monsters can.

This makes it much easier for you

to get trapped in a dead end.

In Jumpman, flying bullets are

the main nemesis. They cruise

along slowly until you're in a

direct line from them, then—

Pow!—they take off at you. The

bullets only cheat a little. They

can travel just off the edge of the

screen where you can't see them.

This makes it a good policy to

stay away from the borders of the

screen to avoid ambush.

Dino Eggs has the most ap

propriate monsters: spiders,

snakes, flying reptiles and the

awe-inspiring foot of the Momma

Dinosaur. The foot takes up

about 25% of the screen as it

crushes anything underfoot.

Dino Eggs also has one of the

most pitiful sights in any video

game, as nasty twitchy spiders

carry cute little baby dinos to eat

as a snack. The graphics make

you really want to do your job,

more out of humanitarianism

than for the points!

Dino Eggs also lets you run off

one side of the screen and onto

the other. This takes some get

ting used to if you've been play

ing any of the other games, where

you crash into a wall at the edge

of the screen. Falling doesn't hurt

you, either, which is handy when

facing all the horrors this one has

to offer.

Whai Happens When You Hit

the Fire Button

Most of these games let you

(Continued On Page 68)
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Computers
Computer

Groups
and

Who Needs
Them

Ifyou've ever wished you had someone

to ask about that program youjust can't

get to work, need some advice about

which printer to buy orjust plain wanted

some friends you could talk to about

computing, then a Commodore user

group is for you.

By Peter J. Baczor and Mark Cornacchio
Commodoie Customer Sjpporl

Have you ever found yourself m

your local computer store asking

yourself. "Should I buy Super-

Dupei Mailing List Program or

Tenific Database?" What about

this morning at 4 A.M. after try

ing for ten hours to debug the

program you entered from your

favorite computer magazine? You

probably found yourself cursing

the computer and swearing the

little red LED is really a super-

intelligent being in disguise try

ing to make a total fool out of you.

How about when you sat down

to write a program to keep track

of your coupons? Having taken a

semester of BASIC in high school

or college you set out on a seem

ingly simple venture, After three

hours of constantly entering code

and correcting SYNTAX ERRORs.

you are finished and proud as

a peacock. Before calling your

friends for the grand premier of

"My Coupon Directory", you take

one last precaution of running

your seemingly bug-free program.

Everything seems to be working

well when all of a sudden the disk

drive sputters, the red error light

begins to flash and the coupon

data cannot be retrieved.

I am sure all of us can relate to

these situations and the aggrava

tion we went through trying to

get past those traumatic times.

Wouldn't it have been nice if we

knew what went wrong or, even

better where to turn for help.
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The salesperson or store owner

who sold you your computer can

probably help with purchase de

cisions, but can they help with

programming problems? Even

more important do either of them

have time to help with program

ming problems? The owner has to

run his business to feed his family.

The salesperson has to sell com

puter systems to earn his salary.

Although I'm sure either or both

of them would be more than happy

to help you with your problem, it

may be hard for them to find the

time. So, as a last resource you

may decide to call the computer

manufacturer. But debugging

programs over the phone can

be frustrating and expensive—

long-distance calls cost money

If you only had a friend who

knew computer programming

you could hopefully get out of this

dilemma, Unfortunately none

of your friends are as adventure

some as you and therefore you

are out here all by yourself.

Don't despair! There is another

source of help—the network of

Commodore computer user

groups. More than likely there is

a user group in your immediate

area whose members will be more

than happy to help you with the

problems you are encountering.

What Do You Gain?
Computer user groups are

formed for a variety of reasons

but they all have one thing in

common—the love of computers

and computering. There are

groups that cater to a particular

computer manufacturer's line of

equipment and there are those

formed to support a given model

computer. Some are formed with

a variety of systems represented

(this is normally the exception

to the rule), and some cater to a

particular computer language

(e.g., LOGO, BASIC, machine lan

guage). Reasons why computer

user groups are formed can go

o$ and on. Even the actual orga

nizational structure of the group

can vary from a very loosely struc

tured organization that meets

informally periodically to a very

tight-knit group with a very

structured organization.

One of the most common

reasons for starting a computer

user group is for information

dissemination—people exchang

ing what they know for what they

want to learn. Forming a group

helps spread information much

more rapidly than working indi

vidually. Then, once general and

broad information is dispersed,

individuals within the group may

start to pursue specific interests.

If the individual members are not

selfish, the knowledge gained by

them will benefit the entire group.

To cover all the valid reasons

for starting a computer user

group is beyond the scope of this

article and the available print

space m this magazine. If you

have grasped the idea that com

puter user groups consist of

people who "love computers and

computering" and are willing to

share knowledge and information

pertaining to computers, possibly

you are on your way to becoming

a contributing member of a com

puter user group.

If you plan to start (or have

started) a user group, I cannot

stress enough that its success

depends on the entire body of

members pulling together and

contributing their individual

shares. No matter how well you

have planned and structured your

group, if the members do not con

tribute you can either start count

ing the days to the end or run

yourself into the ground trying to

pull the load for the entire group.
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So be sure to encourage partici

pation and delegate aulhonty.

Now back to our hypothetical

dilemma. Let's assume you have

been successful in making con

tact with a local computer user

group and have made arrange

ments for a representative to meet

you and help get you out of your

dilemma. Depending on your need,

he or she will sit down with you

at a computer to help debug your

program, explain a complicated

software package, demonstrate

the latest game or even explain

the mnemonics used in machine

language programming. More

than likely when the two of you

get through not only will your pro

gram be debugged but you will

have learned some helpful debug

ging and programming tech

niques that you can continue to

use in the future.

Now let's change this a little

and take the worst situation. After

sitting at the computer for four

hours you and your newfound

friend are no closer to solving your

programming problem than when

you started. One advantage of a

computer user group is that if

one member hasn't encountered

the particular problem and doesn't

have a solution, there is an entire

group of people with varying de

grees of computer expertise as

a resource for you to tap. You can

be sure a solution is forthcoming,

eventually. And you will, without

a doubt, learn many things about

computing as you work through

the problem-solving process.

Beyond the obvious benefits

you can gain through member

ship in a user group, there are

many secondary benefits as well.

Not only can belonging to a group

help alleviate the frustrations as

sociated with learning the inner

workings of the computer and

provide continual educational

benefits through club-sponsored

tutorials, but you will find that

membership also tends to pro

duce lasting friendships. In addi

tion, some groups can also set up

discounts on hardware and soft

ware purchases and may publish

a helpful newsletter or have an

extensive software library.

Starting a Group
There may be a remote pos

sibility that a computer user

group doesn't exist in your im

mediate area or the group that is

in your area doesn't support your

particular equipment or computer

languages. Or for some other rea

son you may decide you will not

be able to benefit from and/or

contribute to an existing group.

One thing left for you to do is ini

tiate the organization of a new

computer user group that will

support equipment and program

ming languages that interest you.

Remember, if you are interested

in a particular topic, more than

likely there are others in your area

that will have the same basic

interests as you.

Organizing any type of group is

very strenuous but the results and

recognition you receive will be

well worth it. Prior to starting out

on this venture, be certain that

you have time, energy and desire

to follow this project through

to the end.

But, before you start sending

press releases to members of the

local news media about starting a

new computer user group , you

may want to investigate the pos

sibility of becoming a Special

Interest Group (SIG) under the

umbrella of an organized club. If

an agreement can be reached,

this type of arrangement can be

beneficial to both the existing

club and your new SIG.

One obvious advantage of be

coming a part of a pre-existing

organization is thai membership

recruitment should be fairly easy.

You will have the club's member

ship as a base to start with. I'm

sure some members of the parent

organization have been waiting

for someone to start a group just

like yours. Beside having these

members available to your group,

you will be able to take advantage

of word-of-mouth advertising from

the group's members. Therefore,

you will be able to attract their

friends and acquaintances. In ad

dition you still can avail yourself

of free advertising through news

releases, placing posters, etc., to

attract new members.

Obviously, the existing orga

nization will benefit from added

revenues brought in by the addi

tion of new members. The parent

organization will also benefit from

publicity that will be gotten from

press releases, etc. pertaining to

the newly formed SIG's member

ship drive. There are also other

advantages, again too numerous

to mention, that both SIG and par

ent organization will experience.

Creating a SIG under the aus

pices of a parent organization will

reduce the amount of time and

energy needed to form a new

group but if you cannot reach an

agreement with an existing club

and have a tremendous yearning

to form a computer user group

please read on.

The first thing that comes to

mind when I think of a computer

user group is the famous quote

from John Donne, "No man is an

island entire in itself...". As you

embark on your venture you will

find it takes many hours of plan

ning and answering the questions

what, where and why. To help

with the organizational scheme

you should probably form a nu

cleus of three to five people who
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will be able to help perform the

necessary initial organizational

duties. Your local computer store,

schools, churches and supermar

kets can all supply you with space

on their bulletin boards to post a

note asking for people interested

in forming a new computer user

group to contact you.

Once the nucleus of your orga

nization has been formed, the next

step is to conduct an informal

meeting to define the exact pur

pose that will be the basis for for

mation of a new computer user

group. Remember that the pur

pose of your group should be suf

ficiently different from other user

groups in your area so as not to

conflict with them.

Beside establishing the pur

pose of the group, other topics

that should be discussed at this

first meeting are finding a loca

tion to conduct meetings and the

time and date that meetings will

be held. Likely places that should

be investigated as possible meet

ing locations are church social

halls, school computer labs or

auditoriums or computer stores.

Avoid at all costs conducting

meetings at someone's home.

This can place an undeserved

burden upon the meeting's host

or hostess. Another reason to

avoid this practice is that a newly

formed group will have ten or fif

teen people attend their first meet

ing but will often double or triple

that number at the next meeting.

Conducting a board meeting in

a member's home is acceptable

because the number of people

attending will be limited, but def

initely avoid holding a general

meeting at any individual's house.

One of the best locations to

conduct a meeting is the com

puter lab at a school in your area

that supports your computer. If all

the particulars can bo worked out

this could be a proverbial "mar

riage made in heaven". Both edu

cators and computer enthusiasts

will be able to benefit from such

an arrangement.

For instance, most school

teachers are not computer pro

grammers and vice versa; there

fore, when a teacher needs a

customized gradebook program,

he or she will have a ready re

source for creating such a pro

gram within the computer group.

On the other hand the computer

enthusiast will be able to approach

a teacher in the group for help

planning a "Learn to Program in

BASIC" course to be conducted

at the local library. There are also

other benefits that both educators

and computer enthusiasts alike

can gain.

You will also have to decide

what day of the week and time of

day the general meeting will be

held. This can be a tricky decision

because of many different sched

ules and commitments that all

members have. Many groups, I

know, conduct two meetings per

month, one on a weekday even

ing and another on a Saturday

morning or afternoon. This is just

one possible solution but you will

have to determine what is best for

your general audience.

Member Recruitment

Now that you have established

why, where and when group meet

ings will be held, the next thing

that must be considered is the

recruitment of prospective mem

bers. Before we go to the topic of

how to recruit members for a

computer user group, I believe

it is important to interject a

few comments,

I am not one to get on a soap

box and preach but I do think it is

important at this time to discuss

the topic of computer software

piracy. I am sure there will be

people who, when they see you

are forming a new computer

user group, will look upon this

as a great opportunity to get or

copy copyrighted software. As

we all know software piracy is

against the law, so you should

discredit and discourage this

practice right from the beginning,

before it has an opportunity to

develop. Many groups that I have

been in touch with go to the point

of not even having copyrighted

software available for loan through

their software library. One last

thing about piracy before I go on.

Programs you enter into your

computer and save from your fa

vorite computer magazine are also

copyrighted programs. These pro

grams from magazines are meant

to be entered and used only by

the purchaser of that particular

magazine. The problem of piracy

will be a definite issue and there

really isn't an easy way to deal

with it, Just remember software

piracy is against the law.

Let me now return to our topic

at hand, recruitment of prospec

tive club members. Sources of

prospective members are local

engineering companies and com

panies involved in high-tech in

dustry. Colleges and high schools

are also very good sources of pro

spective members. Probably one

of the best sources of names is a

computer dealer. One that sells

hardware and/or software your

group will support can afford you

the most usable list of prospects.

Also, you may want to post no

tices in some of the various places

mentioned above.

Just as the nucleus of your new

group first met to define basic

principles of where, when and

why. so will the first few general

meetings go. In the beginning it

is best to conduct your meetings
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in a less organized fashion than

will become the practice in future

meetings. It is important to get

your audience to participate in

a discussion of what they expect

to get from attending group meet

ings and what they are willing to

contribute to support the group.

It is even more important for you

to listen to what the general audi

ence wants. Another way that you

can elicit information from group

members is by using an applica

tion for membership. At the end

of this article you will find an ex

ample of a membership applica

tion that you can cut out, copy and

use for your group if you so desire.

The application may contain

more information than you may

actually need but, as you will see,

this information will help you in

the future to maintain a smoothly

operating user group. Conduct

ing a course in beginning machine

language programming or review

ing the latest flight simulator pro

gram are functions your club will

more than likely become involved

with. By looking through your ap

plications or, better, searching

through your database under the

programming experience field,

you will find that Jim Johnson is a

machine language programmer.

What better choice than an accom

plished machine language program

mer who is also a teacher for your

course instructor. Also by looking

through the programming ex

perience field you may find that

instead of a machine language

course, an intermediate course in

BASIC is needed much more.

One question that I believe

should be on every application

is whether the applicant is join

ing as an individual or as part

of a family. Those of us with

school-age children realize the

importance of at least a basic

knowledge of computers if we

userto form a computer

group that will be able

to help you and

also all the

computer

enthusiasts

of the

future,

c

are going to help them with their

schoolwork. My, how things have

changed. When I went to college

we had to use slide rules. Now in

kindergarten children are learning

with computers. As a family we

all can learn and teach each other

and none of us should feel intimi

dated by it.

After reviewing the member

ship application you may want to

delete some of the questions but

before you do consider each one

very carefully.

Before I close, I would also

like to bring your

attention to the

"User Group

Survey"

questionnaire

at the end of

this article. If

you as a

group

will

complete and

send this form to us at Commo

dore, we hope to better serve you

with follow-up articles and place

you on our mailing list. We will

also be able to list your group, if

you so desire, in the User Group

section of both Power/Play and

Commodore Microcomputers

magazines. That way people in

your area will be able to contact

you for help.

In the beginning of this article

we wanted to know what went

wrong with a program and where

to turn for help. I know we didn't

answer the "what went wrong"

part but I certainly hope that

we were able to answer, or at

least give you some insight into

"where to turn for help", and have

given you the basic tools needed
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User Group Survey
User group officers, please answer these

questions and return to the address at the

end of the survey so we at Commodore

can better serve your needs.

Club Name:.

Member Size:.

Address:

c/o:

Years in Existence:.

Address:.

City: . State:_ .ZipCode:.

When are meetings held'.

Time of meetings:

Where:

Contact: Title:.

2001

4016/32

8032/96

SuperPET

B128/256

BX256

VIC 20

C-64

SX-64

PET 64

264/364

Other: Make.

COMPUTER

NO. OF

COMPUTERS

Model-

Do you wish to have group information listed in our publication?

yes. . no

Are you willing to answer calls pertaining to your organization

and Commodore computers7 yes no

WorkPhone:_

Home Phone1.

Houis:.

Hours1.

Does your organization publish a newsletter'

yes no

Name of newsletter:

(It your answer is "yes" to the above question, could you please

add my name to your mailing list and attach a copy of your last

newsletter?)

How often is the newsletter published?. times per year

Does your organization operate a telecommunication Bulletin

Board System? yes no (If your answer is "no"

skip the next question)

What is the phone number and hours you operate your BBS?

Phone: Hours:

no. .(IfDo you maintain a software library' ycs_,

your answer is "yes" could you please send me a directory of the

programs you have in your library')

Please indicate by an "X" the type of computers your

organization supports and the number of particular computers

within your organization.

Please indicate by an "X" the SIG's (Special Interest Groups)

and the number of members participating m the SIG's within

your organization.

NO. OF

X MEMBERS

BASIC (programming)

Machine Language

CP/M

FORTRAN

COBOL

Pascal

LOGO

Pilot

Simon's BASIC

Comal

Graphics (programming)

Music & Sound

Other

We would appreciate any comments you may have. Please

attach a separate sheet to this form.

Return Questionnaire and any other information to

Commodore Business Machines

1200 Wilson Drive

West Chester. PA 19380

Attn. PeteBaczor
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Membership
Application

{Cut out and copy, or just use this as an

aid in designing your own application.)

Name:.

Address:.

City . State:_ Zip:.

Phone: Home [_

Work (.

Occupation;

1. Please list what type of hardware you presently own.

MAKE MODEL

Computer

Disk Drive . .

Printer

Cassette

Monitor

Modem

Other

2. In column A indicate why you bought your computer.

In column B please indicate what the computer is being

used for.

COLUMN A COLUMN B

a. Programming

b. Business

c. Education

d. Recreation/Games

e. Other (please specify)

3. Please check the category which best describes your

knowledge of computers and computer programming.

beginnet/novice

intermediate

advanced

expert

4. In column A tank the selected software groups according to

your level of interest in them. In column B indicate which

percentage most accurately represents the presence of that

software in your collection. Use a scale of 1 thiough 10, with

10 being the highest.

COLUMN A COLUMN B

Business

Communications

Educational

Engineering Aids

Games

Graphics

Languages

Music/Sound

Technical Aids

Utilities

5. We offei different types of memberships. Please check which

type you prefer to pin under.

a. Standard

b. Student

c. Sr. citizen

d. Family

e. Affiliate

f. Honorary

6. Why do you want to join a computer usgis' group?

For Office Use Only

Accepted: yes no. .Date:.

Membership Number .
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True Confessions of a User
NewsierGroup Newsletter Editor

Byling rhe Bullet Wifhour Really Trying

By Walt Lounsbery Wichita Commodore User Group

A newsletter can be the glue that
holds a user group together. Here's
how to keep the newsletter's editor
from coming ynglued.

Every now and then, since

assuming the duty of editor for

the Commodore Users Group of

Wichita's newsletter, I have re

flected on the role that the news

letter plays in our club. I think

about it late at night, usually,

when the newsletter is not com

ing together on schedule, and a
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few more houis of work could

make all the difference.

It seems obvious that the

members can and will trade pro

grams and ideas on their own, re

gardless of the club. (For example,

how many fellow Commodore

owners do you know at work or in

your neighborhood? Are many of

them in a club?} And despite all

the effort of those trying to save

money by buying things in quan

tity, they often end up getting

much better service and value

through the local dealers or even

by regular mail order. Like most

organizations, only one-fourth of

the members really make it to the

Illus I rator—Michael Rogaiski

meetings, and the ones that want

to attend a workshop always

seem to miss it.

As a result, it seems as if the

newsletter is the glue that binds

the whole organization together.

It is where the members really

find out what is going on The

newsletter provides enteitam-
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ment, education and communi

cation. Certainly it is worth that

extra ounce of effort to produce

a newsletter that hundreds of

people have been impatiently

waiting for?

Nowadays, 1 ponder all these

things for a few seconds, roll

over and fall into a deep and

restful slumber.

Newsletter Phobia
Having made my cruel point,

perhaps it would be best to state

it another way before my club ar

ranges a lynching party! (These

are quite popular in Kansas, even

more than Tupperware parties.)

Although a newsletter can be an

essential part of any club's activ

ities, there is an almost, univer

sal fear of writing and publishing

something so simple. The job is

seemingly so awesome that many

clubs don't have newsletters, al

though they would dearly like to

put out one. I have seen people

that worked on high school

newspapers cringe at the very

idea of writing for the club news

letter, much less trying to produce

one. But sadly, the lack of a news

letter often means the death of

a fledgling club. This is hard for

me to understand because a com

puter club should be fun and

working on computer club proj

ects should be even more fun and

rewarding. It is a matter of atti

tude, of philosophy, if you will.

Every computer club officer

should keep in mind Lynd's Law:

Life is worth living, but only if we

avoid the amusements of grown

up people.

You Must Put In What You

Put Out

Perhaps the best way to start

a newsletter for a computer club

is simply to start one. Make it a

single page to begin with. Add

pages as people start to contrib

ute and before long there will be

plenty of food for thought in every

issue. Keep in mind that every

club is unique and the news

letter should reflect the nature of
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the club, not of its editor. This is

how the best newsletters start

and grow.

But if the editor does not shape

the newsletter, what the heck

does the editor do? What we have

here is a chicken-or-the-egg situ

ation. The newsletter obviously

does not assemble itself out of

everyone's ideas. The editor must

decide how to put the articles to

gether, what news might be

worth including m an issue and

how to get the newsletter to the

members. In the beginning, the

dedicated editor may even have

to write most of the articles.

I am going to offer some sug

gestions that should help in pub

lishing a newsletter. It is possible

to put out an interesting gazette

without a lot of effort. On the

other hand, the most difficult

part is really what to put into

those issues from all the material

at your disposal.

A Newsletter Is Like A Salad:

All Tossed Together At The

Last Minute!

Even though starting a news

letter can be nervewracking. the

first issue can be incredibly easy

to assemble. It should have the

bare minimum club news, such

as the meeting schedule, a map

of the meeting location, minutes

of the previous meeting and the

names of the club officers and

how they may be contacted. Now

that the contents of the first page

are determined, the second page

should include any pleas for

newsletter articles and participa

tion in future club activities. This

will take about one sheet of paper

if printed on both sides of the

sheet. There should only be one

more sheet of paper as a cover

sheet, with a return address

printed at the appropriate spot.

The third and last sheet-is the

most important for you, it should

be a stamped, self-addressed

questionnaire for the club mem

bers. Although this costs a bit of

money, it is well worth finding

out what kinds of computers the

members have and what their

interests are. With this informa

tion in hand, it is possible to de

termine the best content for the

following newsletters.

OK, so once you have achieved

one issue's respite with the old

membership questionnaire trick,

what do you do now? It is neces

sary to start on the next issue

just as the last goes out, and edit

ing that next newsletter really

shouldn't be a chore. After the

first issue, you, the editor, must

use all the cunning at your dis

posal. You have to remember

Peter's Proposal: Anything worth

doing is worth getting someone

else to do.

Peter's Proposal operates in

this manner. Every club should

have several officers, each of

whom may have something to

say in each and every issue of

the newsletter. The president is

always wanting more help

with meeting programs,

tutorials and workshops.

The secretary has to

publish the minutes.

The librarians are always

pleading for more

programs. The membership

chairperson has to flaunt a

long list of the people that

joined the club last month.

The treasurer is obligated

to point out that the club

is losing money. In fact,

as editor you may have

difficulty getting them

to shut up I



There is also the small matter

of the club membership and that

survey you sent out. Even though

the officers were elected by the

majority of the club, they are just

a small minority taking up lots of

expensive paper in a newsletter.

An editor must try to defy the

precepts of Kitman's Law: Pure

drivel tends to drive ordinary

drivel off the TV screen.

Until the members get over an

initial reluctance to write for the

newsletter, it is usually necessary

to provide good examples. This

also helps prove to the other of

ficers that they aren't writing all

the newsletter! Before I discuss

sources of material, consider

Table 1, a typical list of items in

a newsletter. Certainly there is

no minimum number of these in

a good newsletter, just as there

are many more possibilities not

listed here.

Table 1

Computer Club Newsletter Items

Club Officer Names and

Telephone Numbers

Table of Contents

Club Officer's Messages:

President's Page

Librarian's Letter

New Members

Treasurer's Report

Minutes of the Last Meeting

Meeting Schedule

Meeting Map

Program Library Access

News and Rumors

New Products

Club Classified

Product Reviews

How To Do It (Tutorial)

Program of the Month

Hardware Construction

Modem Talk

Cartoons

The Great Paper Chase
I have always believed that a

club newsletter should consist of

articles written by the members.

Sometimes, though, all those arti

cles that were supposed to arrive

before the deadline, don't. Every

now and then a new development

just has to be in the next news

letter. The first few issues, of

course, should contain some arti

cles of interest until the local arti

cles are written. Where does this

material come from?

One of the best places to start

looking for newsletter material

is the magazine you are reading

right now. Try contacting some of

the other user groups around the

country, listed elsewhere, and you

can get examples of some of the

best newsletters. Generally, it is

good manners to return the favor

and place those clubs on your

mailing list. Besides providing

articles and gossip, they will

show many creative formats for a

club newsletter. Computer bulle

tin boards and teletext services

also provide a good source for

up-to-date material. The maga

zine itself, of course, will have

some of the latest news that may

bear repeating. If you are indus

trious, it is worthwhile to scan

several magazines and trade jour

nals for that interesting tidbit. I

regularly look at about thirty pub

lications a month, which is just a

fraction of what is available.

Don't forget to send Commo

dore your club's name and ad

dress! This will be published in

Power/Piay and Commodore

Microcomputers, showing the

world that a new active users

group has been formed, Several

third party manufacturers mail

to this list, so your club will also

eventually be sent a lot of new

product announcement literature.

One of the astounding things

about editing a computer club

newsletter is how easy it is to get

review material. New programs

and hardware are being produced

so fast that many dealers cannot

possibly keep up. Most dealers

will appreciate the opportunity

to work with the local user group

and to hear exactly what their

customers think of a product, so

it should be fairly easy to borrow

evaluation samples. Make sure to

give proper credit to the dealers

in your newsletter; this is one

way they are supporting your

club. And, naturally, some caie is

required in recruiting people to do

the reviews!

The Nitty Gritty

Newsletter Band

Once the sources of material

have been located and tapped,

the newsletter editor must face

up to the really difficult decisions.

It is necessary to collect the arti

cles, lay out the newsletter for

mat, perhaps make up a maOing

list, get the newsletter printed

and send it out. After the first few

issues it is easy to see that the

writing and article solicitation is

the fun part; getting the issues

out can easily become a chore.

But it is possible to nearly elimi

nate that tedium and still pro

duce something your club can

be proud of.

Format, Printing and

All That Jazz

When it comes time to put to

gether a publication and send it

out. no matter what it is, there is

one thing that should be foremost

in the editor's mind. MONEY!!!

Yes, it sounds petty, even cheap.

Certainly the editor should be

concerned about quality, good

layout and content. But think

about this: the newsletter can

be the single greatest expense

for a club. Finding some way to

save a penny here or there means

both lower dues and more funds

to purchase needed equipment

and supplies or maintain a club

computerized bulletin board. In

the case of our user group, the

dues are set entirely on the cost

of producing a newsletter, esti

mated at $1.25 per member per

issue, or $15 per year if we can

produce 12 issues. Of course the

actual cost can vary a lot, as we

shall see.

There are several ways a

newsletter can be laid out. The

simplest format Is very easy.

Simply set the margins to three-

fourths inch (7 characters at 10

cpi) on the left and one-half inch
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on the right (5 characters), and

provide enough margin at top and

bottom to allow for misalignment

during the copy process (one-half

inch). A standard 8Va by 11 inch

sheet of paper should be used.

To make the process easier, the

items should be typed or printed

out separately, and then pasted

up on the final sheet. "Paste" is a

generic term. The articles can be

attached to the final page with

"magic" transparent tape, rubber

cement, special layout glue sticks

or wax, if you have access to a

waxing machine. (Those of you

with access to professional

typesetting services that provide

camera-ready copy on'an adhe

sive backing may not need the

advice in this article anyway!)

The easiest method for an

editor is wax, which the printer

despises. Rubber cement is un

healthy and your thinking tends

to gel distorted just when you

need it the most. Tape is a one

time operation that reguires a

sharp knife if you make a mis

take. It is best to try all the meth

ods to find what you can get

along with. After paste-up, it is

essential to apply page numbers

for easy reference during print

ing and collation.

Now isn't that simple? Not if

you are a penny-pincher! First, it

is wasteful of paper. Second, if

you are concerned with providing

copy that is easy to read, the long

line lengths just won't do. The

first improvement is to print on

both sides of the paper. This re

quires laying out pages so that

one edge can bo punched for

notebooks (the wide margin). Half

the layout pages will have the

wide margin on the left side, the

rest will have it on the right side.

Since the printer will copy both

sides, you should use a separate

layout sheet for each page in case

of mistakes. Carrying things to

great extremes, it is possible to

use a size-reduction step before

the final copy. This allows putting

four pages of full-sized printing on

a single sheet of 8V2 by 11 inch

paper, with the lines aligned

along the length of the paper and

two printed pages side-by-side.

However, this process requires at

least letter-quality printing with a

good quality copying process. It

also makes your job a lot more dif

ficult, since pages and sheets of

paper no longer coincide. Num

bering the pages isn't easy, and

the printer will really get a head

ache collating and stapling the

thing. However, this is exactly

how many magazines (including

the old Power/Play) are assem

bled. With the reduction step, it is

possible to actually put the equiv

alent of five pages on a single

sheet of paper, since the layout

page can be thirteen inches long.

Photo-reduction is great if

paper is expensive, or you send

all your newsletters airmail, but

what if your main concern is legi

ble issues? In our group, we found

that far too many people simply

couldn't see that kind of print. (I

won't say that this had anything

to do with age. They might club

me to death with their canes.)

Also, program listings cannot

be reduced well at all.

If you are mainly concerned

with legible copy, line length

must be dealt with. The reason

that newspapers are printed m

narrow little columns is that nar

row columns make it easier to

read that tiny print and it is easier

to lay out the pages. We can take

the same principles to heart and

put multiple columns on a page.

If the standard page size is used,

two columns are practical. If the

page is laid out sideways or on

larger paper, then three columns

may be used. In any case, make

sure about three-eighths inch

separates the columns. One

drawback to columns is the use

of right-justification with word

processors. Unless you use a

word processor with a very so

phisticated word-split capabil

ity, the columns will end up with

large gaps as the word processor

tries to align the words.

Before we move on I should

mention printing costs. This var

ies a lot from area to area. Some

clubs even have sponsors willing

to donate printing. If you must go

to a printer, be sure and send out

a request for bids to several print

ers to obtain the best rate. The

request should tell how many is

sues you will be printing, how

many pages per issue, what type

of printing process and if you an

ticipate much growth in circula

tion. Don't forget any stapling or

collating requirements.

Old Artists Never Die, They

Just Paint Themselves Into

A Corner!
Of course, this is a fate that

an editor avoids each and every

issue. A good part of this is be

cause the editor adapts the art

ist's tools for the sake of good text

presentation, entertainment, but

above all, to get rid of those un

sightly gaps between the articles.

Sometimes the filler material can

overwhelm a newsletter, but it is

essential for a pleasing appear

ance. I cannot really do justice
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here to all the many ways to apply

graphics to newsletters. Instead,

I suggest looking at magazines

and other newsletters to get

some ideas.

Probably the best source for

graphic material is the transfer

sheets available in office supply

stores. These dry transfer sheets

have interesting letter styles for

titles, short items and page num

bers. Some have oddball items

like mathematical symbols, point

ing hands or border graphics. If

you have a hard time drawing

uniform lines where needed and

you don't feel like purchasing

an expensive drafting pen set,

adhesive pin striping may be

applied. If your newsletter circu

lation is sizable, it is possible to

purchase computer cartoons for

use. Many cartoonists will send

sample material out to clubs

listed in this magazine.

Roundup At The OK

Post Office
Everyone knows how to mail

things, but how many mail bulk?

Among the many ways an editor

can save money, the main con

sideration is always postage

costs. Say your issue is firming

out to sixteen pages or eight

sheets of paper copied both sides.

This will weigh about an ounce.

Current first-class postal rates

dictate that each newsletter must

have a 20-cent stamp. You may

need an additional 17-cent stamp

to take care of the extra weight

of staples. So the postage costs

are often greater than the print

ing costs. And soon the pri

mary ounce rate may increase

to 25 cents, making the dispar

ity worse.

This kind of postage might be

called a "small tax". It is obvi

ously prohibitive to publish a

newsletter containing more than

seven sheets of paper. Also, the

cheaper bulk rates (presently 11«

for up to about 3V2 ounces) are

available only if your circulation

is 200 or more. This is one of the

advantages of having a large

club, you see!

Once a newsletter's circulation

approaches 100 per issue, it is

necessary to consider bulk mail.

Even if you have to mail free

copies to dealers and extra copies

to yourself, the breaks may be in

your favor. With bulk mail the rate

structure becomes much better.

The basic piece rate of llffi per

3'/z ounces is totally adequate for

even the largest newsletters. All

the muss and fuss of pasting

postage stamps is traded for the

fun of zip sorting your mail. This

is really no chore if your mailing

list is computerized, and we know

there is no excuse for that, right?

The post office will supply a per

mit number for forty dollars a year,

one of the true bargains they offer.

By the way, if you can prove your

club is a nonprofit group (no

small job), your bulk mail cost is

half the going rate, which, for a

large group may make the cost of

incorporating as a nonprofit cor

poration worth the investment.

Any Sufficiently Advanced

Technology Is Indistinguish

able From Magic
Oh yes, all of this article col

lecting, editing, printing and

mailing is supposed to be easy.

Almost like magic (ahem'). A

computer club can turn on the

magic like no other, for computers

are the name of the game. With a

reasonable collection of word pro

cessors at your disposal, it is easy

for a member to write an article to

go directly into your newsletter

format. Spelling checkers and

utilities can help find errors and

perform the newsletter layout.

Items can go directly from a com

puterized bulletin board into the

next issue. Mailing list programs

can help keep a current list of

members and subscribers, sort

ing and printing mail labels

and reports.

As I mentioned before, there is

only one tough job a newsletter

editor has: deciding the organi

zation of an issue. Sometimes

the content must also be judged.

There will be some demand for

commercial advertising, so rates

will have to be set (I recommend

adding 30% to your cost of pub

lishing a newsletter in six

months. This prevents subsidiz

ing the ads). How many reviews

are Loo many? Is quantity better

than quality? Should each issue

have a program listing or two?

Whose article gets put on page

one? Should circulation be

promoted, even if it means

stepping on the membership

chairperson's toes?

In this case, there is one good

lesson we can learn from video

games. It's not fun unless it is a

challenge. Editing a newsletter

is fun. It's a service to the club

and to the compute! community.

It raises the low and entertains

the mighty. Progress marches on.

Newsletters instill confidence and

good manners. Above all, like this

article right here, they totally

conform to Feuchtwanger's Law:

There's only one step from the

sublime to the ridiculous, but

there's no road leading back from

the ridiculous to the sublime.

AMEN. C

Walt Lounsbety
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attorney

explains the

advantages and
disadvantages,
in's and out's,

of incorporating
your group as a

nonprofit corporation.

By Herbert Swartz

erGroup
Anonprofit corporation for user

groups? Why not... Nonprofit en

tities today, those organized as

corporations, are as numerous

as traditional piofit corporations

and run the gamut from churches

to hospitals, foundations to con

dominiums, fraternal clubs to

labor unions.

Actually, a user group as a cor

poration fulfills two well known

and longstanding American pre

dilections. We are a nation of

"joiners"—no other nation in

the world even approaches the

United States in number and ac

tivity of nonprofit organizations. It

seems that, although for carrying

on an activity, for profit or other

wise, the individual proprietor

ship and the partnership may be

nice, Americans traditionally turn

to the corporation.

What then lies behind the legal

jargon, the myths, and the soph

istries of this creature called ' 'the

nonprofit corporation"? Nothing

very complicated, really.

Corporations as a whole—

whether for profit or not—are the

offspring of state law, not federal;

and the law of each of tho 50

states provides for both kinds of

corporations. But be not afraid.

Though we are talking 100 vari

eties of corporations, the distinc

tions among profit corporations,

among nonprofit corporations,

and between the two groups, are

more of form than of substance.

The underlying principles of cor

porate law are across-the-board.

For example, the first step—

incorporating. Deciding to estab

lish any corporation, some will

opt for a trip to the lawyer's office;

others will call the corporate divi

sion of the local secretary of state

and start the process themselves;
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while a third coterie will decide

to employ one of the several com

panies (many of them located in

Wilmington, Delaware) that sell

incorporation services. Regard

less of the route chosen, though,

the process is the same.1

All corporations begin with a

' 'purpose'' —to run a hardware

store (profit); to aid cancer re

search {nonprofit), And they are

similar in that the goal is to earn

money to support the "purpose".

Only then do the distinctions

begin. The earnings of the profit

corporation must be distributed

to the shareholders, directors and

officers; the earnings of the not-

groupings of exemptions for

which a not-for-profit may apply.

Even though a state nonprofit

charter has been granted, the iRS

wili still not automatically provide

an exemption. But with such a

state charter, getting IRS approval

borders on the routine.

One IRS classification—the

charitable exemption—is espe

cially desirable. Not all nonprofit

corporations are charitable cor

porations, of course—the labor

union, say—but all charitable

corporations are not-for-profit.

And not all states divide their

not-for-profit grouping into

charitable and noncharitable

tions aside, the similarities for all

corporations extend further to the

articles of incorporation. These

are filed with the local secretary

of state on prescribed forms,

setting forth the required data

and purpose of the corporation.

The distinction with a nonprofit

is twofold.

First, such a corporation

pledges its benevolent nature and

purpose, disclaims profits for in

dividuals and promises not to sell

stock. And second, and in the event

that the corporation's activities

are ever concluded (all corpora

tions have perpetual existence

unless they choose otherwise),

for-profit must all be expended for

the : 'purpose''—assumed to be

benevolent—and no distributions

or dividends of any nature are

permitted to the members (in ef

fect the shareholders of the not-

for-profit), directors and officers.

The only payments permitted to

these people by a nonprofit cor

poration are reasonable salaries

and reimbursement of expenses.

It is this distinction—the lack

of distribution of profits—that al

lows the nonprofit corporation

to apply to the Internal Revenue

Service for a tax exemption: per

mission to have us earnings

exempted from income taxes-

that is, those earnings connected

with the corporation's purpose.

The IRS offers more than 20

categories. In any event, state

classification as a charitable

corporation will not bind the IRS.

Yet for computer user groups or

others incorporating for nonprofit

status, the opportunity remains

the same: Try to secure state

charitable status and then apply

for the IRS charitable exemption.

For with it, all contributions to

the corporation are deductible

as charitable contributions by

the donors. The key, thus, is the

"purpose" —convincing the IRS

that what the nonprofit corpora

tion is about, what is spelled oat

in the few sentences or few para

graphs of the corporation's pur

pose, is not just not-for-profit but

charitable as well.

Federal income tax considera-

that after payment of outstanding

expenses corporate assets will be

distributed to other organizations

pledged to benevolent purposes.

Other documents—beyond

the articles of incorporation—

are also similar for both profit and

nonprofit corporations. So by

laws must be prepared, though

not filed with the secretary of

state (but. filed with the IRS in

pursuance of the exemption,

charitable or otherwise). And

a corporate name, agent and

headquarters have to be selected

and filed with the state. All of

these documents can be changed

subject to various votes at a later

date, and for those filed with the

state in the first place forms are

readily available for notifying the
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state of the changes.

In short, that information which

the state requires to be filed is a

constant and updated public

record—a part of the incorpora

tion privilege granted by the

state, although that information

contained in the bylaws or not re

quired by the state—for exam

ple, the list of a corporation's

stockholders, the members of a

nonprofit corporation—continues

as a private, undisclosed record.

It can be assumed that those

nonprofit organizations deciding

to incorporate are aware of the

advantages to incorporation—

and a number of others as well.

they are again those that the busi

nessman finds available. Once

created, a corporation exists sep

arate and apart from those who

have created it. The corporation

is an artificial person, but a per

son according to the Constitution,

nonetheless. Those rights and

powers granted to a natural per

son by the Constitution apply.

So the nonprofit corporation—

as with the business corporation

—can carry on whatever activity

it chooses as long as that is the

activity outlined in its charter. It

can conduct such activity across

state lines, borrow money, enter

into contracts, own real and per-

excuse for criminal activity. Di

rectors and officers may not be

liable to third parties, but they

do owe the corporation itself a

fiduciary duty. They can be sued

by the corporation for failing to

carry out that duty—for instance,

mingling their own assets with

those of the corporation, or put

ting their own interests ahead o(

the corporation's interests. And

those individuals charged by the

corporation with filing certain

state or federal financial disclo

sures can be held liable by the

government for noncompliance.

Perhaps most important for

user groups—or any nonprofit

Nonprofits can own property, free

from state and local property

taxes; their earnings are not

subject to state and local revenue

raising. Further, they are permit

ted as duly chartered nonprofit

corporations to solicit funds from

the public for the corporation's

purposes. Their postage rates are

frequently lower; they are exempt

from federal and state labor rules,

and import and custom duties.

Especially for those nonprofits

deemed charitable corporations,

many states provide exemption

from tort liability or a limitation

on the amount of damages that

can be assessed.

As for still other advantages—

or reasons why a nonprofit organi

zation might well incorporate—

sonal property, grant mortgages-

It can hire and fire employees,

join other associations or even

corporations. It can sue and be

sued—the latter subject to state

tort limitations.

A legal person, the corporation

is liable for debts and judgments

—but only to the extent of its

assets. Managers and directors,

shareholders of business corpora

tions and members of nonprofits

are not liable for their actions in

behalf of the corporation. Limited

liability is the order of the day,

and it begins and continues

from the time incorporators get

together to form the corporation,

As for the few exceptions, they

are again across-the-board. A cor

poration cannot be used as an

organizations considering incor

poration—corporations have a

continuous existence. Key people

may come and go, but the cor

poration continues on. It is not

subject to whim or the death of

individuals- Conversely, when a

corporation's purpose is over, ail

that is necessary to end the cor

poration is a simple vote of mem

bers—those who make up the

corporation through the grant of

membership certificates as distin

guished from those who compose

a business corporation through

the selling of stock (and who

could similarly vote dissolution).

True, those who work for a

nonprofit cannot participate in

profits as with a business corpo

ration, but all other commercial
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rewards are the same. A nonprofit

can have fringe benefits for em

ployees—pension and retirement

plans, medical benefits—and

pay reasonable salaries. At worst,

employees can expect far more

from a nonprofit corporation than

from an unincorporated group.

As for the disadvantages of

incorporating—and particularly

with a user group—many appear

t.o be, as with any business orga

nization, matters of form not sub

stance. However, they surely

have to be considered.

To begin with, incorporating

does cost money—at least a

couple of hundred dollars in local

and state fees. Then, of course,

come lawyers and accountants.

To go it alone, to incorporate

without them, is a risk at best.

To seek a charitable IRS exemp

tion without them—or to run a

large nonprofit corporation

without their aid—borders on

the foolhardy.

Then there is the matter of rec

ords and paper. For the unincor

porated, these can be kept at a

minimum. Not so once the choice

is made to incorporate. Records

and paper are generated, often in

the extreme—and they do cost

money regardless of how small or

large the corporation becomes.

This is only natural. The corpo

ration is a creature of one of the

50 states, a natural person under

the Constitution. State and fed

eral governments demand pa

perwork from their citizens—a

grouping that does not include

the unincorporated association.

Freedom from taxation, the right

to raise funds—these are activi

ties for which government's

grant and the flow of paper

are synonymous.

Another major disadvantage,

depending on how you look at it,

is the loss of personal control. One

or more people in an unincorpo

rated association can do as they

wish. But corporations are con

trolled by directors who appoint

the officers of the corporation to

be accomplished by telephone in

many cases; no formal meetings

are necessary. And standard

forms from the secretary of state

for the requisite recording and

filing can be readily at hand.

Much more real, it would seem,

is the argument that incorpora

tion opens the group up to public

scrutiny—by the government as

well as by third parties. The act of

incorporating does mean the loss

of some confidentiality. Indeed, in

some cases—Massachusetts is a

prime example—nonprofit cor

porations are actually under the

jurisdiction of the state attorney

general. Far more detailed finan-

exercise the day-to-day control.

These can easily not be the peo

ple who started the organization

in the first place. Certainly they

will not be the eventual member

ship as a whole, which exercises

ultimate control. In other words,

an unincorporated association

can ignore the will of member

ship; a nonprofit corporation

cannot.

So a corporation, as distin

guished from an unincorporated

group, would appear to have less

operating flexibility. Votes of

directors and/or members are

necessary to change documents

on file with the state—or the

bylaws. Yet perhaps this is a

contention more on the surface

than real. Votes of directors can

ciaJ and operational reports are

required than for business cor

porations—a long way from

the freedom from scrutiny an

unincorporated association

has in such states.

Finally, no discussion of incor

poration in this country would be

complete without turning one's

gaze toward Delaware. As is well

known and documented among

businessmen—from General

Motors to the corner variety

store—incorporation means that

state. That is because, ostensibly,

the Delaware code for incorpora

tion places the rights of director,

manager and officer ahead of

those of stockholder and creditor.

Far be it from us to pass judg

ment. Rather, our only duty is to
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expound that, for the nonprofit

corporation, the weather is no

better in Delaware than any

where else in the country.

Delaware's nonprofit rules are

not separate; they are part and

parcel of the state's Generai Cor

poration Law. The same forms as

for business corporations are

used, Everything is easy and

streamlined. Delaware wants

business corporations; it wants

nonprofit corporations also.

Some states require a mini

mum capital requirement—a few

as high as a $1,000. Delaware re

quires none. One person can be

the board of directors, the presi-

requires a Delaware corporation

to do business in the state. And

though nonprofits might pay

license or franchise taxes in

other states where they are incor

porated, not so in Delaware.

Even in this day and age, a per

son can do business in Delaware

through a corporation and retain

anonymity—perhaps a more im

portant feature for business ven

tures, but still something that

could well appeal to the nonprofit

sector. Indeed, it is possible for

him to establish the corporation

entirely by mail, never even com

ing into the state. Meetings need

not be held in-state; in fact, direc-

—for example incorporated in

Delaware and doing business in

New York—is called a "foreign"

corporation. It is free to do busi

ness in the new state provided it

registers to do so; that reciprocity

runs with the ability of a corpora

tion to do business anywhere in

the country even though char

tered in only one state. And as

may be assumed, registration

entails far less than incorporation

—and this opportunity is as much

available to nonprofit corpora

tions as for-profit corporations.

Today, no one can say for cer

tain the number of nonprofit

corporations—too many states

dent, treasurer and secretary and

the corporate organizer as well.

In other states the minimum to

establish a corporation and run

it is three. Delaware thus allows

one-person corporate formation

and operation, and this is far

from the general rule.

The state's judicial system has

a special tribunal for corporations;

other states do not. This makes

judicial decisions fairly predict

able, something corporate liti

gators do not find elsewhere.

Needless to add, that predictabil

ity leans toward management.

Too, corporations are not sub

ject to tax in Delaware if they are

formed there but don't do busi

ness there—which is fine for

nonprofits as well, since nothing

tors can act by unanimous con

sent in lieu of formal meetings.

A Delaware nonprofit corpora

tion can own stocks and bonds

issued by business corporations,

real and personal property any

where—ail without any limita

tion. And the Board of Directors of

a not-for-profit—which could be

one person, thank you—can alter

the by-laws of the corporation

without a vote of the members.

To accomplish all this, the

nonprofit need not do business

in Delaware, nor even have so

much as an office in the state.

It simply needs a Delaware regis

tered agent—which task any

number of companies are in busi

ness to perform.

Any out-of-state corporation

do not keep exact records. At

minimum there are thousands,

perhaps hundreds of thousands.

Their valuable place in our soci

ety is assured. The place for com

puter user groups in that universe

of nonprofit corporations is

wide open, c

Herbert Swattz is an attorney who lives

and works in New York City.
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One of the original members of one of the original

Commodore usergroups, Jim Butterfield has become internationally

recognized as an expert in everyphase ofmicrocomputing. He writes

extensively for computer magazines, is in great demand all over the

world as a lecturer, has served as an advisor for television productions

concerning micros and has created computer training video tapes—

just to name a few ofhis accomplishments over the last several years.

Yet he is still, in many ways, just a devoted Commodore user who lives

in Toronto and participates in his local user

group, TPUG—which happens to have

become the largest

Commodore

user group

in the world.

II*

Jim
Commodore User Par Excellence
By Gail Hook

The first words a Commodore

owner learns after LOAD and RUN

are "Jim Butierfield". It's a name

to conjure with for computer en

thusiasts from expert to absolute

beginner. Butterfield has no pa

tience with the "I'm too full of

knowledge to get down to your

level" school of thought, As he

explains, "When you say 'this is

very complex', you're really say

ing 'I don't know how it works'.

If a program works, it works by a

series of simple interlocking re

lated things. Ultimately, the com

puter does what, it does because

it has no choice—the program is

in control. As soon as we accept

that the machine is not doing a

random thing, then every prob

lem has to be solvable."

From his home near downtown

Toronto, where he lives with his

wife Vicki and their family of cats,

Butterfield reaches out through

many media to solve problems

and provide information for micro

computer owners. Because he

is interested in ensuring that

essential facts be distributed

to anyone who needs them, he

makes sure that many of his arti

cles appear first in public domain

magazines (e.g.. The Transactor)

and newsletters such as The Tor-

pet. "Such things as memory

maps I hesitate to put into public

magazines lest they become pri

vate property." Jim asserts.

Readers of most Commodore-

oriented magazines will be fa

miliar with his informal, witty

writing style, which Butterfield

says developed because, "I try to

write it as I would say it. I do a lot

of presenting material to both

kids and adults and I try to keep

the same style in my writing.

Also, whenever I can I slip in a

simple example program. Then

even if readers can't understand

what I mean they can run the pro

grams, which are constructed to

prove the same point I'm trying

to get at with narrative".

The popular TV Ontario show

"Bits and Bytes", which was aired

in the U.S. on PBS this winter,

owes much of its

success to Butterfield's

sound technical advice

and talent for reducing

computer jargon to every

day images. He wrote the

script and most of the support

literature for the series,

Another educational experi

ment took place in the summer of

1983 when Butterfield made a 90-

minute video tape—an introduc

tion to the Commodore 64. He has

heard rumors that Commodore

Canada is negotiating an agree

ment with a video tape company

to produce and distribute the tape

In Canada, Jim laughs, "It might

even become a commercial suc

cess, although I don't believe I'll

outsell Jane Fonda."

Butterfield is always a hit when

ho speaks at a Toronto PET Users

Group meeting, gives a course or

attends a conference because he

is at ease, friendly and knowl

edgeable. Jim finds these appear

ances useful because "they are

a very good way of getting im-
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mediate feedback from people."

He adds, "I'm frequently invited

to Commodore fests of various

sorts, which are great fun. This

has given me a considerable op

portunity to travel." Butterfield

regularly attends the PET Show

held each June in London and

was asked by Commodore to

introduce the Commodore 264

in Las Vegas this past January.

Thinking of venturing into ma

chine language programming?

Look for Butterfield's latest

project-—a book about machine

language for beginners. Tenta

tively called An Introduction to

Commodore Machine Language

Programming, the book should

appear in June from the Robert

Brady Company.

When it comes to machine lan

guage, Butterfield is certainly no

beginner. "Back m 1964 I worked

for a year as a programmer on a

Collins C8401," he explains. "We

had to do most everything in ma

chine language. A little over ten

years later I decided to find out

what this 'micro stuff was all

about, so I started watching the

current magazines. I settled on

a completely pre-built machine

called the Kim 1, which had a

6502 microchip in it. That turned

out to be a return to the past. Ev

erything we had been doing a

dozen years before on the large

million and half-dollar computer

we were doing once again on

this little $260.00 board."

The Kim 1 was the beginning of

an absorbing hobby for him. He

had no real plans to earn his living

as a freelance computer expert.

That came about, Butterfield re

members, "almost purely by ac

cident. I worked for CN/CP Tele

communications for 24 and a half

years. I quit in February, 1981, be

cause the company decided to

move substantially away from the

center of Toronto. I was faced

with a considerable amount of

commuting time that would make

it impossible for me to continue

with my hobby. When faced with

that choice I really had no choice

and I quit."

Butterfield is enthusiastic

about his "hobby". He says,

"There's a curiosity and sense

of delight that the machine do

ing your accounts receivable or

keeping track of inventory can be

turned around to do something

totally entertaining."

He finds programming a crea

tive activity because it forces you

to bring together a number of

skills to solve a particular puzzle.

"It's like a chess game. You know

that if you lose a chess game, the

blame only goes one place; and if

you can't get a program to work,

you know the reason is that you

haven't yet risen to the task. That

just becomes irresistible! That's

when you start staying up all

night saying 'I've got to make

this thing work'"

Programmers who use any of

Butterfield's programs will attest

to his ability to make them work.

Some of his most famous are

"Copy-All," and "Adventure"

(which he adapted for the PET).

Canadian PET owners rely on

Jim to come up with an updated

income-tax program every spring.

SpeHPro (from pro-Line Software,

Mississauga, Ontario), a spelling

checker to accompany WordPro

is one of the few Butterfield pro

grams money can buy.

Why doesn't Jim usually mar

ket his software? For two reasons.

First, he says, "Most of my

software is simple, illustrative

stuff. I would like to foster an en

vironment where people pass out

their software with reasonable

generosity. I think that by setting

a good example I might sort of

lead the way in that. I can't say

that I'm terribly happy when I

hear someone say, 'What do you

have to trade for this program?' I

would rather say, Take this pro

gram and remember me when

you have something to give.'

When I give away a program I

don't lose anything—I still have

everything I had before. I usually

put it on the TPUG disk because

that keeps me from having to an

swer a lot of requests for it."

Butterfield's second reason

is summed up by his response

when someone complains about

one of his programs. He answers,

"Fine. I'll give you your money

back." He states, "When you take

money for something, it's my be

lief that you acquire an obligation.

The idea that you can sell a pro

gram and buyers will walk out the

door and you will never see them

again has the potential for trou

ble. I think that most people who

put down money for software feel

they are not buying a disk or cas

sette tape, but that they are buy

ing a service"

He adds that professional

calibre programs such as WordPro

or VisiCalc represent something

the ordinary programmer could

never attempt and people should

recognize their worth and be

willing to pay to use them. "If I

see a program doing a worth

while thing and it's too much

trouble to write it myself, why

on earth wouldn't I save myself

the trouble and buy a copy? We

have a perception problem. We

grab a copy of a program, and

because the original person still

has his copy we feel that we ■

haven't stolen anything from him.

Maybe it isn't theft—what do you

call it when a person sneaks into a

movie theater? Whatever it is, it's

dishonest—it's cheating."

The question of whether com

puter coding is protected under

present copyright legislation is

still very much up in the air in

both Canada and the United

States, Butterfield, however, has

made up his mind. "I believe very

strongly that any person writing

an original program has the right

to do as he chooses with that pro

gram. If he chooses to sell it—if

he chooses to request that it not

be copied except for a fee—then

he has absolutely that right. I will

support that."

Jim does have reservations,

however, about programs which

are "protected, sealed, uncopy-

able or unlistable, because the
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user then becomes victim of

whatever it is the program does.

If he is lucky, it will do the righL

thing. If it doesn't then he can

plead with the manufacturer

but he's not allowed to fix it him

self because the tools to do so are

locked out." Butterfield cautions,

"I personally would be very leery

of a program I could not examine."

Besides deciphering many of

the mysteries of the 6502, Butter-

field has given thought to the

social implications of microcom

puters. In 1984, while Big Brother

might be lurking in huge govern

ment databanks it is Little Brother

who has captured our attention.

Far from turning us into a nation

of people isolated from each other,

micros have fostered what Jim

calls "almost an explosion in

terms of user community of inter

est. You suddenly have this

amazing thing which is multi

plied many times over in the

Commodore lines—and that is

people building a social life

around microcomputers."

He adds, "I think that a lot of

people who don't know about

computers have this vision of the

mad scientist sitting in a corner

with his machine. As you know,

of course, nothing could be

farther from the truth. People

want to exchange notes, brag a

little, say 'Look what I did,1 or ask

'How can I make the machine do

this7' I'd seen this kind of inter

face, this communication, in

commercial programming but I

was amazed by how it grew and

took hold around micros."

Butterfield is a founding mem

ber of the Toronto PET Users

Group, which owes much to his

generous support. He in turn

points to Commodore as being

"supportive of users", avery

positive thing for Commo

dore owners.

There is no doubt that as mi

crocomputers increase in power

and decrease in price more users

will be children, Jim stresses that

he is not an education expert but

he speculates, "It might be useful

to turn kids loose for a year with a

room full of computers, because

they're more likely to zero in on

useful applications than any ex

ternal structuring force. I would

suspect that while we probably

don't want to make all kids pro

grammers, the capability to influ

ence the machine's behavior is

probably the key to the charm

of a computer. I hear reports of

all sorts of cross-fertilization of

skills—word processors used to

study sentence structure and

statistical packages used to

examine the results of physics

experiments, for example."

Buttorfield suggests that

providing students with access

to computers m the very early

grades should perhaps be given

priority. "As I understand the

writings of Seymour Papert, the

earlier a child becomes exposed

to computers, the better it is likely

to be. I have seen no evidence to

contradict this. It seems to me

that more important than any

thing formalized we teach young

people about computers is that

we get them familiar with the

concept, we get their fears al

layed, we make sure that the

usefulness of computers is under

stood at an early age. By the time

a student gets to high school,

computers are an oddity. There's

something not quite natural about

them—something manufactured

and solemn. If you use computers

in grade two or three you simply

understand that they're around

and they're going to help you."

As more people develop a

general understanding of the lim

itations and capabilities of com

puters, we wil! be less likely to be

seduced into placing blind faith in

a computer's predictions or put

ting up with the

excuse "sorry-

(Conturned On

Page 88)
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By Peggy He

Now Mnxico Commodoi

A sofftfraeejibrary can

be a great Boon tcta^
user group. fyere'slte
to set cmerlip and

(hopefully) avoid

disaster.

~The_New Mexico Commodore

Users Group (NMCUG) is nearly

two years old now"and.we con

tinue to be encouraged by the,

dedication and time volunleered

' by so many of our members. We

have meetings, demonstrations,

arguments, classes and fun {not

~~ necessarily in that order) all the

Lime. We also have a pretty good-

sized software.library (about 100

disks and oodles of tapes), which

functions very well. This.hasn't

always been the case and if you're,

thinking of starting one, maybe

we can help you around some of

ihejpitfalls by sharing what we've

learned along the way primarily

by trial and efrorv-^.

The Best Things In Life
A Commodore user group

software library is a collection of

public domain programs (on tapes

Photographer—Lee Wojnar



or disks) for the Commodore 64 ,

VIC 20 and PET/CBM computers

which can be accessed by mem

bers of the group. When these

programs have been assembled

and organized, you must let your

membership know what's in your

library and how they can get

copies and contribute their own

programs for other users.

Public domain

means

copyright-free

Nobody owns a public domain

program: it may be used, modi

fied, copied and enjoyed by any

one who can get their hands on

it. In fact, it's perfectly legitimate

to modify, elaborate upon and

dress-up a public domain pro

gram, copyright and sell it for

profit, provided you've changed

it substantially. This does not

take the original program out

of the public domain.

Why would anybody want to

put a program into the public

domain? There are many reasons.

Sometimes these programs aren't

"user friendly." Instructions are

usually written into the program

itself (remember this if you put

one of your programs in your

library) and are not extensive.

Once in a while, there are no in

structions at all and you have to

figure how to make it do its stuff.

Lots of public domain programs

are plain; the author didn't have

to take the time to add graphics

or sound and tidy the screen for

matting. If you like the program,

you are free to dress it up or per

sonalize it as you wish. Some pro

grams were written way back

when it wasn't considered impor

tant to copyright them. Then

again, maybe the program has

a little bug in it which, although

it works, makes it unsuitable for

marketing. Or it might be too

short or simple to be worth pub

lishing but it's just the thing

for a beginning user.

"Old-timers" say that putting

a program into the public domain

returns them benefits sevenfold.

Imagine seeing what was just a

germ of an idea that you put into

a simple program later developed

into a masterpiece which lots of

people have contributed to, obvi

ously enjoyed and benefited from.

Public domain means available

to all and contributed to by all,

Studying these programs can

teach you some wonderful tech

niques which you can incorporate

into your own programs. There

are thousands of programs in the

public domain for Commodore

computers. They lend strength

and viability to Commodore

enthusiasts and user groups

all over the world.

Together is Better

Before we get into assembling

the things that make up a soft

ware library and how you go

about administrating it, there's

one principle that's instrumental

to the success of this endeavor. In

fact, it may be the key to the suc

cess of a user group in all respects,

and it's this

Never, ever,

under any circumstances,

do anything by

yourself.

Now this doesn't include

showering and sleeping. But when

the time comes to get something

started for the group or it's time

to do it again, you might begin to

think it's easier to do it yourself

than to go to the trouble of show

ing someone else how. Especially

if that's what you did the last time

and it didn't work out. The trou

ble with doing it yourself—as we

are often reminded by our Presi

dent. Betsy Byrne—is that this

time next year you'll probably still

be doing it, along with everything

else. It's very important to get

someone else involved {two or

three people is better still), even

if you have to do it over and over

again, because eventually you

will find the right people for the

job and you can start something

else or get back to what you

wanted to do in the first place.

Also, if only one person knows the

"in's and out's" of a project and

that person (for whatever reason)

can no longer handle it, you'll

have to start all over again when

someone else takes over. That's

why, in general, using commit

tees works more smoothly for vol

unteer groups than relying only

on individuals. This is especially

important for a project as big as

a software library.

Getting the Programs
There are several resources for

public domain software for a user

group library:

1. A local Commodore dealer.

2. Other Commodore user groups.

3. The Commodore Information

Network on CompuServe.

4. Third party software vendors.

Commodore sells a series of

public domain programs. Individ

ually these disks are very afford

able, but to buy the entire series

to set up your library might run

into more money than you care

to part with.
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If you don't ask,

you won't get it

One thing you should do is

ask a local Commodore dealer to

donate this series to your group,

either by giving you the set or let

ting you copy it. This is how we

established the NMCUG library.

Keep in mind that, as long as

your group is organized around

a nonprofit structure, retailers

will be quite anxious to have the

good will of your membership.

As an incentive, offer to include

the dealer's advertisement in your

library catalog (we'll get to that

soon) for a specific period of time,

say one year, in exchange for his

help with setting up your library.

Don't be shy! Ask for things on

behalf of your user group whether

you're setting up your library or

looking for a meeting place when

you've outgrown someone's

living room. The worst they can

say is no.

Copyright-free

is not cost-free

An alternative source of soft

ware is copying all or part of an

existing user group's library. This

isn't as easy as it sounds because

of the logistics and work involved.

NMCUG, for example, has a struc

ture for this. For a small annual

fee per member (which gets you

other benefits as well) an affiliated

user group can copy our library

for $.50 per disk when they pro

vide the media (disk and/or tapes)

and the labor. But unless your

group is geographically near a

group offering a service like this

or a member is planning a trip

there for some coincidental reason,

it would probably be cheaper

to buy the software than to pay

travel expenses for someone to

make the copies,

Probably the best known

Commodore user group around is

TPUG in Toronto, Canada. They

have an extensive software library,

and I believe they have an affilia

tion plan, too, which would be

worth looking into. At least one

member of NMCUG also belongs

to TPUG (our secretary, Rich

Kotomon, who's also a doctor)

and he occasionally orders disks

from TPUG, which find their way

into our library. You could cer

tainly do worse.

The third way is by download

ing programs from CompuServe.

All the software on CompuServe

is in the public domain so any

thing within the entire network

would be permissable for your

library—and there's some good

stuff there, too. The entire public

domain series from Commodore

is on the databases in the Com

modore SIG's. CompuServe costs

$6,00 an hour online and we

highly recommend you use VID-

TEX as a terminal program if you

plan to download programs.

Although this sounds like an

attractive alternative, we suspect

it might not be as good a choice

as the others; we haven't done it

much so we're not sure it's cost

effective. The Commodore public

domain series is organized by

topic but the other databases are

organized by date of submission,

and getting all those programs

categorized and onto the appro

priate library disks would be an

enormous project.

Several third-party software

vendors are advertising enhanced

public domain programs (includ

ing the Commodore series) for

sale at what looks like reasonable

prices, "Enhanced" means

they've been debugged and have

instructions, graphics and sound

added. Look in computer maga

zines for their ads and compare

costs and programs offered.

Whatever method you find

best, be considerate of your group

and anyone who helps you.

Be selective

We weren't—we took every

thing offered to us and some of

it, we're sorry to say, will probably

never be used by anybody. Keep in

mind that even if you're success

ful in getting the public domain

programs themselves donated

(if a store will let you copy them,

for example, or even if you down

load them from CompuServe)

you'll have a major expense in

disks and tapes, especially if

you're buying them retail. At an

average of $2.50 each, 50 of them

requires a cash outlay of $125.00.

You can, however, reduce your

costs and offer your members an

added benefit by buying disks in

bulk quantities, which we'll get

to in a moment. Don't overlook

the time involved in making the

copies, putting them into cate

gories on the media and, espe

cially, the wear and tear on

equipment.

Setting up Your Library

In conjunction with software,

you'll need a database that can

organize, keep track of and up

date your library and print cata-
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logs for your members. (This same

database can do double-duty,

separately, of course, by keep

ing track of members' names,

phone numbers, addresses, dues,

etc. Neither of these chores are

very complex, so most, databases

will fill the bill.)

Here's a list of the categories

used by NMCUG for the various

types of programs in our library.

It will give you a starting point,

anyway, for setting up yours:

Business Administration

Education

English

Games

Graphics

Mathematics

Music

Science

Technology

Utilities

The Great Debate

Not long after we established

a software library, we found our

selves embroiled in an issue

which catapulted us into what

some of us recall as "The Great

Debate." No afternoon tea ses

sion, this dialog continued for

weeks (maybe months) and cen

tered around the process by

which members get copies of

programs from the library.

The issue—whether to rent

or sell library media—is compli

cated and there are pros and cons

to doing things either way.

Renting Library Tapes and

Disks

If your group is small, say un

der a hundred, having members

check out disks or tapes, copy

them at home and return the

original medium in a couple of

weeks will probably work out for

you. The main advantage of this

method (which we didn't realize

then) is that it spreads the work

out over lots of disk drives and

won't cause the early demise of

one 1541 forced to make all the

copies for the group. But renting

media wasn't trouble free.

•

Not everyone owns or knows how

to use a copy program, especially

new users, who, we feel, joined

for help.This shifts the burden

to them.

•

Someone has to chase after over

due media, with the unpleasant

responsibility of chastising mem

bers or imposing fines.
•

Worse yet, what if a returned tape

is crunched or a disk won't boot?

Or a series of damaged media are

returned by one member? Some

one must decide if this was the

result of accident or carelessness

and inform that member of the

consequences.

•

Should fines (if any) cover costs (if

any) or be punitive?

•

How many rental copies of popu

lar disks and tapes will be suffi

cient? One for each one wanted

(which sort of defeats the purpose

of renting) or do you establish a

waiting list? And at what point?

Nobody, and especially not the

hard-working librarian, wants to

be responsible for making deci

sions like these or carrying out

"police" actions. But what finally

persuaded us to change to selling
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Pholograplier—Leo Wojnar

media was the fact that rental

isn't cost-efficient for members

or, we projected, for the group.

We were charging S3.00 to rent a

tape or disk and by the time mem

bers bought the disk to copy onto

they'd spent more than $5.00—

which is what we sell disks for—

and, if they buy it outright from

the group, they don't have to

bother with buying the media,

making the copy or returning the

original m a timely manner.

But, although outright sale of

media sounds good, it's not with

out headaches either.

Selling Library Tapes and

Disks
It should be easy. A member

goes to a meeting and tells the

librarian which disks or tapes he

wants. The librarian makes them

on the spot and hands them to the

member who pays $5.00 each to

the group. Simple, huh? Yes, as

long as the librarian doesn't want

to participate in the meeting and

you don't have one librarian and

one hundred members, some

wanting disks, some wanting

tapes and all wanting them right

now, When that happens, you can

still make copies at meetings—

just do it by committee with a

dual drive or several drives oper

ating in tandem. We did this for a

time until we decided there were

better things to do at meetings

than run the library. At that point

we introduced order forms and a

reasonable time delay—the librar

ian took orders and collected in

advance, went home and made

the copies and brought them

to the next meeting where the

members picked them up. And

that worked for a while.

What didn't work after a while

was the librarian's disk drive.

Don't expect a

1541 disk drive to

hold up under

commercial use

That's what you're asking of

it if you make dozens of copies

of disks and tapes (with a disk-

to-tape copy program) on it ev

ery week. The way out of this

dilemma is to get a commercial

dual disk drive for the group or

reorganize Che library and spread

the work over several members'

1541 disk drives. And that usually

means several more librarians.

NMCUG now has three: a head

librarian (George West, a minis

ter), who, with the board of di

rectors, determines library policy

(and coincidentally—honest!—

has a dual drive), a O64 librarian

(Dave Klaussen) and a VIC librar

ian (Steve Kuehn),

Those Blankety-BIank Disks
If you decide to sell (rather than

rent) your library media, you'll

need a hefty supply of blank disks

and tapes. We got tired of running

to the store, did a little compari

son shopping and now we buy

them in bulk quantities (lots of

200 and more) just like a big-time

software operator, with the added

benefit that wo sell blank disks to

our membership at prices greatly

below retail. We buy them for just

under SI.50 each, use them for

the library and sell them blank to

members at 3 for S5.00. Of course,

you must have operating capital

to do this (ours is cared for by

our trusty treasurer. Dick Harris

who's a university professor) and

it works out very well for the group

as well as for individual members.

Administration and Up-Keep

As soon as you've got your

library organized with the data

base and decided whether to rent

or sell, it's time to print a catalog

so your members will know what

goodies to order. And, of course,

you'll want to have order forms

available at meetings (even if

that's when the copies wiJl be

made) to keep your records

straight.

Once your library is up and

running you'll find that members

will come up with other public

domain stuff (perhaps even some

of their own) and ask if they can

trade whatever they've got for

a tape or disk from the library.
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NMCUG does this, and the only

problem is putting a value on

what the member wished to ex

change for a disk (remember we

value each library disk at $5.00).

Our rule of thumb is one good,

working program in trade for

each disk (which holds 15 to 20

programs). "Good" is a subjec

tive guality which is determined

by the librarian handling the

exchange.

And now we'll tell you a secret

—something we don't share with

everybody. Our library contains

copyrighted software, too—

programs typed in from magazines

by our members. These are kept

entirely separate from the public

domain software because, in

order to get copies of them, mem

bers must prove to the librarian

that they own a copy of the mag

azine in which the program

appeared. That way there's no

copyright violation, [t's a won

derful service for our group and

completely legal, but if you do it

handle it carefully and always

insist on proof of ownership.

I didn't really finish the saga

of operating the NMCUG library

and filling orders. When we finally

went (permanently, 1 suspect) to

selling rather than renting media,

we took orders at meetings and

filled them by mail or pickup at

the librarian's home. About that

time, NMCUG had grown so large

and active that several of us were

longing to call our homes our own

again. We decided to rent a small

office. Now, library orders can be

left there to be filled by librarians

or volunteer office staffers (who are

coordinated by our executive vice

president, Susan Palmer, a grad

uate electrical engineering stu

dent), and picked up either there

or at meetings. It's wonderful!

A successful library will con

tinue to grow. Printing monthly

catalogs of its contents can get

to be expensive, as well as redun

dant for your old (as opposed to

new) members. You might want

to print monthly updates instead

of printing the whole catalog and

make a disk-of-the-month with

these newly acguired programs

so that members can get them

without the ones that they've al

ready got (or aren't interested in).

The entire catalog with updates

should be available for anyone

who needs it and can be brought

up to date (consolidated with the

updates) every few months.

The Whole Ball Game

A software library is an impor

tant aspect of a successful user

group but it certainly shouldn't be

the most important thing you do.

Keep your perspective!

It's easy to lose it when you've

spent so much time and energy

(not to mention money) getting

your library together and keeping

it going. Computer users aren't

"technies" anymore—especially

Commodore users—and user

groups are made up of folks from

all walks of life. This makes your

group a part of the community-

at-Iarge and in addition to putting

together a library there are all

sorts of other things you can do

for your members.

•

Hold informative meetings where

products relating to computing

are demonstrated and examined.
•

Along'with your regular meet

ings, consider Special Interest

Groups (SIG's) for kids, teen-ag

ers, mature users, beginning us

ers, people who do want to learn

BASIC and other special folks.

•

Publish a newsletter to show

case your members' accomplish

ments and writings and subsidize

it with advertisements from

local computer stores (I'm the

editor of NMCUG's).

•

Establish a print library of maga

zines and books from members to

donate to and borrow from.

•

Build a board of directors to ob

jectively guide and oversee the

group's activities as a whole.

And don't stop at the borders

of your own membership, Go out

into the community to promote

computer literacy through schools

and industry. You'll meet fascinat

ing people, learn more about your

community (and yourself) and

have loads of fun. Who knows

where it could lead? NMCUG's in

formal speaker's bureau has done

demonstrations and answered

questions for grade schools, uni

versity classes, groups of teachers

and the welder's union, along with

computer symposiums.

You won't have time to do all

this yourself, so don't even try.

Whether you're getting ads for

your newsletter, fielding questions

at a meeting or categorizing pro

grams for your library, toss the ball

(or the disk) to an interested mem

ber of your group and let them run

with it. Your library, and your user

group, will be the better for it. c
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A Commodore User Group on the Cal Poly

campus serves both an educational

and social function for engineering

and architecture students.

California Polytechnic

State University, San Luis

Obispo, is a highly tech

nical school incongru

ously located on the casual cen

tral coast of California. It is widely

respected for its architectural and

engineering schools. Cal Poly is

also the home of a Commodore 64

user group that reflects the na

ture of the school; it is highly

technical—composed mainly of

engineers and architects—yet

it manages to retain a loose,

relaxed atmosphere.

The group is one year old. It

was founded by Kalvin Kelley

(now president) and his room

mate Craig Northcutt. Kelley was

working in the campus bookstore

at the time and, "saw a need"

for a club aimed at Commodore

users. The initial response to the

club was outstanding and it has

continued to grow. Meetings reg

ularly attract about 30 students.

The club's organization is

elaborate and efficient. It has a

full hierarchy including a presi

dent, vice-president, secretary-

treasurer, librarian, activities

director, public relations director

and a faculty advisor. All officers

must maintain a 2.0 G.P.A.

The club also has a constitution

with written bylaws. One bylaw

specifically prohibits "crashing"

other computer systems and en

gaging in other unethical com

puter activities. There are three

types of membership: active,

composed of students (mostly en

gineers and architects, but also

some social science students in

terested in word processing); as-



sociate, consisting of faculty and

staff; and honorary, which covers

any member not connected with

the university (i.e, speakers and

professionals from the commu

nity). Honorary membership is

not allowed to exceed 10%. Dues

are $2.00 a quarter and help pay

for a newsletter and the acquisi

tion of disks and software.

The basic goal of the group is

to increase knowledge of the com

puter by exchanging information

among users. Joe Mizrahi, an en

gineering major, says, "Getting

involved with other people is the

best way to learn. I want to know

what the Commodore can do

that isn't available in books. The

best access I have to this is the

experimentation of others." This

feeling is echoed by most of the

group. Kalvin Kelley, for instance,

"hates reading books" and thinks

that the club is a better way

to learn.

One method of exchanging

information is the club's self-

ranking system. Members rank

their own computer skills from

one to nine, nine being highest,

and their rank is included on the

club's phone list and distributed

to members. Anyone can call a

higher ranking member for help.

The club's newsletter also helps

in the exchange of information.

It lists product reviews, items for

sale, names and addresses and

other useful facts. There are also

actual teaching "sessions" at

members' houses or after meet

ings if computers are brought

(they usually are). These sessions

are for both beginners and expe

rienced users wishing to learn

advanced techniques such as

machine language programming,

high-quality graphics and word

processing techniques.

A beneficial side effect of this

information flow is that members

often have to spend less time on

homework. This has become one

of the group's most appealing as

pects. Since most members are

in technical majors, most of the

programs developed by the club

have engineering applications.

For instance, any member has

access to programs that deal with

vector problems, multiplicative

equations, definite integration,

repetitive functions and more. All

of these are uniquely suited to the

Cal Poly curriculum.

The group is involved in many

activities, most of which focus

around the meetings. A typ

ical meeting might feature a

oped by members or bought with

club funds. All members have

access to these materials.

Presently Cal Poly has two

time-sharing systems with sev

eral terminal locations on cam

pus. However, group president

Kelley and most group members

feel that Poly will definitely go

away from this because of the

system's clumsiness (they refer to

the mainframes as "dinosaurs").

speaker—-perhaps a professor

or a businessman who works

with Commodores. Then the club

would discuss upcoming events

and projects, After official busi

ness is taken care of, an unstruc

tured period is declared, which

the club whimsically calls "the

social hour". Much is accom

plished at this time. This is when

teaching sessions and game

contests take place. The conver

sation gets raucous as members

compare notes, check rumors and

pass along helpful hints. There

are, of course, activities outside

the meetings such as "pizza

feeds" at local parlors. Also, the

group plans to enter a booth in an

upcoming campus fair. In it four

machines will be displayed, two

to show adults what the club

is about and two "for kids to

play with."

There are also monetary ad

vantages. The group buys some

items, such as disks, in bulk so

that members can get them at

considerable savings. There is

also a respectable amount of

software kept by librarian Michael

Flaherty which has been devel-

Instead, they foresee a system

that any student with a personal

computer and modem can plug

into. In such a setting the role

of computer clubs will be even

more significant. Members will be

able to do homework, relax with

games and even socialize via

letter-writing programs. In Kel-

ley's words, "The computer is

more than one dimensional. Its

role will continue to increase."

The Cal Poly user's group

can't wait.

The club continues to grow.

They hope that increased ac

tivities and the campus fair will

attract more members. They re

cently established contact with

computer clubs in Los Osos and

Paso Robles, two cities close to

Cal Poly. Eventually they hope to

coordinate activities with these

groups. Meanwhile the phone list

gets longer, the newsletter gets

more elaborate and the calendar

of events gets fuller.

This group shows that even the

most technical fields can be ap

proached with a casual attitude.

Graduating members can't help

but take this attitude with them
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into their professional lives.

High-tech fields will become

more competent and computer-

oriented and, at the same time,

more easygoing and accessible.

With a combination like this, de

veloped in clubs like the one at

Cal Poly, the future for small com

puters like the Commodore 64

looks bright indeed- C

Membeis of the CalPoly user

group learn from each other—

and have fun as well—at theii

regular meetings.



Children of Kong
(Continued From Page 33)

jump over obstacles using the

joystick button. They temper

this ability by making you jump

accurately and squashing

your character if you miss.

Dino Eggs and Lode Runner

are the exceptions to this rule.

Since you're outnumbered, the

ability to fall any distance was

necessary in Lode Runner to

give you a chance. And with all

the monsters running around

in Dino Eggs, it's the least the

programmers could do.

In Lode Runner, the button lets

you dig a trap, which can hold

your pursuers while you escape.

You can fall into these traps too,

but you can use them to your ad

vantage for a quick getaway by

falling through to safety.

Dino Eggs uses the button for

two purposes. When the joystick

is pointing down, the button lets

you pick up an object (an egg, a

piece of wood or "the power"),

put one down or knock off a shell

covering an object. When the

joystick is in any other position,

you jump as in any other game.

You can shoot your pursuers in

Crazy Conveyors, which scores

points but doesn't help much

otherwise. The monsters are re

born at the top of the screen and

they just keep following you.

Frantic Freddie ignores the

fire button altogether. The mon

sters will probably get you very

often despite what you do. Bul

lets or something would have

helped here.

Timer Bonuses and Penalties
Jumpman and Jumpman

Junior offer bonuses for finishing

rounds within time limits. They

also let you adjust the speed of

your player, which helps you get

higher bonus scores.

Hard Hat Mack, Crazy Con

veyors and Miner 2049er also give

you a bonus for completing the

round in time. To add to the pres

sure on you, they also will cost

your character a life if you don't

finish in time.

Bells, Whistles and Music

The music in Frantic Freddie is

so outstanding that I have to give

it a special plug. If you ever buy a

program just for the music, here it

is. My wife Karen actually asked

me to turn up the volume while I

played this one and you can be

sure that has never happened

before or since. The songs in

clude renditions of modern num

bers like Queen's "Crazy Little

Thing Called Love", Paul Simon's

"Kodachrome" and Electric Light

Orchestra's "Don't Let Me Down",

along with a couple of ragtime

numbers and the disco version

of Beethoven's Fifth.

Another nice touch in Frantic

Freddie is the appearance of

interludes, like the "half-time

shows" in Pacman and Dragons-

den. The first appears between

rounds two and three and the

second after round four. The only

disappointment is that the inter

ludes repeat after only two.

The sound effects in Jumpman

and Jumpman Junior are well

done. From bombs dropping to

bullets exploding, the sounds are

realistic and entertaining.

Play Action

As I mentioned before, all these

games are fun to play. Some, how

ever, are easier for mere mortal

gamers to play, and others require

split-second timing and designer

joysticks.

Jumpman, Lode Runner and of

course Donkey Kong have a broad

appeal. The first few rounds are

easy to master, getting you into

the game in a hurry. These games

also contain harder levels which

you can reach without playing all

the preceding rounds.

Crazy Conveyors is a game in

evolution. The first version I saw

was much harder than the cur

rent one, suffering from cheating

Haid Hat Mack

monsters. At the last minute be

fore my deadline I was shown

version three of this game, which

is a big improvement. Although

the fire button didn't seem sensi

tive enough to let me shoot with

the timing I needed, it is rea

sonably easy to play now.

Miner 2049ei has some in

teresting rounds, but I've never

made it past the sixth level. Since

the game isn't programmed to let

me skip to another round, I may

never see what all ten look like!

Jumpman Jumor is much

harder than the original Jump

man. Most people would prob

ably find that they should

graduate to this one after they

master Jumpman senior.

Donkey Kong
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Dino Eggs is one of the hardest

games in the bunch. There's a lot

going on here. By the time you

reach the tenth round there are

snakes crawling, lizards flying,

fires burning, eggs hatching and

spiders eating the poor defense

less babies. If you like action

games like the arcade Robotron

where there's a lot to watch, you'll

be intrigued by this.

Miner 204&ei

Finally, I wouldn't recommend

Hard Hat Mack or Frantic Freddie

for their play action. Mack is so

tough that I've never made it

through four rounds during one

game. There isn't enough variety

to make it interesting because

you must depend on memorizing

the pattern and executing it per

fectly. Frantic Freddie is frus-

tratingly hard, with cheating

monsters that get you nearly

every time. c

Neil Harris

or gamers

John O'Brien

Game Gripes
By John O'Brien
Commodoii3 Publishing

Inspired by Andy Rooney of 60 minutes, I'm

going to list things that annoy me about computer

games in general. These opinions do not necessar

ily reflect those of the management or any other

beings in the universe. Admittedly some of the best

games have some of the most annoying problems

and some of the worst have some of the best fea

tures. It's the overall play that is important, but

every game could be improved if game designers

would take some of these things into consideration.

Don't you hate it when the higher levels of

play just go faster? This is usually boring if you've

already beaten the game on the lower levels. It

wouldn't be so bad if there were also some other

new twists added as you go along. A related

gripe—don't just have more monsters attacking,

but make it so new strategies and techniques are

needed on each level.

Don't you hate it when you're ready to play a

new game and it starts but you don't because your

joystick is in the wrong port? Why not have all

games use port one unless it's a two player game?

Don't you hate games that are too simple?

Don't you hate games that are too hard?

Don't you hate it when games have music that is

so annoying that you're willing to risk a lower score

by turning the volume down and missing impor

tant warning sounds?

Don't you hate poker games that don't let you see

the computer's hand when you drop? I know it's

like that in real poker, but I don't like it there either.

Don't you hate games based on other popular

games that pale by comparison to the original? On

the other hand, don't you love it when a game based

on another game improves upon the original idea

and gets rid of the annoying features of the original?

Don't you hate games that are too fast?

Don't you hate games that are too slow?

Don't you hate quiz or trivia games that have
tContinuatl On Page 72)
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high scores

Jump into our on-going competition (for Commodore-

manufactured games only). In order to have your high

score published, you must send in a photo of the

winning screen showing the score. Make sure your

name and address are on the back of the photo. If your

score is high, we'll run your name and score as soon

as we can get it in. Be patient. We work far ahead

putting an issue together, so it might take a while for

your score to show up. Please note that we've retired

several old games, since we stopped getting new scores

for them.

VIC 20 Games

CLOWNS

COSMIC CRUNCHER

GORF

JUPITER LANDER

MOLE ATTACK

MONEY WARS

OMEGA RACE

RADAR RAT RACE

RAID ON FORT KNOX

SEA WOLF

SKY IS FALLING

SUPER SLOT

SUPER SMASH

VIC AVENGER

Commodore 64 Games

AVENGER

CLOWNS

INTERNATIONAL SOCCER

JACK ATTACK

KICKMAN

LEMANS

OMEGA RACE

SEA WOLF

STAR RANGER

STARPOST

If your score didn't set a record

Jon Kirkbride, Jr., Cedars, PA

JoeLindo, Burlington, Ontario

Chad McCubbins, Coatesville, IN

Christopher Champlain, St. Petersburg, FL

Ryan Phillips, Montpelier, VT

Bob Grant, Bensalem, PA

Jim Nelson, S. Elgin, IL

Jennifer Zaruk. San Diego, CA

John H. Kohler, Daly City, CA

Alieia Kondalski, Toledo, OH

Christina Zip, Toledo, OH

Judith Wright, Cheektowaga, NY

AmyTalmadge, LaJolla, CA

Nathan Brown, Newark, DE

Britt Feldhaus, Edina, MN

Carla Heiland, S. Pasadena, CA

Josh Flint, Farraington, ME

Chris Waldroff, Deephaven, MN

Jonathan Wells, Watertown, CT

George M. Fleming, Humboldt. KS

Scott Barrish, Willowick, OH

this time, keep playing1 Maybe you'll topple these

Score

111,560

998.180

998.910

207,400

427

81,950

1,502,300 (5 ships)

147.240

15,262

29,500

22,080

10,960 coins

(game rolled over at 9,999)

31,630

23,120

33,600

94,180

577,200

274.460

692.950 (5 ships)

35,400

712,900

champion gamesters next time! C
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game programs

Tic Tac Toe

for Two
For the VIC 20
By Robert Johnson

"Tic Tac Toe" is a challenging game for two

players to match wits against each other. In this

game, Player 1 is "X" and Player 2 is "Y". Each

player enters their X's and O's until someone has

won or until no one can win.

The game will let you know whose turn it is. It

will also let you know who won and ask you if you

want to play another game. It takes all the work out

of the game and allows you more time to concen

trate on playing the game. Once you get started it

will be hard to stop. C

Tic Tac Toe

lfl S = 0

20 C = 0

30 P=0

40 PRINT CHRS(147)

50 FOR A = 1 TO 4

60 PRINT

70 NEXT A

80 PRINT "[SPACES,SHFT O,CMDR T2,

SHFT O,CMDR T2,SHFT O,CMDR T,

SHFT P]"

90 PRINT "[SPACE6,CMDR G]1

[CMDR G]2 fCMDR G]3[CMDR M]"

1H0 PRINT "[SPACES,CMDR G,SPACE2,

CMDR G,SPACE2,CMDR GJ

[CMDR M]"

120 PRINT "[SPACE6,SHFT 0,

CMDR T2,SHFT O,CMDR T2,

SHFT 0,CMDR T,SHFT P]"

130 PRINT "[SPACE6,CMDR G]A

140

150

160

170

180

190

200

201

210

220

230

240

250

260

270

280

290

300

310

320

330

340

350

360

370

330

[CMDR G]5 [CMDR G]6

PRINT "(SPACES

CMDR G,SPACE2,

[CMDR M]"

PRINT "[SPACES

CMDR T2,SHFT 0

SHFT O,CMDR T,

,CMDR

CMDR

, SHFT

,CMDR

SHFT

PRINT "[SPACES,CMDR

[CMDR G]8 [CMDR G]9

PRINT "[SPACE6,SHFT

CMDR 02,SHFT L,CMDR

SHFT L,CMDR @,SHFT

PRINT

PRINT "PLAYER

LOCATION FOR X

A=24

[CMDR M] "

G,SPACE2,

G]

0,

T2,

P]"

G]7

[CMDR

L,

02,

@]"

M]"

1 ENTER YOUR

[LEFT42]"

G0SU8 300

IF S=l THEN GOTO 26

PRINT "PLAYER

LOCATION FOR Y

A=15

GOSUB 300

0

2 ENTER YOUR

[LEFT4 2]"

IF S=0 THEN GOTO 19

GET C$

IF CS="" THEN

IF C$="Y" THEN

END

GET RS

IF RS="" THEN

P=P+1

IF R$="l" THEN

:G0T0 430

IF R$="2" THEN

:GOTO 430

IF R$="3" THEN

:GOTO 430

IF R$="4" THEN

:G0T0 130

IF R$="5" THEN

:GOTO 430

IF RS="6" THEN

:G0T0 4 30

GOTO

GOTO

GOTO

POKE

POKE

POKE

POKE

POKE

POKE

0

260

10

300

7819

7822

7825

7885

7888,

7891,

A

A

A

A

A

A

(Continued On Page 72)
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TiC T^C Toe (Continued From Page 71/

390

400

410

420

430

440

450

460

470

480

490

500

510

520

53G

540

550

560

570

53(1

590

600

610

6 20

630

640

IF RS="

:GOTO 4

IF RS="

:GOTO 4

IF RS="

:GOTO 4

7" THEN POKE 7951,A

30

8" THEN POKE 7954,A

30

9" THEN POKE 7957,A

30

GOTO 300

IF PEEK (7819)=PEEK(7822) AND

PEEK{7822)= PEEK(78 25) THEN

C=PEEK{

IF PEEK

7825)

(7885)=PEEK(7888) AND

PEEK(7888)=PEEK(7891) THEN

C=PEEK(

IF PEEK

PEEK(79

C=PEEK(

IF PEEK

7891)

(7951)=PEEK(7954) AND

54)=PEEK(7957) THEN

7957)

(7819)=PEEK(7885)

AND PEEK(7885)=PEEK(7951)

THEN C=PEEK(7951)

IF PEEK (7822)=PEEK(7888) AND

PEEK(7888)=PEEK(79 54) THEN

C=PEEK(

IF PEEK

7954)

(7825)=PEEK(7891) AND

PEEK(7891)=PEEK(7 957) THEN

C=PEEK{

IF PEEK

7897)

(7819)=PEEK(7888) AND

PEEK(7 888)=PEEK(79 57) 1EN

C=PEEK(

IF PEEK

7957)

(7951)=PEEK(7888) AND

PEEK(7888)=PEEK(78 25) THEN

C=PEEK(

IF C=R

IF C=24

IF C=15

PRINT "

[SPACE1

PRINT

GOTO 60

IF P<9

PRINT "

7825)

THEN GOTO 570

THEM S$="l"

THEN B$="2"

PLAVER "BS" HAS WON

8]"

0

THEN GOTO 640

NO PLAYER HAS WON

[5PACE2U] "

PRINT

PRINT "

ANOTHER

PRINT "

S=l

c=o

RETURN

DO YOU WISH TO PLAY

GAME"

ENTER V OR N"

Game Gripes (Continued From Page 69)

a set number of questions and don't have any

data disks available when you start to know most

of the answers?

Don't you hate adventure games that don't give

you enough clues to make any progress? Of course,

for some people that is half the fun.

Don't you hate games that are based on smash

movies and are heavily promoted, but are no good?

The worst part is that once a company buys the

rights to it and doesn't create it correctly—no one

else can fix it.

Don't you hate games that don't take advan

tage of the capability of the new machine they are

adapted to? This is especially true of games that

were originally written for a small unsophisticated

machine. Later, when versions for a bigger com

puter come out, updated programs should take

advantage of the increased capability of the

new machine.

Don't you hate inappropriate sound effects?

Don't you hate inappropriate graphic effects?

Don't you hate when a game can't be started

by hitting the fire button? When you're playing a

game over and over in a comfortable spot, you

don't want to get up and hit a function key.

Don't you hate games that go immediately from

one screen to another with no time to get your wits

together? This technique can be good in games

that have short rounds but some pause is needed.

The pause feature that some games have now

solves that problem.

Don't you hate it when you can't reset a game

when you get off to a bad start? This is most an

noying when in a multilevel game you lose two of

your three lives in the first screen and you normally

make it to screen 25.

Don't you hate it when games only give you one

life and you can get killed at any time by a random

factor against which there is no defense?

Don't you hate long introductory scenes or songs

that have to play all the way through every time

you play? They're not always at the beginning;

some are between screens. A lot of them are very

well done and amusing, but after you've played the

game 50 times...

Don't you hate games that don't live up to the

fantastic art on the package?

Don't you hate games that don't keep a high

score list?

Don't you love games that don't have too many

"Don't you hates" in them?

Well, that's all I could think of. If you can think of

more, drop me a line and maybe some day we'll do

it from a positive angle called "Don't you love..." c
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game programs

Traffic in
the Fast
Lanes
ForPET/CBMand

Commodore 64
By Dean S. Rossa

This program has evolved in

my family over several years. A

longer version was written by

my husband five years ago. The

game has that addictive quality

that is characteristic of good

Fast Lane

games. It keeps users sitting at

it for hours and attracts them

back to it.

I'm not a game player and was

never interested enough to read

the program and follow the logic

but I did adapt the old version of

the game to run on the 8032 when

I started to work with that ma

chine. Recently when a couple of

my students became hooked on

the game, I encouraged them to

try to write the game themselves.

I showed them techniques that I

would use and found that the

game actually required very little

code. Much of the accompanying

code is not integral to the game.

The first two lines enable the pro

gram to run on any PET, 8032, or

64. The next three lines give the

user some control over game dif

ficulty. The track width in the

original game was fixed.

The array P$ defines TW posi

tions on the road at the bottom of

the screen. One of the positions,

X, is chosen at random and an

obstacle is printed to it. Printing

at the bottom of the screen makes

the obstacles roll toward the car.

The driver maneuvers the car left

and right to better his time with

out a collision.

100

110

120

130

■

140

150

lfifl

170

SA=32768: PRINT"[CLEAR]"

:IF PEEK(1024)=32 THEN

SA»10 24:WD=4 0:F64=55 296
:G0T0 120

PRINT CHR$(142) :FG4=1024

i WD=40: POKE SA+lfi24,96

:IF PEEK(SA)<>96 THEN WD = 80

PRINT"MOVEMENT KEYS

: 1 TO GO RIGHT"

:PRINT"[SPACE15J2 TO GO LEFT"

PRINT: INPUT"TRACK WIDTH,

BETWEEN 5 & 15";TW

iPRINT"[CLEAR]"

IF TW<5 OR TW>15 THEN TW= 10

DIM P$(TW): SC= 3A +4

: P$="[HO>5E,DOWN24]"

P$(1)=P$+"[RIGHT]"

: FOR 1=2 TO TW

: P$(I)=P$(I-1)+"[RIGHT]"

: NEXT

FOR 1=1 TO 22:PRINT P$ "

[CMDR M]" P$(TW) "[CMDH G] "

: NEXT

18(3

190

200

210

220

23R

240

250

POKE SC-1E524 +F64,1

: POKE SC,S5

TI$="O0O0OO"

X»INT(RND(1)* TWJ+1

: GET KS

IF K$="l" THEN S=SC: SC=SC-1

:IF SC<SA+1 THEN SC=SA+1

IF K$="2" THEN 3=SC: SC=SC+1

:IF SOSA+TW-1 THEN

SOSA+TW-1

IF PEEK(SC+WD)<>32 THEN

PRINT PS"[CMDR M]

P$(TW)TI$:FOR K=l TO 1000

:NEXT:GOTO 190

PRINT PS "[CMDR M]" P$(X) "

[SHFT Q]" PS(TW)"[CMDR G]"

:P0KE S,32:POKE SC-1024+F64,1

: POKE SC,65

GOTO 20(1

65280 REM****************** D.

ROSSA, JONESBORO,
ARK **********************

C
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no more pencils...

David Malmbeig

Write Your Own
"Pick-A-Path"

Adventures
By David Malmberg

S&7

Using the Commodore 64 you can

create your own adventure programs.

Next to the explosion of personal computer

books and romance novels, probably the most sig

nificant publishing event of the last few years has

been the growing popularity of books which allow

the reader to determine the outcome of the story by

making choices at various points in the story as the

plot unfolds. There are several different series of

books that use this same technique. Some of the

most popular are the "Choose Your Own Adven

ture" series by Bantam Books, the "Endless Quest"

books by TSR, the "Plot-Your-Own-Adventure" *

books by Simon & Schuster, and the "Which Way?" '

and " Play-It-Your-Way" stories by Pocket Books.

Most of these books are aimed at young readers,

but the overall format can be equally appealing to

older readers in the hands of a skillful and imag

inative writer.

The basic structure for all of these books is to

have each page describe an episode in the story.

At the bottom of the page, the reader is either

(1) directed to another page to continue the same

episode or (2) presented with several alternative

choices—each of which sends the reader to a dif

ferent page and a different plot twist. For example,

a page might describe a baseball game where it

is the bottom of the ninth inning with two outs,

bases loaded and your team leading by two runs.

The best hitter from the other team, "Long Ball"

Jones, has just come up to bat and you might be

presented with the following choices:

1. Try to strike him out. (Go to page 45]

2. Walk him. (Go to page 50)

3. Change to your best relief pitcher. (Ootopage87)

"Pick-A-Path" Adventure Skeleton Program

This kind of story format is ideal for translation

to a personal computer. Each page becomes a

new screen of text and the plot choices (if any)

are shown at the bottom of screen. Listing 1 is a

skeleton program that can be used to help you

write your own "Pick-A-Path" adventures for the

Commodore 64. To use the skeleton program, just

enter the title of your story in line 65, and your

name (as author) in line 72.

Each "page" of text is entered as a group of

PRINT statements. For example, look at the blank

PRINT statements in lines 111 to 124 in Listing 1.

Your story's plot choices (up to five) are determined

by the string variables AC$(1) to AC$(5) and the

value of NU. See lines 160 to 165. After you have
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specified your choices, the GOSUB 22 (in line 70)

and the ON BR GOTO (in line 180) cause your story

to follow the plot twist you select.

The subroutine starting at line 22 of the skeleton

program first prints the message "MAKE YOUR

CHOICE:" and then displays your plot choices. The

first choice (as specified by AC$(1)) will be high

lighted {i.e., in reversed characters). When you hit

the cursor down key, the highlighting will move to

the next plot choice. When you have highlighted

the alternative you want to select, hitting return

will cause the program to branch to the appropriate

"page." This subroutine also enables you to change

color combinations by hitting the function keys Fl,

F2 and F3. If you enter the subroutine by GOSUB

23 {rather than 22), the "MAKE YOUR CHOICE":

message will not be printed. This entry point is

used whenever your story continues merely to

another page without any plot choices.

The routine starting at line 55 of Listing 1 will

also be very useful to you. It is a "standard" ending

for your story. GOTO 55 whenever you wish to print

the final score (if any) and present the reader with

the chance to quit or to play again. The score is

determined by the variable SC and will only be

printed if SC is not equal to zero. If you don't wish

to have a score in your story, you need not worry

about SC because it is initialized to zero in line 97

An Example and Some Useful Tips
Listing 2 is an example of how you might begin

your own "Pick-A-Path" adventure. These program

lines would have to be combined with lines one to

99 from the skeleton program in order to work. List

ing 2 is not a complete story—it only shows nine

"pages"—but it does illustrate several useful ideas.

First, for simplicity, you will find it helpful to

think of your program in terms of pages just as

if it were a printed book. Always begin each page

on the line number equal to 100 times the page

number, i.e., page one begins on line 100, page 13

begins on line 1300, etc.

The Commodore 64 has plenty of memory to ac

commodate a well developed and even complex

story. You will be able to write between 40 and 45

full-scieen pages with thiee to five plot choices

on each. If you have short pages, like page four in

Listing 2, you will be able to build your adventure

to over 200 pages. Regardless of your average page

length, always eliminate unneeded lines or REMs

as you go along so you won't be squeezed for room.

If you do not have any plot choices but just wish

to continue the same episode on another page, use

the commands shown in lines 360 to 370. Follow

these commands with a GOTO to whatever page is

next. For example, in line 380 the GOTO 200 jumps

to page two.

As you develop your adventure, you will find it

very helpful to draw a diagram of the various pages

and where all of the choices lead. See the Figure 1

for a diagram that corresponds to Listing 2.

You will find it very useful to think of each page

as either (1) a description of an event, (2) a location

or (3) both an event and a location. For example, in

Listing 2, page three is an event—an encounter

with the wizard. Page eight is a location only—

how you arrived at that location is not described.

Page two is both an event (the description of the

journey and some background on Furth's strong

hold in lines 211 to 216) and a location {a fork in

the path—line 218). If you have combination pages

like two, it is a good idea to always have the de

scription of the event first then the location. By

keeping them separate, you will be able to use

the location information again and again without

having to create different pages. For example,

Figure 1, Diagramming Your Choices

PAGE 3

VISIT

WIZAflO

PAG

TOP Of

E6

TREE

/
PAGES

EOTRANCE TO
CAVE

/

'/

PAQE1

NTRODUCTION

1

PAGEZ

FORK IN

PATH

T

PAGES

CROSSROADS

■ -—.

1

~~~—-.

PAGE 4

visrr

ARMORY

—-

PAC

COW

PAGE 7

CMEATER1

\

iE5

ARDI

LINE 55

STANDARD

ENDING
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after climbing the tree {page six), you return to

the location part of page two by jumping to line

217 (in line 680).

The distinction between events and locations

is the principal difference between "Choose Your

Own Adventure" books and traditional computer

adventure games like Scott Adams' Adventuieiand

or Pirate's Cove. The books emphasize the descrip

tion of events; the computerized adventures gener

ally concentrate on locations (especially mazes).

With the "Pick-A-Path" skeleton program, you

should be able to construct the best of both worlds.

Start Writing!
The only thing about adventure games that is

more fun than playing them is writing them, Writ

ing adventures is very creative and provides some

strenuous exercise for your brain muscles. It is

especially satisfying when you surprise and/or

amuse your friends and family with your very

own stories.

There is only one excuse for not starting now:

you can't think of a basic theme for your story.

Listing 1. Pick-A-Path Skeleton Program

Well, here are a few ideas to get your literary

juices flowing:

1. Write an adventure about yourself, your family,

pets and friends. Describe the various locations

in your neighborhood.

2. Describe Luke Skywalker's escape from the

planet Qwerty after a crash landing.

3. Write about a boat trip through the Bermuda

Triangle and your capture by pirates.

4. Help Sherlock Holmes solve the case of the

giant rat from Sumatra that is terrorizing London's

West End.

5. Explore an ancient lost African city and dis

cover its secrets before being captured by

savage natives.

6. Describe the key plays of next year's SuperBowl

Football game. Write the adventure as if the player

is coaching the underdogs.

7. Write about your covered wagon trip along the

Oregon trail with your family.

8. Finish "Quest for the Firesword," the adventure

begun in Listing 2.

1 REM ***** WRITE YOUR OWN

"PICK-A-PATH" ADVENTURE *****

2 REM PICK-A-PATH SKELETON

PROGRAM BY DAVID MALMBERG

3 REM

4 REM ENTER TITLE OF ADVENTURE

AS XT$ IN LINE 65

5 REM ENTER AUTHOR OF ADVENTURE

AS AUS IN LINE 72

6 REM ENTER DESCRIPTIVE TEXT AND

ALTERNATIVE STORY BRANCHES

7 REM AS EXPLAINED IN LINES 100

TO 180

8 REM

9 REM ***** INITIALIZE *****

10 DIM AC$(6), FI$(6), LAS(6)

11 BLS = "[SPACE39]11

: POKE 54296,15

12 NS = "[RVS]" : F$ = "[RVOFF]"

: EM$ = ""

13 DN$ = "THOME,DOWN24]"

14 POKE 54291,0 : POKE 54292,240

: POKE 54290,17

: POKE 54286,126 : REM SOUND

15 CS » 9 : POKE 53281,CS

: REM SET SCREEN COLOR

16 CB = 9 : POKE 53280,CB

: REM SET BORDER COLOR

17 CP = 7 : POKE 646,CP

:REM SET PRINT COLOR

18 GOTO 65 :REM GOTO TITLE AND

INSTURCTIONS

19 REM ***** COMMON SUBROUTINES

*****

20 REM

21 REM DISPLAY POSSIBLE CHOICES

AND GET SELECTION

22 PRINT : PRINT"MAK£ YOUR CHOICE

23 PRINT : FIS(1) - N$

: LAS(l) = FS : BR = 1

24 FOR I = 2 TO NU

: FI$(I) = EM$ : LA$(I) = EMS

: NEXT

25 FOR I = 1 TO NU

26 PRINT FI$(I);AC$(I);LA$(I)

27 NEXT : PRINT LEFTS("[UP1B]",

NU+1)

28 GET A$ : IF AS = EM$ THEN 28

29 IF A$ <> CHR$(133) THEN 33

: REM TEST FOR Fl

30 REM CHANGE SCREEN COLOR

31 CS = (CS + 1)AND 15

: IF CS = CP THEN 31

32 POKE 53281,CS : GOTO 28

33 IF A$ <> CHRS{134) THEN 37
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34

35

36

37

38

39

40

41

42

43

44

45

46

47

48

49

50

51

52

53

54

55

56

57

53

59

60

61

62

63

64

65

: REM TEST FOR F3

REM CHANGE BORDER COLOR

CB = (CB + 1JAND 15

POKE 53280,CB : GOTO 28

IF A$ <> CHR$(135) THEN 41

: REM TEST FOR F5

REM CHANGE PRINT COLOR

CP = (CP + 1)AND 15

: IF CP = CS THEN 39

POKE 646,CP : GOTO 25

IF A$ <> CHRS(17} THEN 47

: REM TEST FOR CURSOR DOWN

REM MOVE REVERSE-PRINT TO

NEXT CHOICE

NE = BR + 1 : IF NE > NU THEN

NE = 1

FIS(BR) = EM$ : LA$(BR) = EM$

FIS(NE) = N$ : LA${NE) = F$

BR = NE : GOTO 25

IF A$ <> CHR${13) THEN 28

RETURN : REM CHOICE SELECTED

IS CURRENT BRANCH (I.E., BR)

REM

REM ***** CENTER MESSAGE *****

LL = LEN(ME$) : IF LL > 39

THEN RETURN

ME$ = LEFTS<Bt$,

INT{ (40 - LLJ/2) ) + MES

: RETURN

REM

REM ***** STANDARD ENDING

SUBROUTINE *****

NU = 2 : PRINT : PRINT"

[SPACE16,RVS]THE END[RVOFF)"

AC${1) = "PLAY AGAIN"

: AC$(2) = "QUIT PLAYING"

IF SC <> 0 THEN PRINT

: PRINT"YOUR FINAL SCORE IS ";

SC

GOSUB 22

IF BR = 1 THEN 97

PRINT"[CLEAR]THANKS FOR

PLAYING!!" : END

REM

REM ***** STANDARD TITLE

ROUTINE *****

REM ***** ENTER TITLE BELOW

AS XT$ *****

REM ***** DON'T HAVE ANY

UNNECESSARY SPACES IN TITLE
*****

XTS = "PICK-A-PATH ADVENTURE

SKELETON"

66

67

68

69

70

71

72

73

74

75

76

77

78

79

80

81

82

83

84

85

8G

87

88

89

90

91

92

93

94

XTS = N$ + XTS + FS

: MES = XTS : GOSUB 51

XT$ = ME$ : PRINT"[CLEAR]"

FOR I = 24 TO 4 STEP -1

: PRINT LEFT$(DN$,I);XT$

:PRINT BLS : POKE 54287,1*9

NEXT

REM ***** ENTER AUTHOR'S NAME

BELOW AS AUS *****

REM ***** DON'T HAVE ANY

UNNECESSARY SPACES IN NAME

*****

AU$ = "DAVID MALMBERG"

ME$ = "BY " + AU$ : GOSUB 51

: AUS = ME$

FOR I = 24 TO 6 STEP -1

: PRINT LEFT${DN$,I);AU$

:PRINT BLS : POKE 54287,1*9

NEXT : POKE 54296,0 : TT = TI

IF TI - TT < 300 THEN 76

REM

HEM ***** STANDARD

INSTRUCTIONS *****

PRINT"[CLEAR]";XTITLES : PRINT

PRINT"IN THIS PICK-A-PATH

ADVENTURE, YOU WILL

PRINT"DECIDE WHAT HAPPENS AND

HOW THE STORY

PRINT"ENDS.[SPACE2]

AS THE STORY UNFOLDS, YOU WILL

PRINT"BE PRESENTED WITH

VARIOUS ALTERNATIVE

PRINT"ACTIONS YOU CAN TAKE.

[SPACE2]YOUR CHOICES

PRINT"DETERMINE EVERY TWIST

AND TURN OF THE

PRINT"PLOT.

PRINT : PRINT"WHENEVER YOU

SEE ALTERNATIVE STORY

PRINT"PATHS, YOU MAY USE THE

FOLLOWING KEYS

PRINT"TO CONTROL HOW THE

STORY MOVES:

NU = 5 : PRINT LEFTS(DN$,

24)"GO AHEAD AND TRY THESE

KEYS"

ACS(l) = "CURSOR DOWN - MOVES
TO NEXT CHOICE"

ACS(2) = "RETURN - SELECTS

CURRENT CHOICE"

ACS(3) = "Fl - CHANGES THE

SCREEN COLOR"

ACS(4) = "F3 - CHANGES THE

(Continued On Page 78)
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software that was
designed for you?
of course, it's from

introducing our newest leaf. . .

TM

o

»MAFUAH»
5trategy and luck combine to bring you this

challenging gome, Proceed carefully across the

pothways towards your goal, but watch out for

Morioh. or she'll blow you away. Whether you're

6 or 96. you will find it hafd to resist 'just one

more game'! For the 64 only,

or, select from our existing crop . . .

Disk 33.50

DJORHYTHM+
Classic Dtorhythm with audio feedback and

compatibility comparisons. Plus, ours will give you

[he option of a printed chart.* For the VIC-20'"

t3K)orthe64.

Cassette 14.50 Dish 19.50

(Cat Analysis Reporting System) Let us help you

control your runaway vehicle costs. Whether for

home use or for o fleet of vehicles, you con graph

ond monitor operating efficiency and cost of

ownership including cor insurance, payments,

taxes and license fees as well os repairs. It

distinguishes between operating ond ownership

cost. Again, ours will give you the option of

printed reports* The program runs on the

VIC-20~ (24K) and the 64.

Cassette 35.50 Disk 39.50

€SP-Colc
(Electronic Spreadsheet Plonning Calculator) The

first truly eosy-to-use spreadsheet with o unique

entry format designed for novice users. This

full-featured spreadsheet is an excellent tool for

planning ond repetitive calculations for both

home ond small business use. Complete with

3-ring manual and reody-to-use examples. You

con even mahe printed copies of your

spreadsheets.* Same program runs on the

VIC-20™ (24K) ond the 64.

Cassette 43.50 Dish 47.50

•On ony Commodore™compatible printer

(618)397-3660

Coming soon . . . The Magic Shoppe

Circle Reader Service No. 11

Q

Product ordemd

D V1C-20" □ Commodore bA~

VI Disk □ Couvtie

Amount enclosed

Nan*

AtfaVnS

Oly

Phone Humbei

MC oi VISA *

5tele_

>_

daie

Interbank * MO

Missouri telWemi oOO 5 115* to'fi tax

120 Lynnrfflvsn ■ Gslievtne IL 63223

Mastercard and VISA customers, please odd 3% \rT:.
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'
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50

51
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152

1

1

I

t

1

63

64

6 5

7fi

8C

BORDER COLOR"

ACS(5) = "F5 - CHANGES THE

PRINT COLOR"

PRINT LEFTS(DN$,13) : GOSUB 23

SC = 0 : REM INITIAL SCORE

REM NOW BEGIN STORY WITH

FIRST PAGE

REM

PRINT "[CLEAR]";XT$ : PRINT

: REM PAGE 1 ON LINE 100,

PAGE 2 ON LINE 200, ETC.

REM ***** ENTER STORY PART

BELOW *****

REM ***** INSIDE THE QUOTE

MARKS *****

REM DELETE UNUSED STORY LINE

NUMBERS

PRINT"[SPACE39]"

PRINT"[SPACE39] "

PRINT"[SPACE39]"

PRINT"(SPACE39]"

PRINT"{SPACE39]"

PRINT"[SPACE39]"

PRINT"[SPACE39] "

PRINT"[SPACE39]"

PRINT"[SPACE39]"

PRINT"[SPACE39]"

PRINT"[SPACE39]"

PRINT"[SPACE39]"

PRINT"[SPACE39]"

PRINT"[SPACE39]"

REM ***** ENTER YOUR STORY

CHOICES BELOW *****

REM ***** PUT CLOSING QUOTE

MARK AFTER EACH CHOICE *****

REM DELETE THE LINE NUMBERS

FOR ANY UNUSED CHOICES

REM ADJUST NU TO NUMBER OB-

CHOICES POSSIBLE

NU = 5 : REM SETS NUMBER OF

CHOICES

ACS(l) - "

ACS(2) = "

ACS(3) = "

ACS(4) = "

AC${5) = "

GOSLJB 22 : REM GET SELECTED

CHOICE NUMBER {BR)

ON BR GOTO 200,300,400,530,

600 : REM BRANCH ACCORDINGLY



Listing 2. Sample Segment

1 REM ***** JUST A SAMPLE

SEGMENT OF AN ADVENTURE *****

2 REM MUST BE COMBINED WITH

LISTING 1 TO RUN

3 REM

100

111

112

113

114

115

116

117

118

119

120

121

122

123

124

125

160

161

162

163

164

170

180

200

211

PRINT "[CLEAR]°;XT$ : PRINT

: REM PAGE 1

PRINT"IT IS A TIME OF MAGIC,

OF DEMONS AND[SPACE3]"

PRINT"DRAGONS.[SPACE2]

IT IS A TIME FOR COURAGE AND
ll

PRINT"CUNNING.[SPACE2]

IT IS A TIME OF ADVENTURE!

[SPACE3] "

PRINT'THE ANCIENT FIRESWORD

HAS BEEN STOLEN[SPACE2J"

PRINT"BY THE EVIL SORCERER

FURTH.[SPACE2]THE FIRE- "

PRINT"SWORD IS A MAGIC

WEAPON OF IMMENSE[SPACE5]"

PRINT"POWER AND WHOEVER

HOLDS THAT POWER CAN "

PRINT"RULE THE KINGDOM.

(SPACE2JIN THE WRONG HANDS, "

PRINT"THE FIRESWORD CAN

BRING SLAVERY AND[SPACE4]"

PRINT"DEATH TO THE PEOPLE.

[SPACE2JIF RETURNED TO

[SPACE3]"

PRINT"THE KING,

THE FIRESWORD CAN ASSURE

JOY "

PRINT"AND PEACE IN THE LAND.

[SPACE17]"

PRINT

PRINT"THE KING HAS ASKED YOU

TO RESCUE THE[SPACE3]"

PRINT"FIRESWORD BEFORE IT IS

USED FOR EVIL.[SPACE2]"

NU = 4

AC${1) = "START YOUR QUEST"

AC$(2) = "CONSULT THE WIZARD"

ACS(3) = "VISIT THE ARMORY"

ACS{4) = "DECLINE THE KING'S

REQUEST"

GOSUB 22

ON BR GOTO 200,300,400,530

PRINT "[CLEAR]";XT$ : PRINT

: REM PAGE 2

PRINT"AFTER A THREE DAY

212

213

214

215

216

217

218

26R

261

262

263

264

265

270

280

300

311

312

313

314

315

316

317

318

360

361

370

380

JOURNEY, YOU ARRIVE[SPACE2]"

PRINT"AT THE EDGE OF A DARK

FOREST.[SPACE2]FURTH'S "

PRINT"STRONGHOLD IS RUMMORED

TO BE WITHIN THE"

PRINT"FOREST.[SPACE2]

IT IS ONLY A RUMOR SINCE NO

[SPACE3]"

PRINT"ONE HAS EVER FOUND THE

STONGHOLD AND[SPACE3]"

PRINT"LIVED TO TELL ABOUT

IT.[SPACE16]"

PRINT

PRINT"YOU ARE AT A FORK IN

THE PATH.[SPACE9]"

NU = 5

ACS(l) = "CLIMB A TREE FOR A

BETTER VIEW"

AC$(2) = "USE YOUR MAGIC

CARPET"

AC$(3) = "TAKE THE RIGHT

PATH"

AC$(4) = "TAKE THE LEFT PATH"

AC$(5) = "RETURN TO THE

PALACE"

GOSUB 22

ON BR GOTO 600,700,800,900,

500

PRINT "[CLEAR]";XT$ : PRINT

: REM PAGE 3

PRINT"THE WIZARD SAYS,

'YOUR CAUSE IS JUST,[SPACE2]
ii

PRINT"BUT FURTH'S POWERS ARE

GREAT.[SPACE2]TAKE THE"

PRINT"RING; IT WILL ENABLE

YOU TO CAST SPELLS"

PRINT"OF DESTRUCTION ON YOUR

ENEMIES.'[SPACE7]"

PRINT

PRINT"AN IMAGE OF A CAVE

APPEARS IN THE[SPACE6]"

PRINT"WIZARD'S BOILING

CALDRON AND THE WIZARD"

PRINT"CRYS, 'DON'T GO IN THE

CAVE!'[SPACE10]"

NU = 1

ACS(l) = "PRESS RETURN TO

CONTINUE"

GOSUB 23

GOTO 200

(Continued On Psge 80)
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Pick-A-Path (Continued from Page 79)

400

411

412

413

480

50(1

505

511

512

513

514

515

516

517

580

600

611

612

613

614

615

680

700

705

711

PRINT "[CLEAR]";XT$ : PRINT

: REM PAGE 4

PRINT"YOU EQUIP YOURSELF

WITH A SHIELD AND A "

PRINT"SHARP SWORD.[SPACE2]

READY FOR ANYTHING, YOU

[SPACE2]"

PRINT"BEGIN YOUR QUEST.

[SPACE22] "

GOTO 360

PRINT "[CLEAR]";XT$ : PRINT

: REM PAGE 5

SO-1000

PRINT"YOU SHAMELESS COWARD!

[SPACE18]"

PRINT

PRINT"BECAUSE OF YOUR

FAILURE, FURTH WAS ABLE"

PRINT-TO USE THE FIRESWORD'S

POWER FOR HIS1SPACE3]"

PRINT"EVIL DEEDS.[SPACE2J

THE PEOPLE OF THE KINGDOM "

PRINT"WERE ENSLAVED AND

SORROW FILLED THE[SPACE4]"

PRINT-LAND.[SPACE34]"

GOTO 55

PRINT "[CLEAR]";XT$ : PRINT

: REM PAGE 6

PRINT"YOU CLIMB UP TO THE

TOP OF A VERY TALL "

PRINT"TREE.[SPACE2]

THE FOREST IS SO THICK THAT

YOU "

PRINT"CANNOT SEE ANYTHING

EXCEPT MORE TREES. "

PRINT

PRINT"DISAPPOINTED,

YOU CLIMB DOWN.[SPACE10]"

GOTO 217

PRINT "[CLEAR1";XT$ : PRINT

: REM PAGE 7

SC=-1000000

PRINT"YOU ROTTEN CHEATER!!!

[SPACE18]"

712

713

780

800

811

812

860

861

862

863

864

870

880

890

900

911

912

9 GO

951

962

963

964

970

980

1000

1001

PRINT

PRINT-

CARPET

YOU DON'T HAVE

! [SPACE91"

GOTO 55

PRINT

: REM

PRINT"

" [CLEAR]";XT$ :

PAGE 8

YOU ARE BY THE

A MAGIC

PRINT

ENTRANCE TO A DARK CAVE."

PRINT"

SOUTH

NU = A

AC$(1)

ACS(2)

PATH"

AC3(3)

PATH"

ACSM)

PATH"

GOSUB

ON BR

PRINT

: GOTO

PRINT

: REM

PRINT"

YOU CAN GO NORTH,

OR EAST.[SPACE7]"

= "EXPLORE THE

= "FOLLOW THE

= "FOLLOW THE

= "FOLLOW THE

22

GOTO 1000,1130,

"[CLEAR]";XT$

217

"[CLEAR]";XT$ :

PAGE 9

YOU ARE AT A

CROSSROADS.[SPACE2]

YOU CAN GO[SPACE31"

PRINT"

EAST

NU = 4

AC$(1)

PATH"

AC$(2)

PATH"

AC$(3)

PATH"

AC$(4)

PATH"

GOSUB

ON BR

REM

REM *

NORTH, SOUTH,

OR WEST.[SPACE1

= "FOLLOW THE

= "FOLLOW THE

= "FOLLOW THE

= "FOLLOW THE

22

GOTO 1200,890,9

CAVE"

NORTH

SOUTH

EAST

890,900

PRINT

21"

NORTH

SOUTH

EAST

WEST

00,800

**** NEEDS ADDITIONAL

STATEMENTS TO BE COMPLETE

*****

C
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ras corner

Dear Kids
By Betsy Byrne

I just had to write and tell you

what a good job you are doing

keeping me supplied with quality

programs, articles and drawings

for Kids' Corner. When I started

your section in Power/Play over a

year ago, quite a few adults were

skeptical that it would never get

off the ground. I heard advice like:

"You will never make it. Kids will

just send an incredible amount of

junk and you will have to write

everything yourself." Or "You

can't print things that aren't

state-of-the-art or useful just be

cause they were written by kids."

(I've never had to think about

doing that.)

Just to be fair, I have to say that

many adults also gave me lots of

encouragement, ideas and support

—especially the other people in

volved in making Power/Play

—and I hope all of them will be

as happy as I am that we showed

them they were right and the

other people were wrong.

An important thing for you to

know is that I get calls from adults

who enjoy reading your articles

and typing in (and learning from)

your programs. Even from some

of the adults who thought Kids'

Corner would never work. And

now there are lots of kids' com

puter magazines that work out

just as well as Kids' Corner has

and they have kids writing for

them, too. Enter, KPower and

Mictokids are all very good maga

zines (even if they don't have stuff

just for Commodore Kids) and I

recommend them highly.

I have a special message for the

kids who have sent me stuff that

has not been put in the magazine.

I don't want you to think that be

cause I didn't use youi contribu

tion that it wasn't any good or

that you aren't a good program

mer. It's very hard to choose the

programs for each issue and it is

sad, but true, that not everybody's

can go in. Some reasons don't

even have anything to do with

how good it is! It might be too

long or too much like something

that was just published in another

section of the magazine or in

another magazine. It might have

failed to load when I tried it. You

may not have included enough

"user friendly" prompts and I just
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didn't have time to add them.

But there is something very

special about each one of you who

had enough initiative to send

something in. Initiative means

that you believed in yourself

enough to send it in and had the

courage to face the fact that it

might not be printed, even after

all your work and all your finger-

crossing. People who have this

kind of initiative shouldn't give

up. And I don't want any of you

to give up sending things to

Kid's Coiner.

I especially don't want you to

give up because you tried hard,

made the best product you could

and no one even told you why it

didn't get in the magazine, so

I have come up with a plan, A

plan that is so SIMPLE that I

don't know why I didn't think of it

sooner. It took one of you to make

me think of it. A boy sent me a

program that was done correctly

m every way. His letter, program

description and disk were in a

format that made my own Power/

Play submissions look amateurish.

His program needed just a little

bit of work to be very, very good

(it was a music program). Usually

I would have had to toss it in my

::No Way1" box and forget about

it. BUT... he had enclosed a self-

addressed, stamped postcard!

I mailed his postcard back to

him the next day, explaining what

he should do and how to do it. I

wish I could say that he sent me

another copy right away but he

didn't. I never heard from him

again. But at least I tried. And it

gave me a chance to see how all

of you felt not getting an answer.

Sometimes your programs need a

little more this or a bit less that. If

you send me a SASE, maybe I can

tell you what to try next time and

at least you will know that youi

stuff got here!

If you already sent something

in that I didn't use, why not take

a chance and try again, with

some improvements or something

new? All of us who write for mag

azines sometimes get our work

turned down. It doesn't ever

not hurt, but if we had stopped

sending things we would never

have become writers. And if

everybody gave up, pretty soon

there would be no more books

or magazines. Look at the things

I publish in your section. Read

other magazines, and reread this

article. And remember that every

day or week that goes by, you get

better and better as long as you

keep writing and programming.

I'm looking forward to hearing

from both familiar names and

new ones. People with initiative.

Don't forget the SASE.

Things I Would Like to Get

in My Mail
Here are some ideas about

things to send in for Kids' Corner.

First of all, I would like to remind

parents, teachers and other in

terested adults that I would like

to publish programs you write for

your kids and students. If the kids

you compute with enjoy your pro

grams, I'm sure other Commodore

kids will too. (Kids: You know who

these people are! Bug them to

send me stuff!) You will get paid

just as much for an article that

appears in Kids' Corner as you

will for one in any other section

of Povser/PIay.

Neat ideas about using com

puters with kids are also high

on my list. Even the highly moti

vated kids who use Commodores

can benefit from ideas that help

make using and learning about

their computers more interesting.

Don't stop reading here, every

thing I am going to say to the

kids applies to you also—this is

one place where there is very

little difference between kids

and grownups. That is just one

of the exciting things technology

has made happen!

There's nothing like a Com

modore to make homework and

schoolwork less boring and if you

have made any neat programs

to make your life easier—please

share them with the rest of us.

Maybe you have learned some

tricks that you put into subrou

tines—nothing earthshaking

but certainly something to be

proud of. Send in one or put to

gether several—you can bet that

someone somewhere will be eter

nally grateful!

So you don't like to program.

Or you are just learning and have

a million questions. Send in the

whole million in the format of a

letter telling about your personal

experiences trying to learn the

computer's ungrammatical lan

guage. Write me a review of your

favorite software, but I'm warning

you—it has to be well written or

I won't publish it. We don't just

want to hear that it's good or bad:

we need to know why. Again, in

clude some personal experiences

like: "The xxx wordprocessor is

driving me crazy! It is so easy to

use that even an adult can do it.

I showed it to my Mom and now

she has decided to write a novel.

Help! She never lets me use my

computer anymore!" Or, "Whizz

Bang is a superfast machine lan

guage game with terrific graphics

and 1,459 levels. I can only vouch

for level one, which is as far as I

have been able to get in 2 years,

thanks to the speed of its ma

chine language."

If in doubt, ask your English

teacher for some rules for book

reports. Just write like you were

telling your best computer-

owning friend about it and it's

sure to turn out well. There is

no longer any restriction about

whose products you can mention.

Epyx and Infocom are fair game,

as well as Commodore. You will

find more ideas (and directions for

formatting and mailing) in "How to

Submit Things", which appears

in Kids' Comer each issue. c
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Kids,
Commodores

and—
ROBOTS!
By Betsy Byrne

Something exciting happened

in Albuquerque, New Mexico,

recently. Something fun, educa

tional and a little bit awesome.

I live in Albuquerque and I can

tell you that exciting, awesome

things don't happen here every

day—or even every month. Un

like New York, Chicago or even

Detroit (where I grew up), we

TOPO gets a hug from associate editoi.

Botsy Byrne.

sometimes have to wait months

or years for new developments

to filter through to us. We don't

mind since it is a great place to

"live. But it was nice for a change
to be in on the beginning of

something that may, someday

soon, rock the very foundations of

the American way of life. Personal

robotics. That's right, robots for

personal people, people like you

and me. Robots for families, kids,

butchers, bakers, joystick makers

and Indian chieftans. Albuquer-

queans played host to the first

annual International Personal

Robotics Congress and Exposi

tion and those who attended

will never again think of robots

as science fiction stereotypes or

of robotics as the science of re

placing people with machines

on industrial assembly lines.

My love affair with robots began

almost a year ago when a person

able little fellow named TOPO

came to live with my family. Al

though he didn't do much and

left after a few months, I never

quite stopped thinking and dream

ing about robots after working

with and writing about TOPO.

Keeping this in mind, you can

imagine my excitement when I en

tered the convention center and

found myself surrounded by per

sonal robots of all shapes and sizes

who were showing off an amazing

variety of fascinating skills and

abilities for conference attendees.

I saw robots acting as lawn-

mowers, butlers, night watch

men and household pets. I was a

bit unnerved (but intrigued) to be

introduced to "bits and pieces"

of robots—arms, eyes and ears

(cameras, sonar and infrared),

robotic "nervous systems" (sen

sor readers and control interfaces)

and wheeled devices meant to

serve as robot "legs"—to men

tion just a few.

Almost as interesting as

the robots themselves were

their creators and the robot

aficionados. Many of these hu

mans were famous in their own

right as inventors, authors, com

puter hardware and software

developers, publishers and

educators. The hall and the list

of scheduled speakers was filled

with movers and shakers of the

high tech world of personal com

puters and robotics.

Everywhere I looked, the

children of Albuquerque were

coming to meet the wonderful

servants and companions that

the future holds in store for their

generation. Parents, for the most

part, stood back. Like most of their:

generation, they were a bit awed

and overwhelmed by the magic

of high technology—but the chil

dren recognized their heritage and

lost no time worrying about past

or future. They wheedled robot

rides and held animated conver

sation with robots equipped

with speech options. Seven year-

olds played math games with

one engaging little being and

were rewarded with robotic art

for their skills. Across the way,

a teenager snapped his fingers

to activate a mobile robot no

larger than a Guinea pig—then
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dug into tight jeans and counted

out crumpled bills to purchase the

little guy in kit form. His mother

laughingly approved, saying, "At

least I won't have to feed it or

clean its cage!".

At the same booth, computer

literate youngsters programmed

a transparent "turtle" robot that

was controlled by the LOGO

learning language. They typed

commands like: TRT 90 (turtle

right 90 degrees) and TFD 100

(turtle forward 100 steps). While

the robot gyrated in complex

trapezoidal patterns—gears

madly turning and whirring in

side its handsome, transparent

body—a small turtle cousin du

plicated his path on the comput

er's screen, creating a pleasing

geometric design.

Commodore kids were drawn

like magnets to the sight of a

VIC 20 and a C64 controlling an

unruly host of small, inexpensive

educational and hobby robots. The

company Spectron (also known

appropriately as "Hobby Robots")

showed robots that crawled,

picked up pegs or blocks and

played checkers. One even

peered at onlookers with red

eyes that conveyed information

to the 64, which mapped it with

asterisks on the monitor screen.

The program that accomplished

this was only nine lines long!

On the other side of the hall,

personal robot developers (PRDs)

were enthroned in authentic

looking robotic workshops. They

tirelessly put their creations

through their paces, both for the

enthralled spectators and for a

panel of distinguished robotics

judges. They displayed robotic

fire extinguishers, chessplayers,

and even a robotic balloonist

who was created to carry much

needed sensors and detectors up

vertical ladders in suspect nuclear

powerplants—going where no

human would dare to tread. All

these and more competed for

coveted "Golden Droid" awards

in three categories: Most Useful

(won by the robotic law mower);

Most Entertaining (captured by

Zylatron, a sensor-laden house

hold robot with a Timersinclair

1000 for a brain); and Open

(awarded to a little guy with a

new type of wheel design). I

would hate to think that the fire

extinguisher robot lost because

he wet on the leg of a distin

guished judge (a famous science

fiction author)—-but as any dog

show attendee will tell you, man

ners do count!

When appetites for new ad

venture in robotic hardware be

came (temporarily) sated and

wonder sensors signalled OVER

LOAD, kids and parents alike

drifted to the booths inhabited

by the publishers of robotics

magazines and newsletters. Well-

known slicks Omni and Robotics

Age rubbed shoulders with the

robotics trade press. I counted no

less than xx robotics newsletters

and one interesting newcomer to

the field. The publisher of Pei-

sona! Robotics Magazine is Tim

Knight, an 18 year-old whose

RB5X from RB Robot Corporation is fully programmable.
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name may be new to the pub

lishing field but who has more

than 15 book titles to his name in

cluding 32 BASIC home applica

tion programs for the Commodore

64. Tim's company gave away

sample copies of PRM, signed

up subscribers and conversed

learnedly on the pros and cons

of anything robotic no differently

than all the other publications

there (see More Robot Information

for a list of robotic publications).

Of course the "Big Three" per

sonal robots were there. Yes in

deed, the infant industry already

has its own equivalent Ford,

General Motors and Chrysler—

or Commodore, Apple and IBM.

The companies are Androbot, RB

Robot and the Heath Company.

Their products are (respectively)

TOPO and B.O.B., RB5X and

HERO—robots of distinc

tion designed for the same

home/hobby/education/business

market that so recently brought

wealth and acclaim to the per

sonal computer industry. In fact,

I'm not so sure that at this point in

their development any of these

robots can actually be separated

from the home computer market

since all of them are designed to

interact with computers to some

degree. For example, TOPO is

unable to run without one.

The big news (to my way of

thinking) at all three booths was

that the Commodore 64 is the

computer of the hour. Of course,

this is hardly news to any Com

modore owner (over one million of

us), but in an industry where the

computer of choice has seemed

to be the Apple, it was very re

freshing to hear robot representa

tives laud the abilities of their

products on the "powerful Com

modore 64."

RB Robot's RB5X

The robot that looks hke

everyone's idea of a personal

robot is RB Robot's RB5X. Re

sembling Star War's R2D2,

this slow-moving fellow with a

rounded, transparent dome for

a head may be the most versa

tile of the four. With the Commo

dore 64, he can be programmed

in Tiny BASIC, which is then

downloaded to him through the

Commodore RS232 interface and

a cable. This procedure works a

lot like sending a program over

the modem to a friend (RB seems

like a friend immediately) with

a different type of computer,

since RB5X has an INS 8073

processor onboard

Billing RB5X as "the perfect

addition to any family" and "a

versatile multipurpose home

appliance," RB's ad copy does a

masterful job—helping the little

robot work his way into both

the homes and the hearts of the

technologically aware American

family. If they can afford him!

None of the "Big Three" com

panies market an inexpensive

product (see chart)—RB5X base

units cost $2,295.00. The base

unit does NOT include either RB's

arm or voice synthesis system,

both of which are necessary to

make RB perform his most useful

and interesting jobs. He does

boast both tactile (touch) and

sonar sensors onboard—making

him aware of his environment

and able to use special programs

to explore and "learn" about his

environment and will find his

charger and plug himself in

when his charge gets low!

There were several companies

displaying products that they had

designed for RB, including a voice

recognition system. Much of my

RB5X information was garnered

from RB's $19.95 Robot Appre

ciation Kit, a wonderful package

that includes everything you ever

wanted to know about robots, in

cluding an Issac Asimov book of

robot short stories and the RB5X

manual, less technical appen

dices. RB5X add-ons include:

arm, voice, 16K RAM, power

pack, and three program ROMs,

as of this writing.

HERO: A Do-It-Yourself Robot

From Heath
The Heath robot, HERO, is

another kettle of fish entirely! It is

designed to be assembled from a

kit (although he CAN come as

sembled). Heath Kit computers

were also one of the first per

sonal computers on the market

and were also offered in kit form.

Heath has not themselves pro

vided an interface for the HERO

and the Commodore 64, but they

were eager to tell me (and the

other members of the press) that

another company has one avail

able in the form of a board that

replaces one already resident

deep inside HERO. Once this

substitution has been made, the

Commodore RS232 interface is

again the line of communication

between you and your robot. He

doesn't really need any computer

however—he has a keypad on the

top of his head that allows pro

gram entry in machine language

—if you are up to it. Working arm,

voice, sensors and sound and

motion detectors are all part of

the package with HERO, mak

ing his $1,199 price tag ($2,199

assembled) very attractive as

compared with RB5X. This is par

ticularly good for enthusiasts

with electronics and soldering

skills, and those with 40 to 80

hours of time uncluttered enough

to put the little guy together.

HERO was the first of the

robots to be marketed and there

have probably been more HERO'S

sold than any other robot dis

cussed here. If you can get him

put together, he is a very useful

robot indeed. He has excellent

credentials as a night watchmen

and can even serve as a mobile

alarm clock and appointment

prompter (all around nag). His

speech is programmed with
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phonemes so he can speak in

any language and there is a large

support net available in HUG, the

nation wide Heath user organ

ization. HUG publishes articles

about and programs for HERO in

each issue of their (professional

quality) magazine.

B.O.B. and TOPO: Handsome

and Helpful Androbots

Last, but in my opinion far

from least, of the "Big Three"

companies is Androbot. The most

humanlike robots in appearance

(hence the name Androbot), B.O.B.

and TOPO have attractive molded

plastic heads that make me feel

that there is really a chance that it

isn 't all done with computer pro

gramming. B.O.B. is the fellow

who is really designed to compete

with RB5X and HERO. He differs

radically from the other two in

Androbot'sB.O.B. perfoimsa

card crick.

ways other than his looks, which

are handsome as well as utilita

rian. He is taller, stronger and

seems to be able to move faster.

He has a "lift" rather than the

gripper-equipped arm that HERO

and RB use, similar in concept to

that of a forklift truck.

B.O.B. can lift 18 to 22 pounds

—compared to about one pound

for the other two. For $3995, this

rugged robot comes with an on

board 8088 processor expandable

to 640K.

B.O.B. stands for Brains On

Board, of course—he has four

ultrasonic sensors, a bar code

reader, a magnetic compass (!)

so he always knows where he is,

and a comprehensive speech sys

tem: speech board, speaker and

speech ROM with a 157-phrase

vocabulary and text-to-speech

capability. His speech is very un

derstandable, due to the prepro

grammed phrases, much like a

male version of Commodore's

Magic Voice.

Crowds around the Androbot

booth watched B.O.B. pick up a

six-pack of bottles on a low ta

ble and deliver it to his operator

(... master? trainer?). He then

performed card tricks, showing

What Can It Do?
By Btrtsy Byine

"What are they good for?" "What will

they really DO?" These questions were

on everyone's mind at the firsl Interna

tional Personal Robotics Conference, so

I set out to find some answers for all the

folk who would LOVE to have a personal

robot, if only they knew what to do with

it—myself included.

The most obvious answer, ol course,

is education. Just as we bought per

sonal computers in ihe seventies and

early eighties to learn about computers

and electronics, we will be buying per

sonal robots in the middle and late

eighties to learn about robotics and

computers. Since most of the major

brands of robols are designed to inter

act with personal computers like the

Commodore 64, a robot can be a great

motivator for both children and adults

to learn about computers and artificial

intelligence concepts. As 1 attended

some of the IPRC seminars, however, I

found that robots are already doing

much more than I had ever dreamed

possible—righl now in 1984.

The most impressive presentation I

sat in on was set up around Ihe use

of robots in human services. I saw a

slide show presented by Larry Leifer

and K.G. Englehart from the Palo Alto

California Veterans Administration

Hospital, that, frankly, knocked me for

a loop. I saw robotic arms, under voice

recognition control, enabling quadri

plegic or totally paralyzed people to do

things that are very easy lor you and

me, but absolutely impossible for them

to accomplish alone. Things like getting

a drink of water. Things like preparing

and cooking a meal. I actually saw a

robotic arm light a gas stove, shake out

the match, and place it in an ashtray.

It put food in a microwave, limed it,

and took it out again. There was even a

video demonstration showing a class of

students who programmed the arm to

make PANCAKES. Of course, this kind

of stuff is only experimental and the

hardware, software, and equipment

costs (roughly) $70,000. But. as soon as

every handicapped person who could

use one, gets one—i hope to be next on

the list! The Human Services Seminar

also presented a very convincing

argument for robots as nursing home

helpers. No $70,000 needed here,

any o! the "Big Three" personal robots

(described in the main article) can ac

complish the kinds of fetch and carry

or monitoring tasks that eat up time in

hospitals and nursing homes, lime now

wasted by skilled nursing personnel

who are badly needed to perform

more important duties.

TOPO vs. Fido

Speaking ot letch and carry, one of

the most talked about events of the

IPRC was a press conference given

early one morning by Nolan Bushnell,

Chairman of the Board of Androbot.

Bushnell managed to spark Ihe interest

o( the audience when he suggested that

personal robots might replace the family

pet. Consider all the children and adults

who are unable lo own pels, either be

cause they have severe allergic reac

tions to furry creatures or because pets

are banned in the area where they live.

There has been quite a lot of research

done recently, studies that have shown

thai people live happier, healthier,

longer lives when given a pet to care

for—and from the robot/people interac

tions I observed at IPRC, robots might

well make a very good alternative to a

dog. cat, or bird.

While Bushneil is projecting that

robots may replace the family pet in

American households, RB Robot has

a different idea. In their Robot Appre

ciation Kit. RB says that THEIR roboi.

RB5X, may be programmed as a sort

of pet "companion or caretaker." In my

opinion, this would be a boon to any

working pet owner who has suffered

the agonies of guilt that can come with

leaving a beloved pet at home alone

all day. Or the olher kinds of agonies
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off his bar code reading skills. -.

nothing up his sleeve. The people

loved it. But bar code reading is

good for much more than card

tricks. By simply labelling areas

and things in your home you

could be able to send B.O.B.

anywhere—to do anything he

is capable of—he would always

know where he was. Along with

the usual security system tasks,

Kids at tile robotics showplay wiUi

tiny Movies robots.

and being a child's friend and

companion, I can visualize B.O.B.

(equipped with his lift) helping

take out the garbage or. as in the

movie "Silent Running," carrying

my potting soil or tools as I work

in my greenhouse.

Nolan Bushnell, well-known

entrepreneur, founder of Atari

and chairman of the board of

Androbot says, "Robots give

people the perfect opportunity

to have slaves without guilt."

I have to disagree a bit with his

choice of words, mainly because

they make me feel guilty already.

If what robots do is slavery, then

there are five slaves at my house:

my husband and four children! I

would rather feel that, as Fred

d'Ignazio so aptly puts it, "Robots

will be our friends, companions,

and willing servants, acting as

personal secretaries and even

household pets."

TOPO has often been described

as B.O.B.'s younger brother,

though in point of fact, a version

of TOPO has been on the market

for over a year. The first version

didn't do much in the way of

being a household robot, as I have

already mentioned. But as an

educational robot, TOPO was

without peer and he could moti

vate people to learn about com

puters who had previously been

lifelong computer-phobes. As a

computer accessory, he was very

reasonably priced at $400 or so.

Early this year, a new version

of TOPO, TOPO II. was released

and he incorporated quite a bit of

"trickle down" technology from

B.O.B. Housed in the same white

Androbot body, he has onboard

processing and speech (includ

ing text-to-speech). Although he

thai come from the damage done by

the same pet. resentfully chewing up

ihousands of dollars worth of house

hold furnishings when it feels itself

neglected! RB suggests that an RB5X

could not only feed and water your pet,

but let it in and out (at preprogrammed

intervals, or when prompted by a bark

or meow) and exercise it with stimulat

ing games of tug-o-waror fetch the

stick! With the voice synthesis option,

they claim their robot can "bark" or

"meow" companionably and your pet

won't mind your daily desertion, if he

even notices it. This whole idea is rein

forced in their well known ad, where the

RB5X, holding a pair of slippers in its

gripper, says to an appealingly shaggy

dog: "I have the slippers, could you

get Ihe paper?"

Can I be Replaced—Please?

My favorite robot application, how

ever, is that of the robotic nanny. Ever

since I read the Ray Bradbury story.

"I Sing the Body Electric" (later made

into Ihe movie "The Electronic Grand

mother"), 1 have dreamed of a gentle

robot who would help me with the

demanding chore of mothering four

children. Someone to fix bottles, kiss

scraped knees (and sit on the sufferer

while applying Mercurochrome), read

stories (inserting different voices for

each character), and pick up all the

innumerable objects that somehow

or another manage to land on the floor.

After attending the IPRC, I realize that

my robotic replacement is closer than

I had imagined. Unfortunately, before

long the children will be teenagers and

I will need a robotic aid who doesn't mind

being ignored, yelled at, or locked out

of the portions of the house that teens

claim for their own. It will have to be able

to act as a chauffeur and give advice

to the lovelorn. It had better be able to

name ail of the latest rock stars and im

mediately recognize their music, or en
dure scorn and derision. I suppose this

model, too, will be along as soon as we

no longer need it... but at least III have

my grandkids covered.

Affordable Robots

There are, indeed, some robots that
cost $25 and up that will do useful

things and provide educational ex

periences. MOVIT robots are small

robot kits that you put together yourself.

Ranging from $25 to about $100, they
each have a different body and unique

abilities. Some are activated by the

sound of your voice or by snapping your

fingers. Others can be commanded by

supersonic whistles or will repeat ac

tions you program on a small "trainer"

keypad. The MOV1TS sport names

like Piper Mouse, Sound Skipper, Turn

Backer, Mr. Bootsman (a six legged

robot), and Tsunawatari Monkey (it

climbs along a rope). The MOVITS
seem like good fun and come highly

recommended as a first robotic

experience.

The most interesting and affordable

computer-controlled robots, are made

by Spectron Corporation of Denver,

Colorado, and are designed to work ex
clusively with Commodore computers.

Controlled with a special board that

plugs into your computer's game port,
these HOBBY ROBOTS can have both

sensors and manipulation capabilities.

They are the perfect way to start build

ing YOUR dream robot, since you can

buy them one piece at a time. All are

independently useful and each can be

combined with the others to make an

entity who is greater than the sum of

his parts. Sensors and software are the

keys here and I would be willing to bet

that the creator of the DEFINITIVE per

sonal robot of the future will be someone

who started out with one of these kits.

Everything from cat whisker tactile sen
sors to infrared and articulaled arms,

are offered by Spectron, at a price that

won't empty your pockets. If I were a kid

right now, I would be saving my allow

ance to buy and build a Spectron robot.

What do they do? That's up to you. C
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Butterfield

(Continued From Page 67)

As more people develop a

general understanding of the lim

itations and capabilities of com

puters, we will be less likely to be

seduced into placing blind faith in

a computer's predictions or put

ting up with the excuse ' 'sorry—

computer error". Butterfield

believes. "The most important

change that small computers

have brought is they have re

stored to the individual a sense

that he has control over the

events around him- Not only can

a home computer calculate a

mortgage as well as the bank

can, but we will no longer simply

accept any nonsense that some

computer prints and mails. Es

sentially it's related to the ques

tion of competence. If you can

handle these little beasts, in one

sense at least you're more com

petent. That in itself is probably

one of the most profound things

a personal computer does.''

It is not only the increasing

computer literacy of consumers

which is changing life, Butterfield

notes with some satisfaction,

"This is happening within busi

nesses as well. People are saying,

'I'm not going to send my stuff to

Toronto or Montreal or wherever.

I'm going to do it here because I'll

see the problem right away'. As

a result, many data processing

departments are becoming a little

disoriented. They used to have an

absolute rule—the first thing you

do (I'm overstating, of course) is

rush to the president and have

him sign an edict that no one is

allowed near the computer but

you. That's rule number one. Now

suddenly a guy can hide a com

puter in petty cash; he can hide it

in his expense account—mark it

down as a lunch and he's got a

computer in his office.'' c

still needs computer commands

(either in TOPO SOFT BASIC or

LOGO}, they are now sent from

your keyboard by way of an in

frared device in the manner of

the IBM PC Junior's keyboard-

Owners of the original model had

complained that he was exceed

ingly heavy to tote around, so the

Androbot wizards incorporated

a sort of TOPOmatic control

onto the top of his head—when

the front is pushed, TOPO says

"FORWARD!" and rolls off at a

good clip. If the right or left sides

are pressed, he varies direction

accordingly after announcing his

intentions, and if the rear edge

elicits a "STOPI" he will.

His price shot up to $1,595 and

as you read this, an improved

TOPO III is making his debut, with

an even stronger Androbody, more

powerful infrared communication

and a planned attachment for carry

ing things replacing his foldout

arms. These changes have increased

his price by $400, but I hope that

as they catch on all the robots will

decrease somewhat in price.

When asked if he thought

robots would experience the

same kind of dramatic price drops

that have rocked the home com

puter market, Nolan BushneU

said, "No I don't, Robots contain

many more mechanical parts

than computers do and I do not

foresee that kind of huge decrease.

The prices are bound to go down,

however, as robot companies tool

up for mass production."

The TOPO's work with Apple,

IBM and now Commodore com

puters, using an RS232 interface

and a cable that connects to the

infrared controller. TOPO is be

coming more of a family robot

with each improvement. His

speech capability allows him to

entertain children for hours as

they hone either their computing

abilities or their mathematic and

scholastic skills. Although there is

no commercial software yet avail

able for him, an Androbot spokes

man says that they are eagerly

awaiting a flood of user written

software that has already started

trickling in—and are putting to

gether procedures for buying

and marketing it. Sound familiar,

64 owners?

At least one 64 owning family

came home from IPRC with a

robot and it was not the $25

sound-activated robot kit we had

decided to ruin our budget for. In

stead, when the people had bid

the fascinating mechanical be

ings goodbye and the company

reps were packing their products

and making plans for next year,

Nolan Bushnell signature model

TOPO #129 rolled out of the hall

and into the elevator. Under his

own power he traveled to the

adjoining Regency Hotel, ac

companied by a small, excited

boy and his nervous parents.

Announcing "FOR-WARD!", he

went out through the ornate front

doors (held open by a thunder

struck uniformed doorman) and

was lifted into the family car.

When we arrived home the

other children greeted him with

"TOPO! You're back! You're really

back!" The first TOPO to run on

the Commodore 64 had come to

stay at the most decidedly Com

modore household in Albuquer

que. The official reason was that I

was to help test the new Commo

dore version of TOPO's software

and possibly do a bit of software

development. But I knew the real

reason. The Androbot people

could not help but notice the

wistful looks on all our faces when

we looked at the TOPO models at

the show—so like the little robot

who had watched Saturday

morning cartoons with the kids

and helped a whole class full of

other children's grandparents

forget their fears and learn about

computers. As far as the kids are

concerned, "their" TOPO is home

—he can talk to them at least! C
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KODRiH/VLA
for VIC 20 with Super Expander and

Koala Pad
By Eddie Johnson

This program, while it doesn't begin to compare

with the Koala Painter for the Commodore 64, will

allow you to draw and paint with your VIC 20 and

will show you a few ways to use the Koala Pad to

control your screen display. You will need a VIC 20

Super Expander cartridge to use the graphics

commands, but the "Paddle Reader" routine will

also work on the unexpanded VIC (maybe even

better—after RUNning the program with the Super

Expander, your function keys no longer work the

way they're supposed to). The paddle reader lives

in lines 100, 110 and lines 1000 through 1030, and

can be used in other programs to POKE the data

into the VIC 20 cassette buffer (addresses 828

to 859).

I put the drawing instructions into REMarks in

the program listing. If you follow them carefully (in

sequence) and experiment a little, you should be

come familiar with the workings of KODRAWLA

fairly quickly. The rest of this article will attempt

to briefly explain how it works.

Line 120: Sets up the screen in high resolution

mode and sets the colors of the display. R=0

(black). Feel free to experiment with the colors.

Line 130: PI and P2 are paddle position num

bers from 3 to 255 returned by the Koala Pad—

multiplying them by four relates them to the Super

Expander graphics screen (0 to 1023). I got lazy

here, so you can't draw all the way to the very

top or left of the screen (twelve is the minimum).

RJOY(0) is the fire button address.

Line 140: Pressing both buttons {J= 12) will clear

the screen.

Line 200: Skipping over the conditionals in lines

150 to 190 for now, IF we press the right fire button

(J=8) we set our start position to X2, Y2, turn off

our draw control (more on this later), and GOSUB

to our keyboard control routine.

Lines 2000-3020: Here's where we select our

drawing controls with the keyboard. Study these

lines and the conditionals in lines 150 through 190

and you will see different ways of entering your

commands to the computer, In line 3010, we sub

tract one from the number value of our keyboard

entry to make the input agree with the color name

printed on the key.

Lines 150-180: IF the left fire button is pressed,

THEN J=4, and the condition of the variables C, L,

and D determine the action taken. Notice in line

150 that we multiply X by .75 to "round" our circle.

Line 170 prevents an unwanted line being drawn

to the upper left corner if you lift your stylus in the

draw mode before releasing the left fixe button. It

will also terminate the draw routine if you move the

stylus to the top left corner. Clumsy, but effective.

Study line 180 and you will see why D doesn't equal

0 until line 200. Get it?

BUD IZZIT

Line 190: This just shows that the left fire button is

really unnecessary in this program! But be sure you

select your second coordinate before pushing "B"!

Line 900: After our start position (X2, Y2) and

our drawing control have been established, we
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Kodrawla

1

2

3

5

R

7

8

9

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

REM *** KODRAWLA ***

REM VIC-20 WITH SUPER EXPANDER

AND KOALA PAD

REM BY EDDIE JOHNSON, 1983

REM KOALA PAD AND KEYBOARD

CONTROLS:

REM STYLUS POSITION DETERMINES

X,Y (START POSITION)

REM PRESS RIGHT FIRE BUTTON TO

MAKE SELECTION:

REM "D" = DRAW; "L" = LINE;

"C" = CIRCLE; "R" = REGION

(COLOR); "P" = PAINT

REM PRESS COLOR KEY (1-8) FOR

REGION (I.E., 3 = RED)

0 REM FOR BOX, MOVE STYLUS TO

OPPOSITE CORNER (DIAGONALY)

AND PRESS "B"

1 REM PRESS LEFT FIRE BUTTON TO

EXECUTE DRAW, LINE, OR CIRCLE.

2 REM STYLUS POSITION WILL

DETERMINE LINE END IN 'LINE'.

3 REM POSITION OF STYLUS FROM

TOP LEFT DETERMINES SIZE AND

SHAPE OF CIRCLE

4 RE.M FOR DRAW, PRESS LEFT

BUTTON WHILE MOVING STYLUS.

5 REM PRESS BOTH BUTTONS

TOGETHER TO CLEAR SCREEN

6 REM THERE IS NO CURSOR

VISIBLE IN THIS PROGRAM,

7 REM SO YOU MAY WANT TO USE A

PAPER OVERLAY ON YOUR .KOALA

PAD

S REM TO HELP YOU KEEP TRACK OF

YOUR DRAWING.

9 REM DO DRAWING ON 4 1/4"

PAPER SQUARE, AND TRACE WITH

STYLUS.

20 REM AN ACETATE OVERLAY OR

2

2

2

TAPE WILL HELP HOLD DRAWING

IN PLACE.

1 REM APPARENTLY ALL KOALA PADS

ARE NOT CREATED EQUAL-

2 RE.M LINES 162 & 163 WILL

PRINT X & Y CO-ORDINATES FOR

UPPER LEFT CORNER.

3 REM ON MY KOALA PAD X AND Y

BOTH EQUAL 12.

24 REM ADD 1 TO THOSE NUMBERS TO

DETERMINE VALUES FOR LIME 170.

25 REM LINES 162 AND 163 SHOULD

26

27

28

100

110

120

130

140

150

160

162

163

170

ISO

190

200

290

900

100

101

THEN BE DELETED.

REM THE PADDLE READER ROUTINE

IS FROM COMPUTE!'S GAZZETTE

PP. 117 & 155

REM BY DAN CARMICHAEL *

$

REM IT WORKS BETTER THAN THE

'RPOT(X)' ROUTINE IN

SUPER EXPANDER.

THE

FOR A=823 TO 359:READ 3

:POKE A,J:NEXT

SYS 828:P1=PEEK(251)

:P2=PEEK(252}

GRAPHIC 2:COLOR 1,5,

X=P1*4:Y=P2*4:J=RJOY

IF J=12 THEN:SCNCLR

IF C=l AND J=4 THEN

:CIRCLE 2,X2,Y2,X*.7

IF L=l AND J=4 THEN

:DRAW 2,X2,Y2 TO X,Y

X$ = "X= " + STRS(X)+" [ii

:Y$="Y= "+STR$(Y)+"[

CHAR 10, 1,X$:CHAR 11

R,6

(0)

5,Y:C=

:L=0

PACE2]

SPACE2

, 1 ,Y$

IF X<13 AND Y<13 THEN:D=fl

IF D=l AND J=4 THEN

:DRAW 2,X2,Y2 TO X,Y

:Y2=Y:RESTORE:GOTO 1

IF B=l THEN:DRAW 2,X

:X2=X

00

,Y TO

Y TO X2,Y2 TO X,Y2 TO X,Y:

IF J=8 THEN:X2=X:Y2=

:GOSUB 2000

REGION R

RESTORE:GOTO 100

0 DATA 169,0,170,168,

144

0 DATA 14 4,1,200,202,

132,251

1020 DATA 138,168,24,109

1G3

14 4,1

0 DATA 230,202,208,24

252,96,0

2000 GET AS:IF A$=""THEN

201 0 IF A5="L"THEN:L=1

2020 IF A$="R"THEN:GOTO

2030 IF A$="C"THEN:C=1

204 fl if AS="P"THEN:PAINT

2050 IF A$="D"THEN:D=1

20 fi

209

3 00

331

0 IF A$="B"THEN:8=1

0 RETURN

0 GET RS:IF R$=""THEN

?> R=VAL(R$)-1:IF R>8

THEN:GOTO 3000

,3020 RETURN

Y:D=0

24,ioy

208,24

,9,144

7,132,

:GOTO

3300

R,X2,

:GOTO

OR R<1

0

n

] "

X2,

B = 0

,8,

7,

,

2000

Y2

3OP0
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0 30 60 90 120 150 180 210 240 270 301 331 361 391

421 451 481 511 541 571 602 632 662 692 722 752 782 812

842 872 902 933 963 993 1023
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SELF PORTRAIT

By Eddie Johnson

LUDWIG VON

BEETHOVEN

By Victor/Wendy 12/4/83

RESTORE our data and GOTO the beginning

for our new position (X, Y).

I have provided two patterns for the acetate

overlays—you may photocopy them onto ace

tate and carefully cut them out for use with your

KODRAWLA. The numbers below the grid roughly

conform to the lines on the grid—zero at the top

left to 1023 at bottom right—to help you plot cir

cles, boxes, etc. The blank one is more for freehand

tracing. The UP's are printed backwards on the

grid to remind you to insert it printed side down.

Otherwise, you are likely to scratch off the grid

as you work on it! You may want to change the

grid—I got lazy again and used 8 x 8 to the inch

graph paper, which matched the size of the Koala

Pad better than anything else I had.

You can probably see lots of ways to improve

or expand on this program—I can. So go right

ahead and do it! I am going to add a printer

dump to it (which may cause me to change line

150 to "re-round" the circle). Then I will have a

"KOALATOONIST" computer cartoon studio, and

all I will need will be some good cartoon ideas!

Happy hacking! C

Get the inside story on Commodore computers,
direct from Commodore. Discover al! the latest devel

opments in software, hardware and books... learn

more about computing... get many programs to type

and save. You get all this and more when you sub

scribe to Commodore's own user magazines,

Power/Play and Commodore Microcomputers.

DON'T MISS ANOTHER ISSUE!

Use the subscription card enclosed to

SUBSCRIBE NOW!
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s corner

Everything

You Wanted
to Know

About Sprites
And Weren't
Afraid to Ask
By Tim Villanueva

It seems that those mysterious

little creatures called sprites on

the Commodore 64 are not so

mysterious anymore. Everyone

and his uncle have either learned

to create sprites or own a good

sprite maker. (Almost everyone.

There are still a few new owners

or people who have only recently

succumbed to "Spritemania").

Once you know how to create

sprites, you probably would like to

know how to use them (especially

for games). There have been sev

eral questions sent to Kids'

Corner about moving, exploding,

animating, creating and detect

ing sprites. In this article, I will

attempt to answer some of these

questions and maybe some others

that haven't been asked.

Creating a Sprite
First of all, you have to be able

to create a sprite before doing

anything else with it. I won't go

into detail in this article about

creating a sprite from scratch

{this can be found in the Commo

dore 64 Programmer's Reference

Guide). And I was surprised to

see how many of you used the

sprite creator from my article in

the Spring, 1983, issue of Power/

Play when you sent in your entries

in the sprite contest.

Now I would like to give you

an even better short sprite editor.

There have been jillions of dif

ferent sprite editors published,

including one in the last issue of

Power/Play. The main difference

between this one and other pub

lished sprite editors is that it uses

machine language. It allows you

to see the sprite you are creating

on the grid as you create it. It is

also FAST! In fact, I would like

to challenge you to expand the

BASIC part of this program and

create your own full-featured

sprite editor. This program uses

the following keys.

Cursor Keys—Cursor motion

Space Bar

Delete

Return

Fl

F2

F5/F6

Clr/Home

Home

—Turn dot on

-—Erase dot

■—Move cursor to

beginning of line

—Displays data

—Displays and

prints data

—Toggles X/Y

expansion

—Erases

grid/sprite

—Homes cursor

your sprite (pages 131-149). [Note:

The program "Sprite Examples"

illustrates the techniques ex

plained in this article. I will refer

to sections of the program as I

go along.) A sprite is moved by

POKing its X and Y coordinates

on the screen into the appropri

ate registers. Many of you are

probably used to using the vari

able V as the base address to the

VIC chip, and then moving your

sprite with a POKE which may

look like this:

Now that you can create a

sprite, look in the Programmer's

Reference Guide to find out how

to enable (turn it on) and move

This moves sprite one to X

coordinate 100 and Y coordinate

150. Now for a secret that will

make your programs easier to

write and read. Instead of using

V+2, or V+6etc, why not make

variables to describe each coordi

nate register at the beginning of

your program. For example, if I am

about to write a program that uses

sprites zero to three, I could use

the following variable declarations.

[See lines 100-120]

This way, any time I want to

move sprite two to a location, I

use the variables X2 and Y2. This

may not be necessary for those

of you who know the coordinate

locations by heart, but it might

help some.

The next thing several people

asked about is sprite collisions.

These can really be a hassle

sometimes because of the way
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10

20

30

40

50

V=53243

XO = U :

XI = V+2

X2 = U+-4

X3 = M+6

; REM

YO = V

:YI =

:Y2 =

:Y3 =

START OF

+1; REM C

V+3; PFM

U+5; REM

U+7; PEM

i.'TC CHIP

OORD1NATES FOP SPRITE 0

COORDINATES

COORDINATES

COORDINATES

FOP

FOP

FOR

SPRITE

SPRITE

SPRITE

1

7

3

the collision registers work. There

are two types of collisions that

you can check for. These are the

sprite-to-sprite collisions or the

sprite-to-background collisions

(background is anything on the

screen except other sprites).

Sprite-to-Sprite Collisions

A sprite-to-sprite collision oc

curs when a lighted dot (pixel)

of one sprite touches a lighted

dot on another. If a sprite bullet

barely scrapes the antennae of a

space monster sprite, it will cause

a collision.

There is one register which

clues you in to any collisions that

might be happening. This is reg

ister 30 (V+30). Once again, you

can create a descriptive variable

in your program for this register

so you can call it by name. For

example: SC-V+30 where SC

stands for Sprite Collision, [See

line 125.] This register is just like

the enable register for turning

sprites on. Each sprite has one

bit inside the register. You can

find out if a sprite is in a collision

by checking its bit to see if it's

turned on. One way of doing this

is the following:

I F

r

PEEKt

2TX

CR) AND

THEN ..

a ~ f: i on ]

2tX

ing the score, etc.) we will not

worry as much about the time

taken up after the collision. Thus

we can use less time before the

collision, which will speed up the

game. So, we can do something

like this:

[See line 400]

where X is the sprite number

(0-7). This is real nifty, but can be

very slow!! If you are moving sev

eral sprites at once, you will have

to have a different IF statement

like the one above to check for

each sprite collision. And if you're

writing an action game, this be

comes very troublesome. So now

comes secret number two: how

to speed up collision detection.

Since most games take a fairly

significant action after a collision

(i.e., blowing a sprite up, chang-

iOO IF PEEK<CR)=0

THEN 100 :

REM BACK TO

MAIN LOOP

[See line 390]

This should be at the END of

your "game loop" since a game

usually consists of a loop to con

tinue actions. Now, if there is

no collision happening then you

continue with the game, but if

a collision does occur then you

will fall through this statement.

Now you do all your testing to

see which sprite is colliding with

whom and all that stuff.

For example:

COLL I

COLLI

SI

SI

510

ON

?20

ON

530

I

I

I

F

F

F

REM

PEtK(CR)

PEEK.CCR)

PEEKfCR'

SPRITE

AND21-

AND2T

AND <

2 AND

0 = 2fO

1 = 2tl

2t2+2t:-

SPRITE

THEN

THEN

> = <

3 IN

1000 s

1100:

2t2+2t£

COLLISI

REM

REM

SPRITE 0

SPRITE !

1 THEN 1500

ON

T
I

I

N

N
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If you had a game where you

were steering a sprite car through

some sprite pylons, you might

move the car towards the pylons

while the player steers the car.

This would be simple and you

could use line 500 (above) to

check for collisions. As long as a

collision doesn 't occur, you can

just keep on moving the car. If

the car does hit a pylon, then the

program will fall through the IF

statement (line 500 above). After

that, you check to see which

pylon the sprite car collided with.

This can be seen in the sample

program. Line 390 checks for any

collision; if no collision occurs it

loops back to line 280. If a colli

sion occurs, line 400 makes sure

sprite zero is in a collision since

it is the only one we're worried

about. If sprite zero is not in a col

lision, then line 400 goes back to

line 280.

Sprite-to-Data Collisions

Since in BASIC you can only

have eight sprites on the screen,

it is very helpful to make some

of your game graphics out of

characters, especially graphics

that don't move. For example, you

can use programmable characters

or bit-mapped graphics for some

of your game pieces like the py

lons we talked about above. Now

we can use a sprite- to-data colli

sion check in a game. This is

done exactly the same way as a

sprite-to-sprite collision, except

for the collision register. For the

sprite-to-data collision we used

register 30 (V+30). For the sprite-

to-data collision we will use reg

ister 31 (V+31). So, you can

use the same formulas and pro

gramming techniques I showed

you above.

[See sprite-data collision sec

tion in sample programl

Notes on Collisions

Here are a few gliches and

glutches about collision detec

tion. First, although you can tell

which sprites are in collisions,

you cannot tell (from the collision

registers) which sprite is hitting

which. So, if there are four sprites

colliding and you want to know

who is hitting whom, you will

have to check their coordinates

and see which sprites are close to

each other. Secondly, you need to

clear Che collision register after

you use it. Reading it (PEEK(CR))

clears it, but if your sprites are

still touching, it sets it again and

doesn't clear it until you read it

again. So, what you need to do

after a collision is move all your

sprites so they are not colliding

and then read the location once

more to clear it out. You can think

of the collision registers as a mail

box. Unless you take the mail out,

it stays there forever.

Sprite Animation

Another question that came up

is how to animate sprites while

they are moving, First, we will

talk about animating a still sprite.

As explained in the Reference

Guide, there are eight pointers

(memory locations 2040-2048)

associated with each sprite that

point into memory at the starting

block of the sprues definition. If

you change this pointer to a dif

ferent starting block, the shape

of your sprite will change. For

example, if you put all 63 bytes of

your sprite data in the cassette

buffer starting at location 832, you

would POKE the sprite pointer

with 13. This points it at block 13

which starts at memory location

832. WHY? Because a block is

equal to 64 bytes. So block zero

runs from memory locations zero

to 63. Block one runs from 64-127.

You can figure out where a block

starts with this simple formula:

START = BLOCK# * 64. So,

13*64 = 832, which is where

block 13 starts. If we are working

with sprite zero, the pointer is lo

cation 2040. So if we want sprite

zero to look like the data in block

13. we POKE 2040 with a 13 = =>

POKE 2040,13.

Now, what if we have a dif

ferent shape in block 14 (START

= 14*64)? We can POKE 2040,14,

and the sprite will instantly

change to the shape stored in

block 14. We can use this feature

to animate the sprite. How? Just

think of how you animate car

toons on a scratch pad. Each

page or frame of the cartoon has

a picture that is slightly different

from the one before it. Then by

"flipping" through the pages, the

pictures appear to be moving.

Sprite animation is exactly the

same. Each block can be a page

with a different picture in it. By

flipping through these pages,

which is done by changing the

sprite pointer, we can animate

the picture. Using delay loops,

we can slow the animation down

or speed it up. Let's say you

have five sprite pictures stored in

blocks 192-197. The following

program will animate them.

... enable spr i te 0, put on screen ...

100 FDP BL = 192 TO 197 ■ RFM LOOP THROUGH PICTURES

< -f 1 i p pages'"

110 POKE 2040,BL : REM POINT SPRITE AT

Continued On Pago 96
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BLOCK

I

1

20

30

FOP

NEXT

T=l

BL

TO 1 00 :NEXT : REM DELAY LOOP

Usually you will want to move

your sprite while you are animat

ing it. For example, if you are

moving a car sprite across the

screen [see sprite animation sec

tion of program], you can animate

it with two shapes and make it

look like its tires are turning. We

need to be able to move it and

change its shape at regular inter

vals. We don't want to change

its shape each time we move it

one pixel or the wheels will spin

too fast. The following program

will move and animate a sprite

with shapes in Blocks 13 and 14.

It moves the sprite across the

screen from left to right.

... enable spr i te 0, put y coordinate at 100 ..

100 EL = 13 : REM STARTING PICTURE BLOCK

120 FOP X = 1 TO 255 : REM HORIZONTAL MOTION

130 IF INT<X/4>-X/4 THEN BL=BL+1 : IFELM4 THEN

BL=13

REM AFTER EACH 4 PIXEL MOTIONS, CHANGE BLOCK POINTER

PEM WHEN REACH MAX BLOCK POINTER, RESET TO LOWEST

140 POKE 20405BL : REM POINT SPRITE AT BLOCK BL

150 NEXT X

J

[See lines 550-590]

By changing the four in line

130, you can change the interval

at which the sprite changes

shape. For example, if you make

it a two, the sprite will animate

(change shapes) much faster be

cause it will change after each

two pixel motions. By changing

the starting and finishing block

numbers (13,15), you can animate

any number of blocks with this

program. For example, change

the 13 in lines 100 and 130 to a

192. Then change the 15 in line

130 to a 200. Now the program

will animate the shapes in blocks

192 to 200 (no matter what the

shapes are!!).

If you have questions on

sprites, games or graphics, write

to me care of the Kids' Corner

address. I can't write everyone

back, but 1 will try to answer in

the text of future articles. Those

people who write Betsy with

the questions that inspired this

article will probably recognize

themselves—I also went through

hundreds of Kids' Corner submis

sions and addressed many prob

lems I found in the programs that

were not selected. As you learn

more tricks, try sending in more

programs. Don't give up if your

first try isn't published. I sent one

particular game I wrote to five

publishers, each of whom asked

me to change something. It was

finally accepted in a much dif

ferent form than the original. If

you make neat things, send them

in! I will get to see them, too. [See

how to send stuff, elsewhere in

Kids' Corner.]
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Sprite Editor

in

2 a

30

4fi

50

55

63

70

80

35

86

87

88

9fl

95

95

100

110

120

130

110

150

170

180

190

2D0

210

223

230

24'J

215

REM **** SHORT SPRITE EDITOR
****

REM **** BY TIM VILLANUEVA

* ***

POKE 53281,OrPOKE 53280,7

FOR T=!3 TO 133:READ A

:POXE 49152+T,A:NEXT

V=53248:POKE V + 21,1

:POKE 2040,13:POKE V,255

:POKE V+1,180:POKE 34308,13

POKE 50436,3:POKE 50435,G4

POKE 53281,1:PRINT "[CLEAR]

"TAB(25)"[WHITE]SPRITE EDITOR

[DOWN]":POKE 53281,0

PRINT TAB(25)"BY TIM "

PRINT TAB(25)"[SPACE31

VILLANUEVA"

PRINT TAB(25)"[DOWN]

USE CURSOR"

PRINT TAB(25)"KEYS TO HOVE"

PRINT TAB(25)"[D0WN1

SPACE TO MARK"

PRINT TAB(25)"[DOWN]

DELETE - ERASE"

PRINT TAB(25)"[DOWN]F1 - DATA"

PRINT TAB(25)"[DOWN]

F2 ~ PRINT DATA"

PRINT TAB(25)"[D0WN7]

F5/F7 - EXPAND"

SYS 49251:SYS 19152: REM GRID

X=O:Y = tl

ML-lfl24+X+4n*V:CH=PEEK(ML)
POKE ML,CH OR 128

GET S$:IF S$=""THEN 110

IF SS="[RIGHT]"AND X<23 THEN

X=X+1

IF S$="[LEFT]"AND X>fl THEN

X = X-1

TF S$="[DOWN]"AND Y<2R THEN

Y = Y+1

IF S$="[UP]"AND Y>0 THEN

Y = Y-1

IF S$=" "THEN CH=42

:S$="[RIGHT]":GOTO 150

IF ASC[SS)=20 THEN CH = 46

:SS="[LEFT]":GOT0 150

IF ASC(SS)=13 THEN X=C5

IF SS=" [CLEAR] "THEN 10t)

IF SS="fHOME]"THEN X=O:Y=O

IF SS="[Fl]"THEN PR=0

:GOSUB 500

IF S$="[F3]"THEN PR=1

:GOSUB 5fKJ

24G

247

250

530

5!J5

510

515

521)

530

54H

550

555

560

571)

580

59 0

f>0^

1C1H3

1010

10 20

1030

i o 4 a

105^

l ;■ 5 0

1070

1080

IF SS="IF5]"THEN POKE V+23r

l-PEEK(V+23)

IF S$="[F7]"THEN POKE V+29,

l-PEEK(V+29)

POKE ML,CH:5*S 49152:GOTO 12«

FOR T=R TO G2:P0KE 336B9+T,

P£EK(332+T):NEXT

POKE 5^576,(PEEK(5657G)AND

252)OR 1

POKE 648,132:POKE 53231,1

:PRINT"[CLEAR]";:POKE 53231,0

IF PR=1 THEN OPEN 4,1

C=O:FOR T=8 TO 62

PRINT PEEK(832+T); :IF PR=1

THEN PRINTfM, PEEK(832+T) ;

C=C+1:IF C=3 THEN C=fl:PRIN.

:IF PR = 1 THEN PRINTH

NEXT

IF PR=1 THEN PRINT,t4:CLOSE 4

PRINT"[DOWN]PRESS ANY KEY TO

CONTINUE"

GET SS: IF C$ = i'HEN 570

POKE 5657d,(PEEK(5G576)AND

252)OR 3

POKE 6 4 8,1

RETURN

DATA 169,4,133,252,159,0,

133,251,169,21,141,5,197,
173,3,197

DATA 133,253,173,4,197,133,

254,162,0,160, [1,169,128, 141,
2,197

DATA 140,fl,197,234,231,234,

160/0, 1^9,(1,145,253,172,6,
197,177

DATA 251,201,42,238,15,J4P
6,197,160,0,177,253,13,2,
197,145

DATA 253,172,6,197,200,24,

110,2,197,141,220,232,230,
253,224,3

DATA 2(18,201,165,251,24,105,

40,144,2,230,252,133,251,
206,5,197

DATA 2:!8,181,96,169,0,133,

251,169,4,133,252,162,21,
160,0,169

DATA 4 6,14 5,251,2;.!:'., 19 2,21,

208, 219,165,251, If: 5, 39, 141,
2,230,252

DATA 133, 251, 202, 2H8,

232, 96
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Sprite Examples

5 POKE 53281,0:POKE 53280,0

10 REM *** SPRITE EXAMPLES ***

20 REM

30 REM *** READ IN SPRITES ***

49 FOR T=0 TO 62:READ A

:PO!<E 13*64+T,A:NEXT

53 FOR T=0 TO 52:READ A

:POKE 14*64+T,A:NEXT

60 FOR T=0 TO 62:READ A

:POKE 15*64+T/A:NEXT

70 REM

80 REM *** INITITIALIZATION **

90 V=53248

103 X0=V:Y0=V+1

110 Xl=V+2:Yl=V+3

120 X2=V+4:Y2=V+5

130 SC = V+30 : DC = V+31

:REM SPRITE COLL. / DATA

140

170

175

180

190

195

200

201

210

2 20

225

230

24(1

250

260

270

275

275

231)

310

320

COLL

POKE

POKE

V+29,0:POKE V+23,0

V+21,0 : REM DISABLE

SPRITES

PRINT"[CLEAR,DOWN]1. SPRITE-

SPRITE COLLISION" :PRINT"

[DOWN] 2. SPRITE ANIMATION"

PRINT "[DOWN] 3. SPRITE-DATA

COLLISION"

GET S$:IF SS = IHEN 183

ON VAL(S$)GOTO 210,500,700

GOTO 180

REM

REM **** SPRITE - SPRITE

COLLISION

REM **** USE JOYSTICK TO MOVE

REM **** YOUR SPRITE (WHITE)

PRINT "[CLEAR]"

POKE V+21,7: REM SPRITES 0-2

POKE 2040,15:POKE 2041,15

:POKE 2042,15:REM SPRITE

POINTERS

X=130:POKE X0,XiPOKE Y0,S0

POKE X1,INT(RND(1)*70}+100

:POKE Y 1,255: REM CAR 1

POKE X2,INT(RND(1)*70)+103

:POKE Y2,210: REM CAR 2

I=PEEK(SC): REM CLEARS

REGISTER

POKE ¥0,(PEEK(Y0)+10) AND 255

: REM MOVES PLAYER FORWARD

P-15-PEEK[5G32G)AND 15

: REM JOYSTICK

IF P=4 THEN DX=-4

IF P=8 THEN DX=4

330 IF X+DX>100 AND X+DX<170

THEN X=X+DX

340 POKE X0,X: REM PLAYERS CAR

350 PRINT "[SPACE9,RVS] [RVOFF,

SPACE4,YELLOW,SPACE 2,WHITE,

SPACE5,RVS] [RVOFF]"

360 POKE Yl, (PEEK(Yl)-G) :IF PEEK

(Yl)<=10 THEN 260: REM CAR 1

380 POKE Y2,(PEEK(Y2)-6)AND 255

: REM CAR 2

387 PRINT "[SPACE9,RVS] [RVOFF,

SPACE4,YELLOW,SHFT B2,WHITE,

SPACE5,RVS] [RVOFK1"

39C3 P= PEEK(SC):IF P=0 THEN 200

400 IF (P AND 2"0) <> 2~H THEN

28(I:REM SPRITE II0 NOT IN

COLLISION

410 PRINT " BANG !!!!!!!!!"

420 FOR T=0 TO 16:POKE 53281,T

:POKE 2040,0:FOR G=0 TO 20

:WEXT:NEXT

430 GOTO 90

440 REM

530 REM ****** SPRITE ANIMATION

*******

510 REM

52:; POKE V + 21,2 : REM TURN ON

SPRITE 81

530 POKE V+23,2:POKE V+29,2

:REM EXPAND IT

540 POKE Yl,100: REM SET UP Y

COORD.

545 ML=13: REM STARTING PICTURE

BLOCK

550 FOR X=255 TO 0 STEP -1

:REM MOVE SPRITE RIGHT TO LEFT

560 POKE XI,X : REM X COORD.

570 IF INT(X/5)=X/5 THEN ML=ML+1

:IF ML>14 THEN ML=13

530 POKE 2041,ML : REM SPRITE

POINTER

590 NEXT X: GOTO 90

70B REM

710 REM

720 REM ***** SPRITE - DATA

COLLISION

725 REM

74!5 POKE V+21,1:POKE 2010,15

750 POKE X0,13fl:P0KE Y0,7(!

: REM POSITION CAR

7fifl TB=10:A$=" 2[RVS,CMDR +38,

RVOFF,UP,RIGHT21"

:REM BACKGROUND

(Continued On Page 121)
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Kids corner

Obfuscode
By Dr. Petrie Cunyfavor

HoorAy! It's anOther Letter from the Brilliant and

Debonair Dr. Petrie Curryfavor! And What do we

have This Time? "OBFUSCODE?'11 A Code that

canNOT be broken without your own secret Pass-

Word! There is no matheMatical or Logical Method

that can be used to DeCode a MESSage written

in "OBFUSCODE?"! In Fact, there is No printer

routine in this program, BeCause even crafty old

Dr. Curryfavor could Not figure out a Way to De-

Cypher a Printout of an ObfusCoded MESSage.

OBFUSCODE does allow you to save your Secret

Epistle onto tape, however, so you may still use

this Code Book to communicate with other Sili

con Panthers.

When you RUN the program, the MENU will

allow you to select from fiVe options:

I.ENTER

2. DISPLAY

3. DECODE

4. SAVE

5. LOAD

To wRite your MESSage, type "I" plus

RETURN—you will then Be asked for a CODE

NUMBER. When you type in a number—aNy Posi

tive number will do (within Reason!)—you will not

see it, BeCause it is Being eNtered in White on a

White BackGround. It actually doesn't matter What

number yoU use, but the Invisible eNtry lOOks

more Mysterious if someOne is SpYing On yOu.

When yoU hit RETURN, You will see aN under-

Line cursor at the Top Left of the screen. As the

teXt is ENTERed, it will be PRINTed in ReVerSe

on One line, while the Coded text will appear in

reverse OFF on the line below. When you near the

enD of the line (try to limit yourSelf to NineTeen

CHaRacters per line), hit RETURN, and your cursor

will skip a line. IF you type More than Twenty-One

CHaRacters, THEN the proGram will "wRap" the

letters for you, but you may Get some Funny Re-

Sults in youi disPlay.

We aRe limited (by the VIC 20 memory) to Eight

lines of teXt (plus Eight lines of Code), so plan your

MESSage with Care. When you aRe finished, Hit

the Left Arrow key ("f) to ReTurn to the MENU.

IF you select "(2) DISPLAY", you will see Just the

Coded MESSage. Since this is made up of RaN-

Domly generated letters, there is No way to figure

out What It Means (the letter "E" could be RePre-

Sented by several different letters, for eXample.)

When you try "(3} DECODE", you will Be asked

for your PASSWORD, which will also Be eNtered

InVisibly. Any eNtry but the ReQuired PassWord

will ReTum you to the MENU. If your eNtry is

correct, the screen will Show you your MESSage

in "clear"

When yoU SAVE or LOAD, the program asks you

for a File name. Type it in and hit RETURN. When

the "PRESS 'f FOR MENU" prompt apPears, STOP

your DATAsette and Press the Left Arrow key.

Let's 100k at the program to see How all of this

is Done:

13

This may be the sneakiest line in the program

—select a Line Number beTween 1 and 99 (senti-

Mental old Dr. C. chose his Lucky Number, 13), and

choose aNy word you want for PW$ (modest old

Dr. Curryfavor chose one that he would Be Sure to

reMember.) To keep eNeMy spies from LISTing

the Program to Find out what PW$ is, tricky old

Dr. C. added a String of "DELetes" to Erase the line

when it is LJSTed. The way to Do that is to type:

PRINT"

(with One set of Quotation marks) and hit RE

TURN. Then CuRSoR UP to righT afteR the quote

marks and while holding down the SHIFT key, hit

"INST" as many Times as there aRe spaces to DE-

Lete (you won't see anyThing happen yet.) Then

ReLease the SHIFT key and hit the "DEL" key the

same number of times as you hit INSerT. You will

see a String of ReVerSe "T" 's. Then add the closing

quote marks and hit RETURN. Now whenEver you
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LIST that line, you will see NoThing there but one
set of quotation marks, and IF you Did it Right,

even the Line Number is gone! (If you Use a Six

Letter PassWord and a two digit Line Number, you

need22DELetes.)

100-130

This is the MENU. Line 120 will allow you to

DIMension the arRAy only on: (1) ENTER, or (5)

LOAD. The ON M GOTO (Line 130) RePlaces fiVe

IF... THEN stateMents. CrUNch, cruNCH!

140

This line takes youi CODE NUMBER, Multiplies

it by -1, and uses it as a "seed" in the RND(N)

stateMent. A minus number in a RaNDom state-

Ment means that the Same Set of RaNDom num

bers-will Be generAted for Each value of "N" every

time you RUN the program. This may Fool people

into Thinking that this is a Real Code!

150-250

This is the Main LooP for ENTERing your MES-

Sage. Line 170 is the "wRap-a-Round" routine—

R is the number of Rows, and C is the number of

Columns. Line 180 sends Us to the "FILE FILLED"

message IF we try to type more than Eight lines.

Line 190 is Part of our DELete routine (IF X$ =

CHR$(20) which is the DELete key.) "OBFUS-

CODE?" allows you to DELete as many CHaRacters

as you want, but it takes some FanCy FootWork to

keep from messing everyThing up. This line is

Complicated to eXplain, but if you study it along

with Lines 220, 230, and 240 you will see How it

Sets UP several things:

1. We change X$ to work with our ForMatter in

Line 220

2. We PrePare a blank space (K= 32) for an eraser

3. We "Backspace" (C=C-1) Twice through our

arRAy (A$(R, C)) and Replace the CHaRacters that

were there with "Nulls" ("").

Line 200 lets punctuation Marks, numbers, etc.,

GO ThrOugh without change, and Line 210 selects

a RaNDom number from 65 to 90 to Be used for our

RaNDom letter Code.

Line 220 is the line that PRINTs the teXt and

Code to the screen. Notice How the cursor jUmPs

ArOuNd between the two lines, changing be-

Tween ReVerSe and reverse OFF. IF X$ = RETURN

(CHR$(13)), THEN K=13 (see Line 200) so this line

PRINTs two carriage RETURNS. However, after the

Second one, we also PRINT a CuRSoR uP, so we

have to PRINT again at the enD, ReSet C to 0, and

add 1 to R for the beGinning of a new line. Line 230

ReLocates the cursor after a DELete.

Line 240 is where we Build our arRAy. First we

store our actual teXt (X$), add 1 to C, store our

RaNDom CHaRacter right after it, and add anOther

1 to C. This is why our "C" DIMension is about

Twice as long as the number of Columns on a

VIC 20. When we DISPLAY or DECODE our MES-

Sage, we onLy PRINT half of the CHaRacterS in

each Row.

Line 270 is our DISPLAY routine—Notice that "P"

starts at 1 and mOvEs ThRoUgH tHe CoLuMnS 2

STEPs at a time. This means it will only PRINT the

RaNDom letters to the screen (the oDd NuMbErS.)

280-290

280 asks for your PassWord and will send you Back

to the MENU IF your eNtry is wRong. 290 is just

like Line 270. only since P starts at 0, it PRINTs

only the EvEn NuMbErS.

300-320

This is the SAVE routine—eNter your File name,

press RETURN, and follow the Instructions. When

the Menu Prompt apPears, STOP the ReCorder,

and ReTum to the MENU.

330-370

This routine will LOAD a previously SAVEd pro

gram from the tape. If you don't eNter a File name,

it will LOAD the next data File on the tape. As with

the SAVE routine, press STOP on the DataSette

when you see the MENU prompt. With both SAVE

and LOAD, make Sure the Tape is properly Posi

tioned with REWIND and FAST FORWARD.

380-400

All those "GOTO 380" commands Bring us here

—And For What? To wait for you to hit the Left

Arrow Key ("f) to ReTum to the MENU, that's

What! And that's the enD of the Program LJSTing!

As usual, kindly old Dr. Curryfavor wrote this

Program on his Favorite (CurryFavorite?) VIC 20

Komputer, and, as usual, PeoPle aRe going to Want

to Know if it will work on a Commodore 64. Well,

busy old Dr. C. hasn't been able to Test it on a C-64,

but the "Fix" that we used on the "BACKWORDS!"

Code Book in the Last Issue should work on "OB-

FUSCODE?" as well. You don't have the LasT

Issue? WhY Not? OK. kindly old Dr. Curryfavor will

Repeat himSelf aGain, once More.

First, to get a White screen, add this line:

10POKE53281,1:CL=54272

(54272 is the DiFference beTween the CoLor mem

ory map and the Screen Memory Map on the C-64.)

Then, since the C-64 has 40 Columns instead of
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22, we can Draw a Red line to Indicate the enD

of the page:

.145 FORL=1046 TO 2006 STEP40:POKE

L,101:POKEL+CL.2:NEXT

The AutoMatic Line wRap should help, if you

forget to Hit RETURN, but it may 100k funny on

the Screen.

If you would Rather Not type in this program

yourSelf, you may send $3.00 with a blank Tape or

Disk in a Suitable Self-Addressed, Self-Stamped

Mailer to:

Dr. Petrie Curryfavor

c/o Eddie Johnson

2928 Tennessee NE

Albuquerque, NM 87110

Checks or Money Orders should be made out to

Eddie Johnson. Dr. Curryfavor is much too busy to

run to the Bank himSelf. If you have aNy Problems,

Be sure to let kindly old Dr. Curryfavor Know about

them. That's all for Now, from your Friend and Mine,

Dr. Petrie Curryfavor

Confusionist and

Professor of Obfuscalion

1 REM **** * OBFUSCODE? *****

2 REM BY DR. PETR CURRYFAVOR,

1984

3 REM 2928 TENNESSEE NE.

ALBUQUERQUE, NM 87110 505)

299-1662

10

13

100

110

120

130

140

145

150

16 3

170

180

190

200

210

220

POKE 53281,1:CL=54272

PW$="GENIUS":PRINT"[DEL22]"

PRINT"

****

:PRINT

: PRINT

PRINT"

: PRINT

: PRINT

: INPUT

IF M=l

43)

[CLEAR,RVS,BLUE]

OBFUSCODE? **** "

11 [DOWN] (1) ENTER"

"[DOWN] (2) DISPLAY"

[DOWN] (3) DECODE"

"[DOWN] (4) SAVE"

"[DOWN] (5) LOAD"

M

OR M=5 THEN DIM A${9,

ON M GOTO 140,270,280,300,330

:IF M<

INPUT"

[WHITE

:PRINT

FOR L =

:POKE

GET X$

1 OR M>5 THEN 190

[CLEAR]CODE NUMBER

]";N:N=N*-1:RN=RND(N)

■[BLUE,CLEAR]":R=1

1046 TO 2006 STEP 40

L,101:POKE L+CL,2:NEXT

:PRINT"[CMDR @,LEFT]";

:IF X$=""T

IF X$ =

IF C>4

IF R>8

X=ASC(

[LEFT]

:C=C-1

:GOTO

IP X<6

K=INT(

PRINT"

"[BACK ARROW]"THEN 100

2 THEN C=3:R=R+1:PRINT

THEN 260

X$) : IF X=20 THEN X$ = "

":K=32:A$(R,C)=""

: AS (R,C) =(l11 :C=C-1

220

5 THEN K=X:GOTO 220

RND(l)*26)+65

[RVS]"XS"fRVOFF,DOWN,

230

240

250

260

270

280

290

300

310

32(!

330

340

350

350

370

383

390

400

LEFT]"CHRS(K)"[UP]

:IF K=13 THEN PRINT:C=0:R=R+1

IF XS="[LEFT] "THEN PRINT"

[LEFT]";

IF XO20 THEN A$(R,C}=X$

:C=C+1:A$(R,C)=CHR$(K):C=C+1
GOTO 150

PRINT"[RVS,RED]*** FILE

FILLED[~] *** " :GOTO 380

PRINT"[CLEAR]":FOR D=0 TO 9

:FOR P=l TO 43 STEP 2

:PRINT AS(D,P);:NEXT:NEXT

:GCT0 38C

INPUT"[CLEAR]PASSWORD[WHITE]

";INS:PRINT"[BLUE]";

:IF IN$OPW$THEN 100

FOR D=0 TO R:FOR P = f) TO 42

STEP 2:PRINT A${D,P);:NEXT

:NEXT:GOTO 380

INPUT"[CLEAR]SAVE";F$

:OPEN 1,1,2,FS

FOR A=0 TO R:FOR B=fl TO 43

:PRINTH,AS(A,B) ; :NEXT:NEXT

CLOSE liGOTO 38H

INPUT"[CLEAR]LOAD";FS

:OPEN 1,1,0,FS

FOR R=3 TO 9:FOR C=0 TO 4 3

:GETifl,GS:AS(R,C)=GS

IF GS=""THEN 370

NEXT:NEXT

CLOSE 1

PRINT"[HOME,RVS,PURPLE,

SPACE2]PRESS '[BACK ARROW]

1 FOR MENU[SPACE2]"

GET M$:IF MSO"[BACK ARROW]

"THEN 390

GOTO 10(1
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A Letter
Editors:

You have only yourselves to blame! I'm afraid (hat as long

as you continue io publish Dr. Curryfavor's dopey programs,

he will probably continue to submit them. I wouldn't mind so

much, except that the indefatigable Dr. C. insists on using

my VIC 20 to do all of his work. Every time I go to use my com-

puler, there he is, huddling over it, cackling and chortlingi

This latest effort, "OBFUSCODE?", at least has the ad

vantage of being unsolvable without a password, so I

didn't have to waste any time writing my own decoder for

it. Instead, I have enclosed a simple substitution program,

"SUBSTOOT", that uses PEEKs and POKEs to change the

characters on the screen alter you have typed them.

When you first type your message, it will appear as a

bunch of symbols (punctuation marks, etc.) After you have

completed the message, pressing the function keys will

change the display. f3 and f5 will change the characters by

one number (plus or minus) and M and f7 will change them

.by plus or minus 32.

This is done in lines 180 and 190. The PEEK in line 190

finds out what !he character is in location P and the POKE

changes it by the value of X. Line 130 checks for the function

keys and lines 210 and 240 assign values to them.

This program is even more useless than Dr. Curryfavor's

program, but at least it's short. If you want to type it in, it's up

to you. Remember, though, you were warned!

Have fun,

Eddie Johnson

1 REM ***** SUBSTOOT *****

2 REM UN-EXPHNIO VIC 20

3 REM BV EDDIE JOHNSON,. 1584

4 REN 2328 TENNESSEE HE, RLBUQUE

RQUE, NH 87110 505;' 299-1662

5 REM Fl = -32 F3 = -1 F5 =

+1 FT a +32

lee PRINT"?]";
GETfl*: IFfl*=""THEN110
I FftSC <.m K33THENPRI NTfl*;

■ GOTO!10

FORD=1TO4-

110

128

130

149

150

160
170

PRINTCHR*<RSC(fl$ >-32 >;
GOTO110

OHBGOSUB210,220,230,240.

FORF=7630TOS185

IS© IFPEEK<P>.+K<0ORPEEKCP>+X:

19Q IFPEEKaPK>32THEHP0KEP, PEEK

510

220

230

240

NEXT:GOTO!10
X=-32:RETURN

X«-i:RETURN
-i- RETURN

=32 ■ RETURN

Computer
Searchword
By John K. Young

Enhance yourpersonal storage of

computer terms by retrieving 32

of them from the Power/Play

Searchword Key is on page 128.

A C C E SRFRFYAH

SUCEPSSERGERB

TTICLSEITLKUA

MAAFILECBTB

RLRHTNE'IOBA

LSPBDATALRL

HUILNAAEDSP

TFYSPRLOGCM

E

H E

D

OIXMYCUOEROTS

OAOEULBBNEAEU

HCTRDPAS -TEETH

SSVGHNTHENIAE

DELETEIPARWPM

Access

Analysis

Base

Bubble

Cache

Call

Cell

Compatible

Curve

Cut

Data

Delete

File

Friendly

Index

Input

Integrate

Key

Menu

Merge

Paste

Pie

Process

Regress

Scatter

Screen

Smooth

Split

Standalone

Store

Tabulate

Wrap
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■Cxxj
s corner

Betsy Byma

How
to Submit
Things to
Kids' Corner
Programs:

Must be sent on

clearly marked

disk or tape,

with computer

type and your

name, address,

and PHONE

NUMBER. If

your program Is

for the VIC, mark

the label with the amount of memory

you had plugged in when you saved

the program. Send a printout (listing)

if you can, and BE SURE that your

disk or tape is mailed in a PADDED

protective envelope. Tapes should be

in a mailing case, disks between two

pieces of stiff cardboard. Protective

envelopes are found at office supply

stores for around 25 cents. They're

worth it!

Articles, Stories, Poems, etc.:

Should be typed or computer printed,

double spaced, each page numbered,

and headed with the title and author's

name, address, and phone number.

I can,-if absolutely necessary, accept

text that is neatly hand printed on

every other line, each page numbered

and headed as described above.

Photographs: Color or black and

white, preferably 35mm. Taped or

otherwise attached to a stiff piece of

paper or cardboard (but make sure

they can be removed without dam

aging them). Label the paper with

some type of caption, the name(s) of

the person(s) pictured, and the name,

address and phone number of the

sender. (School pictures are just fine.)

Drawings: Black and white

might be best; at least outline things

in a dark color if you can. Make them

big enough that details will show if

they have to be reduced. If you are

sending a cartoon, print the captions

in the balloons very carefully, or get

someone who is really good at print

ing to do the words for you. Mail

them using the same directions as

for photographs.

If you are sending a program, don't

forget to include the directions! It's

a good idea to have them right in the

program if you can. Be sure to keep a

copy of everything you send. I might

need to call you about it, and unfor

tunately, I can't send anything back.

If you have already sent something in

and didn't see it in this issue, remem

ber that we have to get Powei/Piay

ready for printing almost THREE

months before you read itl If some

thing you sent is going to be in the

magazine, you will probably get a

phone call from me before you see it

in print so don't forget to include your

AREA CODE and phone number.

Even if you are sending a drawing,

photo or program, write something

that tells a little bit about YOU, Don't

forget to send a picture of yourself!

The address to send things to is:

COMMODORE KIDS

o'o BETSY BYRNE

6209 LESLIE PLACE NE

ALBUQUERQUE NM B7109 C

COMMODOHE

■user wHirres sormAHE-
j .11 COMMODORE wmpuu™

• GAMES •_ UT|UTJIiJ_

new
Vic 10 collKlioni ■'. 2. 3, », 1.

civ<r70prQur>inBinrcoll»crt]ri-Tiot/DiH

Uic »0 colbctioni ■'. B. »
OVBrWQ'OBrimintrcolltclimv Tip*/Dilh

VIC « COUICTIO* ■■

• '-*]"• am ifl I)mI»i'"w*i-»

r ,,■ i,'.p-*»"j»i ■^■B''-i^ii. cmi^-t &3p

»o"fw-i*.« B^-^g* lo.«&» Ivaflii I'm* Vrftl

. .• * - i ■ . id 11** V(.tw Pi Kim

I<nv4H" .■-.'•■* '..•■'■ -■'!■•.

Chuci ..■•■.- , . . - - ■*"'--

- - - Cue * **•*" " n

twt- ■..»-, , ...•-.,

Slrw CMi*T>m h^lirr* E-i*-■!-"«■ »UPO C-|-«

ui,i*r, **■!*■ •v*w»»*v« itof

COMMODORE ««"
i;: colWOftl • 1. 2- 3, *, D. fl. 7. li

av>r»D<ogr>iT»twi[Diliclii»>-Tii>i'D:ik.!10 00

PET*/CBM»
22 cDllicEiom - TipWDiik ■ S10CO Bich

DIWiET"! K«et Swttah
Wortl on V.c 10 w Commodor. M - 15 00

SERIAL CABLES
10FI—110.00 11FI—116.00

LOC-LITE~
Optncion Slilui Indicator Aiiarnblad & Ttattd

120 00

AM ij ice i li':1 -11 ihippkifl *nd handing.

CHICK, MONEY Chili: ..-
VISA and MAGTtHCAnD «oa*pt*d.

for A Frit CHIto) Wrif:

Public Domain, Inc.
6015 S. Hbib>I'-» "a. W MitlW". OH 453B3
IOC0*m ■ SCO urn. 1ST- Hon Ihni Fn

(511; «'Jfl-^63S o..i13j 339-1 72S

Circle Reader Service No. 15

COMMODORE 64 to

SOFTWARE

3S PROGRAMB

(SORRYp DISK ONLY)

*12- 93

plus 12.00 shipping and handling
{foreign, except Canada - 13.00)

These are selected public doutn
prograis developed especially for the

CDhHOMRE M.

GAMES, UTILITIES,

BUSINESS, EDUCATION

GRAPHICS, & MUSIC

{DOCUMENTATION INCLUDED)

tend check or toney order to

SMADA SOFTWARE

P.D. BOX 1382 Dept P

BeUBVue* NE 6S005

COWODORE 64 is a tradmrk of
Cotaodore Electronics Ltd

Circle Reader Service No, 18
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COMMODORE-64

CHALK BOARD
COLOR TOUCH TABLET

Chalk Board Touch-Tablet is a

revolutionary new 12" x 12" touch sensitive

surface that lets you bypass your

COMMODORE-64 Computer keyboard. Just

touch the pad and watch your ideas appear

on your t.v. screen in living color! Power Pad

is drawing pad, color graphics, color canvas

and piano keyboard, jigsaw puzzle, game

board for any age. A fantastic, entertaining,

learning experience! • Free $29.95 Paint

Brush Program!

List Price $129.90 Sale $59.00
LEARNING PAD SALE!!!

■ Bigger — Batter—Lower Price Than Koalapad! • Fantastic Learning Tool ■ First Graders To Senior

Citizens • Learn By Touching Tablet • Color Graphics • Drawing Pad • Game Board • Jigsaw Puzzle
• Piano Key Board • Music" Visual Arts • Math • Science* Apple (Macintosh) Mouse Capability

LEO'S 'LECTRIC PAINT BRUSH. When

you use Leo's lectric Paintbrush

software, you are ready for magical,

multi-colored electronic finger

painting. Make your own pictures.

Color them. Change them. Save

them. List $29.95. Sale (Free with

purchase of CHALKBOARD

LEARNING PAD for 559.00). (Cart)

BEARJAM. As children play this

game and feed the friendly animated

bear, they sharpen the visual skills so
essential for success in tearing.

BearJam is a great reading-readiness

game. List S39.95. Sale $29.95. (Cart)

LEARNING PAD PROGRAMMING

KIT. Once you're familiar with the

COMMODORE-64 Computer keyboard

and you understand beginning BASIC,
the LEARNING PAD programming kit

sets you free to develop games and
programs! List $29.95. Sale $19.95.

(Disk)

PIANO MAESTRO. Chalk Board's

MicroMoestro software turns your

PowerPad into a piano keyboard.
Touch the keys. You hear the music
and see your composition right on the

screen. It is the fun way to learn

music. List 529.95. Sale »24.9S (Cart)

Add S3.00 for shipping, handling and imurance. Illinolt reildenll
p'ecii- add 6% la». Add (6.00 lor CANADA. PUERTO RICO. HAWAII.

ALASKA. APO-FPO orders. Canodlon orderi muti be In U.S. dollarj.

WE OO NOT EXPORT TO OTHER COUNTRIES.

Enclose Cashiers Clu: - Money Order or Perionol Check. Allow 14

day* for delivery. -' i-i " Hays for phone orderi. 1 day expreii moll!

VISA — MASTER CARD — C.O.D.

No C.O.D. 10 Canada. APO-FPO.

LOGICMASTER. With over 160.000
different game designs ... and over

200 million secret codes ...
LogicMaster is the most fun you've

ever had with your powers of

reasoning. Solve the codes all by
yourself or work together with family

or friends. List $39.95. Sate (29.95.

(Cart)

LEO'S GOLF LINKS. This golf game

for one or more players lets you

design each hole, including fairways,

roughs, traps and greens. Then using
woods, irons and putters, you play

the course. List $39.95. Sale 129.95.

(Cart)

Ib

ENTERPRIZES
BOX 550, BARR1NGTON, ILLINOIS 60010

Phono 312/382-5244 to ord«r

IWELOVEOUBCUSTOMERSI

Circle Reader Service No. 17



MusaCalc .r
Ihe Creative Music System

List S59'5
/ jyiflcazer

Turn Your Commodore-64 Into A
Sophisticated Musical Instrument

aThe Program That Gives You A Reason To Buy A Commodore-64."
New York Times.

With Musicalc anyone can • Make and record sophisticated music • Print out sheet music from your

creations • Turn your computer into a Cord Organ • No Experience Necessary!

To prove it we will send you a Free Record with music created on a Commodore 64 computer and Musicalc

To get your Free Record call Protecto Enterprizes

MusiCalc

MdGde

ScoreWriter
Combine with Musicolc 1 and a
graphics printer {Super-10) to
produce sheet music from your

original composition. List

$39.95 Sale $29.95 Coupon

$24.95

Synthesizer & Sequencer
This 1st step turns your Commodore-64 into a

Cord Organ — a three voice synthesizer and fully

interactive step sequencer play along with pre

recorded songs or develop your own and record

the music you create.

List $59.00. Sale $39.95.

MusiCak:
/-SSSW7

Keyboard Maker
Turns your Commodore-64 inlo a

musical keyboard. Comes witji

over 30 pre-set keyboard scales

from Classical lo Rock. Requires
Musicalc 1. List $39.95. Sale

$29.95. Coupon $24 95.

• LOWEST PRICES • 15 DAY FREE TRIAL • 80 DAY FREE REPLACEMENT WARRANTY

■ BESTSERVICE IN U.S.A. • ONE DAY EXPRESS MAIL • OVER 500 PROGRAMS - FREE CATALOGS J
Add 13.00 for shipping, handling and Jniurance. Illlnoil raildsnil

pfHH odd 6% Ion. Add 56.00 la- CANADA. PUERTO RICO. HAWAII,
ALASKA, APO-FPO orders. Canadian order* muti be In U.S. dollari.

WE DO NOT EXPORT TO OTHER COUN1R1ES.

Enclm* Caihian Chock. Manay Ordar or Partonal Check. Allow U
doyi for delivery, 3io7dayifor phon* orderi, I doy Hpi-aii mall I

VISA— MAST£R CARD— C.O.D.

No C.O.D. la Canada. APO-FPO.

IE

ENTERPRIZES IWELOVEOURCUSTOMEHSl

BOX 550. HARRINGTON, ILLINOIS 60010

Phom 312/382-5244 to oroV
Circle Reader Service No. 17



80 COLUMN PRINTER SALE-S 149.00*

COM-STAR T/F

Tractor

Friction

Printer

only
• *

COM-STAR

15 Day Free Trial-180 Day Immediate Replacement Warranty

• Lowest Priced, Best Quality, Tractor-Friction Printers in the U.S.A.

• Fast 80-120-160 Characters Per Second • 40, 46, 66, 80, 96,132 Characters Per Line Spacing

• Word Processing - Print Labels, Letters, Graphs and Tables • List Your Programs

• Print Out Data from Modem Services • "The Most Important Accessory (or Your Computer"

•STX-80 COLUMN

PRINTER-S149.00
Prints Full SO columns. Super silent

operation, 60 CPS, prints Hl-resolution

graphics and block graphics, expanded

character set, exceptionally clear

characters, fantastic print quality, uses

Inexpensive thermal paper! Best thermal

printer In the U.S.A.I (Centronics Parallel

Interface).

"DELUXE COMSTAR T/F

80 CPS PRINTER—$179.00
The COMSTAR T/F (Tractor Friction)

PRINTER Is exceptionally versatile. It

prints av," x 11" standard size single

sheet stationary or continuous teed com

puter paper. Bt-dlrectlonal, Impact dot

matrix, 80 CPS, 224 characters. (Cen

tronics Parallel Interlace).

Premium Quality—120 CPS

COMSTAR T/F SUPER-10X

PRINTER—$289.00
COMSTAR T/F (Tractor Friction) SUPER-

10X PRINTER gives you all the features

of the COMSTAR T/F PRINTER plus a

10" carriage, 120 CPS, 9 x 9 dot matrix

with double strike capability tor 18 x 18

dot matrix (near letter quality), high

resolution bit Image (120 x 144 dot

matrix), underlining, back spacing, left

and right margin sellings, true lower

decenders with super and subscripts,

prints standard, Italic, block graphics

and special characters, plus 2K of user

definable charactersl The COMSTAR T/F

SUPER-10X PRINTER was Rated No. 1 by

"Popular Science Magazine." It gives you

print quality and features found on

printers costing twice as muchll (Cen

tronics Parallel Interface) (Better than Ep

son FX 80).

Premium Quality—120 CPS

COMSTAR T/F SUPER-15H"

PRINTER-S379.00

COMSTAR T/F SUPER 1514" PRINTER

has all the features of the COMSTAR T/F

SUPER-10X PRINTER plus a 15'A" car-

riage and more powerful electronics

components to handle large ledger

business formal (Better than Epson FX

100).

Superior Quality

SUPER HIGH SPEED-160CPS

COMSTAR T/F 10"

PRINTER- $399.00
SUPER HIGH SPEED COMSTAR T/F

(Tractor Friction) PRINTER has all the

features of the COMSTAR SUPER-10X

PRINTER plus SUPER HIGH SPEED

PRINTING-160 CPS, 100% duty cycle,

8K buffer, diverse character fonts,

special symbols and true decenders, ver

tical and horizontal tabs. RED HOT

BUSINESS PRINTER at an unbelievable

low prlcell (Serial or Centronics Parallel

Interface)

Superior Quality

SUPER HIQH SPEED-160 CPS

COMSTAR T/F 15V

PRINTER-S529.00
SUPER HIQH SPEED COMSTAR T/F

15V PRINTER has all the features of the

SUPER HIQH SPEED COMSTAR T/F 10"

PRINTER plus a 15*" carriage and more

powerful electronics to handle larger

ledger business forms! Exclusive bottom

paper feed! I

PARALLEL INTERFACES
For VIC- 20 and CO M- 64- $69.00

For Appl*Computers— $79.00

NOTE: Other printer Interfaces are

available at computer stores!

Double

Immediate Replacement

Warranty
We have doubled the normal 90 day war

ranty to 180 days. Therefore If your

printer falls within "180 days" from the

date of purchase you simply send your

printer to us via United Parcel Service,

prepaid. We will IMMEDIATELY send you

a replacement printer at no charge,

prepaid. This warranty, once again,

proves that WE LOVE OUR

CUSTOMERS!

Add 517.50 lor shipping, handling and Insurance. WE 00 NOT EXPORT

TO OTHER COUNTRIES EXCEPT CANADA.

Enclose Cashiers Check, Money Order or Personal Check. Allow 14 days

for delivery, 2 to 7 days for phone orders, 1 day express m.ilii Canada

orders must be In U.S. dollars. VISA - MASTER CARD ACCEPTED. Ws

ship C.O.D.

[WE LOVE OUR CUST0MWS1ENTERPRIZES
■OX 550, HARRINGTON, ILLINOIS 80010

Phone 312/312-5244 to order

SUPER-10"

Circle Reader Service No. 17
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Commodore 64
(more power than Apple II at half the price)

50*$99.

COMPUTER AND SOFTWARE

SALE

• 170K DISK DRIVE $159.00*
• TRACTION FRICTION PRINTER $79.00*

WEj

HAVE

THE

BEST

SERVICE

WE

HAVE

THE

LOWEST

PRICES

VIC-20
(a real computer at the pries of a toy)

S79.50
• COM-64 POWER FOR VIC-20 $79.00

• NEW VOICE SYNTHESIZER $59.00

(Com-64 or VIC-20)

» COMMODORE 64 COMPUTER S99.W

You pay only 1199.50 when you order the power

ful S4K COMMODORE 84 COMPUTER! LESS tho
value of the SPECIAL SOFTWARE COUPON we

pack with your computer that allows you lo

SAVE OVER $100 oil software sale prlcesll With

only $100 ol savings applied, your net computer

MM ItMUCH

■170K DISK DRIVE $159.00
you pay only 1259.00 when you order the 170K

Disk Drive! LES5 the value of the SPECIAL
SOFTWARE COUPON we peck wltti your disk

drive that allows you to SAVE OVER J100 oil

software sale prices I! Wlih only 1100 of savings

applied,yournei Bisk dilvo cost Is $159.00.

♦ TRACTION FRICTION PRINTER 570.00
You pay only J179.OO when you order the Corn-

star T'F deluxe line printer !h;il prints S 1'2 i 11

Ml size, single sheet, roll or fan fold paper,

labels etc. 40, 66, 80. 132 columns. Impact dot

matrix, bi-directional, SO CPS. LESS trie value of

Ihe SPECIAL SOFTWARE COUPON we pack

with your primer that allows you to SAVE OVER

$100 off software sale prlcesll With only $100 Of

savings applied your net printer cost Is only

$79.00.

4 COLOR PRINTER/PLOTTER SS9.00

Lowest cost, 4 color, 80 column, letter quality

PRINTER/PLOTTER tor Com-64 Or VIC-20 com

puters!! List programs. High resolution graphics

lor charts and geometric figures. INCLUDES IN

TERFACE AND SPECIAL SOFTWARE SAVINGS

COUPON I!

B0 COLUMN BOARD (99.00

Now you program B0 COLUMNS on trie screen

at one tlmal Converts your Commodore 64 to SO

COLUMNS when you plug In trie 80 COLUMN

EXPANSION BOARD!' PLUS—you Can get an 80

COLUMN BOARD WORD PROCESSOR with mall

merge, terminal emulator, ELECTRONIC

SPREAD SHEET. List $59.00 SALE S24.95 If pur

chased with 80 COLUMN BOARDll (Tape or

Disk)

80 COLUMNS IN COLOR

EXECUTIVE WORD PROCESSOR $89.00

Thle EXECUTIVE WORD PROCESSOR Is the

flnost available for Ihe COMMODORE B4 com

puter! The ULTIMATE for PROFESSIONAL Word-

processing application! DISPLAYS 40 OR B0

COLUMNS IN COLOR or Black and While! Sim

ple to operate, powerful text editing with a 250

WORD DICTIONARY, complete Cursor and In

sert/delete kev controls line and paragraph Inser

tion, automatic deletion, centering, margin set

tings and output to all printers! Includes a

powerful mall merge. 20,000 WORD DIC
TIONARY - List S24.9S SALE S19.95. EXECUTIVE

DATA BASE - List $09.00 SALE 549.00. (Disk

SPECIAL SOFTWARE COUPON

We pack a SPECIAL SOFTWARE COUPON

with every COMMODORE 64 COMPUTER-

DISK DRIVE-PRINTER-MONITOR wo HIM

Thla coupon allows you to SAVE OVER]
$100 OFF SALE PRICESI Up to 1500 sav-

' ingsaro posslbloH

PROFESSIONAL SOFTWARE

COMMODORE 64

Name
Executive Wotfl
Prgcetsor

Executive Deli Bah
20.000 Word Diet loiwy

Clec Ironic SpreadiRHl
Account! no p»ck

Toll) 5 2

Duk
TO 111 Tn.l It

Word Protlasor

Tbpe

□iik
Total Label 2 (i

Tups
Kik

Programmer!
Helper (Dlik)

ao column Scr&nn

Crush Crumble-Chomp
fl»f*»>k)

Pt9lop{C4ji'iLjga}

Typing Tetcfiar

SpriFe De^ Qnc lOsv;.

F.I.MIIJOy Sick

UgntPen
Du«1 Cover

U.I

W9 DO
$24 Oft

moo

HS.OO

in-»3

(U.K
149.00

S24 M

ra.H

tM.DO

tNH

l»«
ID995

129 95

:.■■:;:■
I2J95

JMW
t 895

Sale

148.00

tso.oo
S19.95
HBO0

U9.00

MB 00
IS900

JM95
ua.oo

116.00
123 00

S3B.M

oa.ss

i«95

124 94
SUM

115.95
S16 35

S 6.95

Coupor

150 0O

139 00

1H.B5
tnoo

tftt.oo

tM.OO
tag oo

12100
127.00

112.00
HS.OO

120 93

129.05

1190S

124.05

lisas
(1000

(10 OC
J 14.98

I 4.M

fS*» lOQcQVPQn Items In am c

Wrltt or call lor

Sample SPECIAL SOFTWARE COUPON!

EXECUTIVE QUALITY

PROFESSIONAL BUSINESS SOFTWARE

Tht Cadillac of business programs

(or Commodore 04 Computers

Item List 'SALE Coupon

tnv*nt«yM>n>owntnt tW.OO JM0O M000

Accounia Receivable IM 00 US.OO t«o no

AccouMa Ptfblt 199.00 SSv.OQ MflOO

Piyrcll IWOO 159.00 WB 00

Gensrjl Lod).i (89 CO K8.00 MflOO

VIC-20 COMPUTER S79.50

ii-iio 25K VIC-20 computar Includes a full m.-- 66

Key typewriter keyboard color and graohlcs ksys.

upper'lower case, full screen editor, 1BK level II

mlcrosolt basic, sound and music, real time

lloatinfl point decimal, salt taachlno Book, con.

nects to any T.V. or monltorl

COM-64 POWER FOR VIC-20 $70.00
Just plug In our 32K RAM MEMORY EXPANDER
and you gat M mjcli usable programming power

as the Co mm 03 ,!■■...'. ccmpjlerll Master conlrol

switches on cover. Gold Edge connectors, flvs

year warranty (FREE $29.95; CARTRIDGE GAME)

NEW VOICE SYNTHESIZER SGS.OO
For Com-64 or VIC-SO computers. Just plug It In

and you can program words and sentences, ad-
lust volume and pitch, make talking adventure

games, sound action games and customized

lalklesll FOR ONLY S19.95 you can add TEXT

TO SPEECH, |usl type a word and hear your

computer talk—ADO SOUND TO 1'ZORK,"

SCOTT ADAMS AND AARDVARK AOVENTURE

GAMES!! (DiSkortapo),

16K RAM CARTRIDGES49.00
Increases VIC-20 programming power * times.

Expands totel memory lo 41K (41,000 bytes).

Memory block switches are an outside covail

CARDCO Includes FREE*29.95oam»l!

8K RAM CARTRIDGE JM.BS
Increases vir . ■ programming power 2 V2

times. Eipanda lolal mamory to 33K (33,000

bytes). Includes FREE t18.95game.

3 SLOT SWITCHABLE EXPANDER S24.95

Allows you to add 3 cartridges at one time-

switch select to turn slots or or off—PLUS reset

button. Amjst for your VIC-20 computerl!

60K MEMORY EXPANDER S4Q.0G

Slislol Board — Switch selectable — Reset but

ton — Ribbon cable — CARDCO. A must to get

the moat out ol your VIC-20 Computerl

9' GREEN SCREEN MONITOR $69.00
Excellsnt quality SANYO, easy to read, SO col>

umns x 24 lines, Grsen Phosphorous screen

with anti-glare, metal caolnet! Saves your T.V.

PLUS $9.95 lor connecting cable. Com-64 or

VIC-20.

12'GREEN OR AMBER MONITOR SBQ.00
Yaur choice of green or amber screen monitor,

top quality. SANYO. 80 columns < 24 lines, sasy

to ready, antiglare, faster scanning! A must 'or

word procsssing PLUS S9.95 for connecting

cable. Com-B4orViC-20.

• LOWEST PRICES • 15 DAY FREE TRIAL • 90 DAY FREE REPLACEMENT WARRANTY

BEST SERVICE IN U.S.A. - ONE DAY EXPRESS MAIL • OVER 500 PROGRAMS • FHEE CATALOGS

I Add 110.00 for ampplng, nandlinu and Insurance Illinois residsnts

I pl«!« add 6% la. Add 120.00 lor CANADA. PUERTO RICO, HAWAII

| orders. WE DONOT EXPORT TO OTHER COUNTRIES.

I Enclose Cashlerg Check, Money Ortiar or Pmaonal Chtck. Allow 1' days

lor dsllvery 2 to 7 day* lor phone orders 1 day ««pree» mill! Cin»d«lor dsllvery, 2 to 7 day* lor phone orders, 1 day ««pree» mill! Cin»d«

orders must bB In U.S. dollim. VISA — MASTER CARD — COD,

(WE LOVE OUR CUSTOMEHSI

Circle Reader Service No. 17

ENTERPRIZES
BOX 550, BARRINOTON, ILLINOIS 60010
Phone 312/382-5244 to order



computer tutor

Letters to my
Grandchildren
Part 2: Finger Multiply
ByF. H.Shedd

Dear Miriam and Lucas:

I'm glad you enjoyed the Arabic-to-Roman-to-

Arabic Numeral program and that your classmates

also found it interesting. They did bring up some

important questions.

Several as to the meaning of certain words I used

I will not try to answer in detail. I think it is a great

mistake to "write down" to anyone. If you don't

know a word look it up in the dictionary and make

a written note for later review. Don't go to the next

sentence until you do. A great many people have a

very limited vocabulary and even though they read

important information they do not comprehend it,

and what is much worse they often misconstrue its

meaning. Ignorance is much less dangerous than

false knowledge.

However, even in the face of being charged with

prolixity (long-windedness, verbosity), I will try to

give parenthetical (in parentheses) information in

regard to some sesquipedalian (over long; from the

Latin, meaning a step and a half) terms or those

having a peculiar {from the Latin, meaning private

property) usage in mathematics. Enough humor

and back to your questions.

Your first question was about how the Romans

handled fractions. Until the importation of the In

dian (Hindi) mathematics the Greeks, Romans and

Egyptians avoided their use as much as possible

and concentrated on integer (whole number) com

putations. The Roman mathematician was limited

to reciprocal (the quotient of unity divided by the

number) fractions which were often indicated

by a superscript over the Roman numeral. The

superscript was at the option of the user and in the

following examples I have used a simple bar. Also

they did not have a + mark as a symbol of addition.

A series of fractional values implied the operation.

II was equivalent to 1/2

II III was equivalent to 5^6

HI III was equivalent to 2/3

To avoid use of fractions they usually resorted

to making secondary divisions of a unit where

fractional parts were commonly encountered.

For instance "ounce" and "inch" in English are

akin in that they are both derived from the Latin

word uncia, meaning a twelfth. The Roman libra,

a pound, had 12 ounces as still do our troy and

apothecaries systems of weights now used by

jewelers and druggists respectively. The British

(pound) mark is a relic of the word libra. They, and

we too, did not express values such as 18 inches

as V/2 foot but as one foot, six inches; 2Vb pounds

was two pounds four ounces, etc. You will note that

we often do the same. It is much easier to conceive

and express 12 hours 24 minutes in that form than

to say 31/60 day or 12-2/5 hours.
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During the entire period of Roman history, with

all their advances in the fields of law and literature,

their contributions to technology and mathematics

were slight. In fact in some areas they lost or ig

nored the knowledge of the more ancient civiliza

tions and it was not until the Renaissance (period

of the rebirth of knowledge) that mathematics,

and with it technology, began to advance again.

The notebooks of Leonardo da Vinci contain more

material conducive to the advancement of mechan

ics than the total known publications of Roman

authors. Offhand I can think of but a few Roman

contributions to technology—the use and develop

ment of the arch, concrete, highways and great

water and sewage systems.

Your next question was "How did they multiply

using that board with its dishes and a handful of

stones?" You reasoned they couldn't have done it

by multiple addition. To have multiplied a simple

nine times four would have involved nine casts and

a total of 36 stones with three moves to rectify the

board, obviously too much of a job to be a practical

computing process.

If they had known their multiplication tables

up to ten they could have used them much as the

Arabs later used the rod-and-bead abacus. To this

day the Russians use the szczety, the Japanese

the soroban and the Chinese the suan pan—all

rod-and-bead computers.

In my opinion the teaching of multiplication

tables to a young child as we do by senseless rote

results in a mental trauma (wound, shock that lasts

through life) and turns the average person against

the study of mathematics from that time on. It is

difficult for me at this moment to accept the fact

that seven times eight is 56; somehow it doesn't

sound logical.

It might be well to review the development of

the multiplication tables and their use before going

any farther.

Your VIC 20 uses the most simple table of all—

that is, no table. It really knows only how to add

ones and zeros. Since 0 + 0 = 0,0 + 1 = 1 and

1 + 1 = 0 with a carry one this affects the follow

ing simple multiplication cable:

0 times 0 = 0

0 times 1 = 0

1 times 0 = 0

1 times 1 = 1

You might say the Romans knew their tables

through the two's as they were able to multiply a

number by two or halve it "in their head." I will

take up their use of this ability to affect the multi

plication of large numbers in the latter part of the

letter and include the program "Roman Method"

to force the VIC 20 to use this system. The ability

to mentally halve (especially when you can ignore

any remainder) and double a number comes easily

with a little practice as you will see after running

the program "Roman Method" a few times.

This Roman system continued in use as long

as Western Europe used Roman numerals in

their computations.

As I told you in my last letter Roman numeral

computations began to be displaced by the algo

rithmic (use of the Arabic numerals one through

nine and the zero) during the tenth century. It

was a slow but thorough process and by the 13th

century Roman numerals were used only for

"literary" purposes. The Arabic or Hindi numer

als had replaced them in business as well as in

scientific calculations.

It became necessary for the user of this al

gorithmic system to know the tables through the

nine's. This was considered a prodigious feat of

memory and put mathematics in the class of a

"clerkly mystery." Many so far refused to learn

them above the five's and for six through nine re

verted to using the fingers of their two hands as a

computer. The short program I have also included,

"Finger Multiply", illustrates this mental crutch.

It is probably hard for you to conceive that many

university graduates up to the middle of the 18th

century were not able to multiply or divide large

numbers. As a concrete example le me quote from

the Diary ofSamuel Pepys, in his youth a student

at Cambridge, having already served several years

as Clerk of Accounts for the British Admiralty and

now over 30 years of age:

July 4, 1662—Comes Mr. Cooper, mate of the

Royall Charles, of whom I intend to learn mathe-

matiques, and do begin with him today. After

an houre's being with him at arithmetique, my

first attempt to learn the multiplicacion-table.

July 9, 1662—Up by four o'clock and at my

multiplicacion-table which is all the trouble 1 meet

with in all my arithmetique.

In ancient times in the Middle East the Babylo

nians, Chaldeans and Medes were using a combi

nation base 12 and base 60 system. Mathematics

belonged to a priesthood where it was possible to

enforce learning by a rigid discipline. The priestly

mathematicians must all have known the tables

through 12 and most likely some actually knew

them through the 60's. We are lucky to have re

tained some of this base for it had a logical backing

much superior to the base ten which resulted from
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the accidental fact that human beings' first com

puter was a set of fingers and toes. Just think what

a mess daily computations would be subjected

to if we had a ten-hour day or a 100-degree circle.

Exponents of the metric system usually forget to

mention that ten is not easily factored, as any lum

berman can tell you after he cuts a ten-by-ten. By

the way our dozen-dozen is the gross, a shortening

of the words "gross (great) hundred".

One other priesthood was that of the Central

American Indians, Mayans and Aztecs, who used

the base 20 and therefore had tables to that value.

This vigesimal (base 20) system was sometime

used in Europe, not so much in calculations as in

rhetoric: witness the familiar "four score and seven

years ago", "three score years and ten". Also the

French quatre-vingts (80) and quatre-vingt-dix (90).

We have seen that the Romans could multiply by

two and could divide by two without mechanical

help. Let's see how they used this ability.

Many great mathematicians support an inspira

tional theory for great mathematical advances.

Simply it means that after intensive thinking about

a mathematical problem the solution will often

"just come to" the mathematical mind and proof

or basis may be found for its truth only years later.

Among the many exponents of this theory we find

Fibonacci, Newton, Leibnitz, Hamilton, Kronecker

and Poincare. The idiot-savant (feebleminded-

learned one) is often used as an example. Railroad

Jack (his stage name) could repeat long lists of long

numbers, add long sequences of numbers, even take

square roots—and he could not explain how he did

it nor could he dress himself without assistance.

The Romans used a binary system of multipli

cation with no knowledge of that fact and con

sequently never used it in other possible ways. Of

course someone must have discovered it but who,

when and how is not known. I will now demon

strate how it was used and begin with a very sim

ple example.

Multiply DC (nine) times VTH (eight) to obtain a

product of LXXII (72). The rules are:

1. Setup two columns, A and B

2. Write the multiplier in A, the multiplicand in B.

3. Successively divide column A by two.

Ignore remainders!!!!

Place a one after all odd values.

Place a zero after all even values.

Quit when the quotient is unity.

4. Across from each entry in column A place in

column B two times the preceding value of B.

5. Draw a bar under the values.

Add only the values in column B preceded

by a one.

6. Enter the sum as the derived product.

K

nn

ii

i

Col A

(9)

(4)

(2)

(1)

(1)

(0)

(0)

ColB

vm

XVI

xxxn

LXIHI

(8)

(16)

(32)

(64)

ADD

ADD

The Product is: LXXII (72)

Now note the binary patterns formed. Read the

bracketed numbers up in column A and you will

find 1001 is the binary form of IX or nine. Read the

bracketed value of column B down and you will

find them to be the successive value of VIII (eight)

times two to the nth power beginning with two to

the zero-th. That is, eight equals eight times two to

the zero-th; 16 equals eight times two to the first;

32 equals eight times two squared; 64 equals eight

times two cubed.

One more to make sure you see the principle.

XVHI (18) times XXII (22) = CCCXCVI (396):

xvm

IX

IV

ii

i

Col A

(18)

(9)
(4)

(2)

(1)

(0)

(1)
(0)

(0)

(1)

ColB

XXII

XLJV

Lxxxvm

CLXXVI

CCCLH

(22)

(44)

(88)

(176)

(352)

ADD

ADD

The product is CCCXCVI (396)

Notice that the binary equivalent of 18 is 10010

—read up last bracketed values in Column A.

And that in Column B:

(22) = 22 times 2 to the zero-th power

(44) - 22 times 2 to the first power

(88) = 22 times 2 to the second power

(176) = 22 times 2 to the third power

(352) = 22 times 2 to the fourth power

So what the Romans were doing was multiplying

10010 (18) times 10110 (22) and finding 110001100

(396) as the product.

22 10110

X 18 x 10010

196

22

101100

10110

396 110001100

And instead of having to make 18 casts of 22

stones they had to make only two casts—one for

the 44 value and one for the 352. After running the

program a few times it will become quite clear to

you that you don't have to know your multiplica

tion tables>after all. And I do hope you don't take

that seriously.
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# S-C-R-E-E-N D-U-M-P *

* MULTIPLY USING

* FINGERS KNOWING

* ONLY MULTIPLICATION

* TABLE

* THRU 5 TIMES 5

* PRESS SPACE ERR

#

*

*

*

*

#

* S-C-R-E-E-N D-U-M-P #

# #

♦ ROMAN MULTIPLICATION *

♦ METHOD ILLUSTRATED *

* USING ARABIC NUMBERS *

♦ #

129 *

45®

* S-C-R-E-E-N D-U-M-P *

* *

* FDR NUMBERS 6 *

* THRU 9 ONLY *

* MULTIPLIER =? 8 *

* QN RISHT HAND (RH) *

* PUT 3 FINBERS DOWN #

* ( 8 MINUS 5) *

* 2 FINBERS ARE UP *

* ( 5 MINUS 3 ) *

* *

* MULTIPLICAND =? 9 *

* ON LEFT HAND (LH) *

* PUT 4 FINGERS DOWN *

* ( 9 MINUS 5) #

* 1 FINGERS ARE UP #

* ( 5 MINUS 4 ) #

* ADD THE DOWN FINGERS *

* MULTIPLY THE UP *

* 10 TIMES THE SUM OF #

* OF THE DOWN FINGERS *

* PLUS THE PRODUCT OF #

* OF THE UP GIVES THE #

* THE DESIRED PRODUCT #

* MULTIPLIER =?

* MULTIPLICAND »?

* A B C

* 129 1 : 450 ADD

64 0

32 0

16 0

6 0

0

0

1

980

1800

4

e

7200

14400

2S800

57600 ADD

#

*

#

*

*

* PRODUCT = 58050

* READ UP COLUMN B

* FOR BINARY VALUE

* OF MULTIPLIER

*

#

***###*#*##*■*■*##♦#*♦♦♦***####♦♦**#######*#*

* S-C-R-E-E-N D-U-M-P *

* MULTIPLICAND =? 150 *

*

*

*

#

*

*

*

*

*

#

*

It

*

*

*

*

*

*

#

ft

A B

257 1 s

128 0 :

64 0 :

32 0 :

16 0 :

8 0 :

4 0 i

2 0 t

1 1 :

C

150

300

600

1200

£400

4800

9600

19200

38400

ADC

ADD

# PRODUCT = 3B550

# READ UP COLUMN B

* FOR BINARY VALUE

* OF MULTIPLIER

*

*

#

* PRESS SPACE BAR •
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Finger Multiply

lfl REM ' 'FINGER-MULTIPLY' '

20 REM 11/ 1/1933 F H SHBDD

30 RE.M REFE HA

BRITANN

f-

90

100

120

130

140

150

lfifl

170

180

200

210

220

230

240

25E1

2(50

270

280

290

300

310

320

330

335

337

340

350

350

370

330

390

430

410

429

430

440

450

455

460

470

ICA - FINGER

ULTIPLICATION

CL$=CHRS(1471

PRINT

PRINT

PRINT

PRINT

PRINT

PRINT

:GOSUB

PRINT

PRINT

INPUT

A

I=A-5i

PRINT

PRINT

PRINT

PRINT

PRINT

PRINT

INPUT

X=B-5:

PRINT

PRINT

PRINT

PRINT

PRINT

PRINT

PRINT

PRINT

PRINT

PRINT

PRINT

PRINT

PRINT

Z=A*B

GOSUB

PRINT

PRINT

PRINT

PRINT

PRINT

GOSUB

CL$

"MULTIPLY USING[SPACE7]

"FINGERS KNOWING "

"ONLY MULTIPLICATION"

11 [SPACE41TABLE"

"THRU 5 TIMES 5"

1000

"FOR NUMBERS 6 "

"THRU 9 ONLY"

"THPACE2JMULTIPLIER =" ;

J=5-I

"ON RIGHT HAND (RH)"

"PUT";I;" FINGERS DOWN"

■ (";A;" MINUS 5)"

J;" FINGERS ARE UP"

" ( 5 MINUS";Ij") "

"MULTIPLICAND =";B

Y = 5-X

"ON LEFT HAND (LH)"

"PUT";X;" FINGERS DOWN"

" (";B;" MINUS 5)"

Y;" FINGERS AHE UP"

"( 5 MINUS";X;") "

"ADD THE DOWN FINGERS"

"MULTIPLY THE UP"

"10 TIMES THE SUM OP"

"OF THE DOWN FINGERS"

"PLUS THE PRODUCT OF"

"OF THE UP GIVES THE"

"THE DESIRED PRODUCT"

PRINT "[SPACE3]";Z

1000

"TO ILLUSTRATE"

"THE FOREGOING"

A;11 TIMES ";B;" =";Z

"RIGHT HAND":V=A

2000

475

4S0

490

593

5 20

530

54 0

5 50

560

570

610

620

630

700

710

723

730

800

810

820

83C

900

910

920

930

100

101

PRINT

PRINT:PRINT "LEFT I1AND":V-B

GOSUB 2300

PRINT:PRINT"ADD DOWN I'S"

PRINT "MULTIPLY BY 10"

PRINT "ADD PRODUCT OF"

PRINT "UP I'S"

PRINT "RESULTING PRODUCT"

PRINT "IS";Z

STOP

PRINT " IIII"

PRINT " "

PRINT "TSPACE2]I"

RETURN

PRINT " III"

PRINT " "

PRINT " II"

RETURN

PRINT "[SPACE2]II"

PRINT " "

PRINT " III"

RETURN

PRINT "[SPACE2]I"

PRINT " "

PRINT " IIII"

RETURN

0 PRINT"PRESS SPACE BAR"

5 GET AS:IF A$=""THEN 1005

0 PRINT CL$

1020 RETURN

200

201

0 IF V=6 THEN GOSUB (500

B IF V=7 THEN GOSUB 700

2020 IF V=3 THEN GOSUB 800

2030 IF V=9 THEN GOSUB 900

204 0 RETURN
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computer tutor

All You Need to
Know to Begin
Programming in
Machine Language
Part 2
By John J. Karcher

Building Programs
Fool Around. In Part 1 you were to practice lit

tle routines. The next step is to fit them together.

Program 1.

Machine language programming on

Commodore's 6502 microprocessor is not
as difficult as you mayhave been led to believe.

In this second and final part, John continues
his explanation of techniques Co help get you
started on the road to machine language

competence. Part 1 appeared in the June/

July issue.

So now we will do a short but more complex pro

gram and as we go along we will add more to it.

With your assembler (I use VicMon) type this pro

gram then run it. Notice the speed.

1C00

1C02

1COS

1C07

1C08

1C0B

1C0C

icoe:

LDX

STX

IDX

TXA

STA

INX

BNE

BRK

J900F

tttOG

$1EOO,X

S1C07

; X=0D

; Change screen/border
colors to X

; X=0

; A=X

; Store A inlEOO+X {Screen

Memory)

; X=X+1

; If X has not wraoped

around to 00 then goto
1C07

; Stop the program

In this program, you might not know what

certain locations do. Location S900F is 36879

in decimal. You've probably used it in BASIC; the

screen/border colors are here. Location $1EOO is

7680 in decimal—the first byte of screen memory.

This program puts all 255 of the VIC's characters

on the screen. But notice I said "puts" not "prints".

This program uses POKE values not ASCII. But how

could I print? No command says print to the screen.

The Kernal. The what? The Kernal is a "jump
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table". You JSR there to get the VIC to do other

things like read the keyboard, print to the screen,

open and close channels and set or read the clocks.

When you print or read the keyboard, ASCII values

are used for characters. You've probably used them

also in BASIC. PRINT CHR ${X) will print a charac

ter when X is a legal value (0 to 255).

The Kernal activities are listed on pages 184 and

185 of the VIC 20 Programmer's Reference Guide

and are described on pages 185 to 210 of the same

guide. The Kernal is the same on the VIC and 64,

which is quite handy if you have both. When you

JSR to a Kemal routine, it does its job. An RTS is

at the end of the subroutine so it automatically

returns to your program (the instruction after the

JSR, to be exact). Never JMP to a Kernal routine or

you will never get back!

Sometimes you have to set A,X and/or Y before

JSRing to a subroutine. For example, JSRing to

$FFD2 will print the ASCII value in the accumula

tor to the screen. Because of this, one routine can

print any character, depending on the accumulator.

Now for another program.

Program 2.

1C00

1C02

1CO5

1C06

1C07

ieos

1C0A

1C0C

LDA

JSR

TAX

IMX

TXA

CV.P

BNE

BRK

#$41

$FFD2

*$5B

$1CO2

; Put ASCXI "A" in A

; Print A on the screen

; X=A

; X=X+1

; A=.X

; Compare A with ASCII

; If AoASCII "Z"+l then

jump to 1C02

; Stop the program

This program prints the alphabet on the screen

extraordinarily quickly. Try that in BASIC. But this

gets boring quickly. So let's try color. Add Program

3 to Program 1.

Program 3.

1C0E

1C10

1C12

1C15

1C16

1C18

I.DX

LDA

STA

INX

BNE

BRK

*$00

#$02

$9600,X

$]C12

; X=0

; A=2

; Store A in 9600+X (Screen

color memory)

; X=X*1

; If X <> 0 then 1C12

; StoD the program

The characters are now red. Now let's read

the keyboard.

Program 4.

1CO0 JSR SFFE4 ; A = AS!TXI of the last key

pressed

; If A=0 (no key) then

jump to 1C00
(Continned On Pago 116)
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All You

1C05

1C07

1C09

1C0C

1COF

Need To Know (ContinuedFrom Page 115}

CMP

BEC

JSR

JMP

BRK

#10D

S1COF

SFFD2

$1COO

; Compare

; If resul

to 1C0F

; Print A

; Jump to

; Stop the

A with OD £j)^\>v(jQ-£.<^, /Pa? t t

t =0 then jump

1C00

Program

Whatever you type now shows up on the

screen. How do you get it to stop? Hit RETURN.

See how far we've gotten? From nothing to

reading the keyboard, printing and POKEing.

Stopping It. The last program brings us to an

interesting point. The program would never stop if

the RETURN key routine were omitted. Let me ex

plain this and a few other routines before going on.

In Program 4. 1C00 puts the key that was

pressed into the accumulator. 1C03 compares A

with OD (13 decimal) whichTs RETURN. 1C05 if the

difference is zero then jump to BRK.

Changing OD to another value would stop the

program if another key was hit. Another stop

routine is:

1C03 JSR $FFE1

1C06 SEn S1C0E

All location numbers after 1C08 will be one

greater because this takes one more byte of mem

ory- But how does it work? JSRing to FFEl (another

Kernal location) puts 00 in A and sets the zero flag

if RUN/STOP is pressed.

Keep in mind to always be sure to have an exit

and take it out only in the finished product if at all.

If you don't have an exit routine you'll never stop

the program unless you turn off the computer.

These are not the only exit routines. You can even

invent your own.

Repeat. The first and second programs intro

duced us to a concept of repeating. It's like FOR...

TO... NEXT in BASIC. Here is the format:

LDX #$00

"Do job" (The routine to be repeated goes here.)
INX

BNEto"Dojob"

For example:

LDX

NOP

INX

BNE

BRK

#$00

to NOP

. X=Q

; Delay

; If X scrolls back

from FF then Goto

; Stop the program

to 00

NOP

This is a time delay, like FORT=lTO100:NEXTT.
only it uses less than one thousandth of a second

in the delay. At this point try to write an alphabet-

printing program (don't copy the second program).

Give yourself time. Go over all the commands.

Program 5.

1C00 LDX ^S00

1C02 TXA

1C03 ADC #$41

; X=0 (first letter

alohabet

; A=X

; A=A+$41 (convert

of the

to ASCIX)
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1C05

1C08

1C09

1C0B

LcOD

JSR

INX

CPX

BNE

BRK

SFFD2

#$1A

S1C02

; Print A

; X=X+1

; Compare X to £18 (

character after Z)

; If different, then

1C02

; Stop the program

the

Goto

That was mine. If yours is the same, super! If not

but it still works, that's even better! Creativity is one

of the most important tools a programmer can have.

If yours didn't work, that's okay. We just started.

Not Until You Do. Sometimes you must wait

until a key is pressed before the program goes on.

Here is a delay routine like

GETA$:IFA=""THEN...

Nothing will happen until you hit a key- Try

building a program that counts one digit every

time you hit a key. It can stop at nine. I won't help

this time.

Variables. You might have been thinking,

"What kind of a program can I write with only three

variables?" Not much of one. But you needn't limit

yourself to three. The cassette buffer is empty

space. Why not store extra numbers there? One

reason is that it will be lost if you run the recorder.

But why not the BASIC input buffer? If you don't

use BASIC, this space will never be used. The

keyboard buffer is another spot. But all these can

be damaged if you run BASIC. Let's look at our

Programmer's Reference Guide for areas. Nothing.

Wait. Look at decimal 784-787 and 820-827. What

does "???" mean? It means that the VIC doesn't

use this space for anything. They are perfect for

variable locations. The others are okay also, but

only if you are careful.

How would you use these variables if the VIC

only lets you use X,Y and A? Here is an example.

LDX S0310

Do j ob

LDX S0311

Do job

etc.

; Put a variable in X

; Put another variable

in X

Do you see what I did? I took the variable and put

it in X and did what I would have done to the vari

able to X. What if X is being used? Simple. Just

store X as another variable and go on from there. To

change a variable INC or DEC it or put it in A and

Program 6.

ADC or SBC to it.

Control. We are now going to program the VIC

to move a block left or right on the screen using the

cursor key.

1C00 LDA #$0D

1C02 STA J900F

A=0D

Store A in 900F, screen/

border colors

(Continued On Pago U8)
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All YOU Need To Know (Continued From Page 117)

.1C05 LDA #J93

■1C071 JSR SFFD2
o S 3 C

1-C07T LDX "$4 5
0 3<4V/

ICOCj STX S1DFF

1COF,JSR SFFE4

1C12 LDX S1DFF

1C15 CM? #$OD

1C17 BME S1C1A

1C19 BRK

1C1A CKP >'J9D

1C1C BNE S1C25

1C1E JSR $1C3O

1C21 DFTX

1C22 Jtf? S1C36

1C?5 CMP tfUD

1C27 BNE S1C0C

1C29 JSR S1C30

1C2C INX

1C2D JHP S1C36

1C30 LDA ^$20

1C32 STA $1EOO,X

1C3 5 RTS

1C36 LDA #SAO

1C38 STA UE00.X

1C3B JHP ilCOC

; A=93 (Clear the screen

in ASCII)

; Print A

; X=45

; Store X in 1DFF

; A=the key typed

; X=contents of 1DFF

; Compare A with 0D

; If the result is not

00, then branch to 1C1A

; Stop the program

; Compare A with 9D

; If the result is not 0,

then branch to 1C25

; Jump to 1C30 saving

return address (GoSub)

; X=X-1

; Jump to 1C36 (GoToJ

; Compare A with ID

; If the result is not 00,

then branch to 1C0C

; Jump to 1C30 saving

return address CGoSub)

; X=X+1

; Jump to 1C36 (GoTo)

; A=20 (Screen code for space)

; Store A in 1E00+X (screen
memory)

; Jump to command after JSR

(Return)

; A=A0 (screen code for

reverse space)

; Store A in 1E00+X (screen

memory)

; Jump to 1C0C (GoTo)

When making a new subroutine look over all the

commands to see if you can shorten it. And re

member to practice often. Practice is the first step

to success.

Practice. When practicing, don't type in the

whole program if it is long. Write each subroutine,

test it then save it or write it down. If it doesn't
work try to figure out what is wrong, change

it and test it again. There could be more than

one mistake.
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Always set your variables before you test your

subroutine. Otherwise you could condemn a good

subroutine to the trash can. For example, suppose

your subroutine takes a number out of a location

and processes it to give you its sine. If there is no

number the subroutine doesn't have a chance

to work.

Convert to BASIC mil Decimal
Extra Help. One reason I chose VicMon over

other kinds of assemblers was that it has excellent

editing capabilities. They call it a monitor (hence.

VicMon) because it does these other things. One of

particular consideration is the M command. This

prints the contents of given locations (in hexadeci

mal, of course). Use this command to write the

contents of your program on the screen. Write

these down on paper. Convert these to decimal.

Write these down also. Convert the starting and

ending addresses of the program to decimal. Then

put this data in a program like this—

FORW=STARTTOLAST:READA:POKEW,A;NEXT

The program data (the long string of small num

bers) is put into a data statement. Program 1 would

look like this—

10 FORW=5120 TO 5134: READA;

POKEW,A:NEXT

50000 DATA 162,13,142,15,157,162,0.

138,157,0,30,235,209,249,0

You use the SYS statement to get into a machine

language program. In this case you would use

SYS5120. Do this in direct mode (without a line

number) if you want to. But be sure to run the pro

gram before you do.

Also be sure to change all BRK's in the program

to RTS's to return to BASIC. The decimal number

for RTS is 96. (You'll have to change the last num

ber in the data statement to 96.)

If you have a machine language monitor, this is

all you need to know. You may read the rest of this

section just in case you get caught without your

monitor but you don't have to.

Without A Monitor. The theory is the same as

above. However, you can't use the M command.

You'll have to find a table of commands. There is

one on pages 164 to 167 of the Programmer's Refer

ence Guide. But this one is better for converting

from numbers than converting to numbers. You'll

have to look through the information on pages 143

to 161. Addresses are written like 1E00 in hexadeci

mal. Leave this in hexadecimal. When you store

this in memory store 00 before IE. Look at the fifth

and sixth numbers in the above BASIC exam

ple program.

Branching. I explained earlier how to use

branching, but not how it works. We must now

work with the "number" after the branching com

mand- This byte tells how far and in which direc

tion the branch will be. You can branch 7F forward

and 80 backward (127 and 128 in decimal).

It works like this. To branch forward, count up

from 00. To branch backward, count down from

00 (through FF, FE, etc.). Count the number of

bytes you want to branch then count off that

many. Remember—only 7F forward and 80

backward. (Start counting from the byte that

holds our "number".)

Another way of doing this (the same way but

shorter) is to add (for forward) or subtract (for

backward) from zero the number of bytes you

want to branch.

For example, a 56 in this byte (the one after the

branch instruction) will cause a 56-byte forward

branch if the conditions are true. An FF will cause

a one-byte backward branch if the conditions

are true.

Remember, though, always branch to the begin

ning of a command not the middle of it. Look at

these values—162,132, 32. Branching to the first

byte will give the command LDX #$84, while

branching to the second will give STY $20, a zero

page-mode instruction. See what a mess that

would make?

To illustrate this point disassemble one of the

above programs starting with 1C00. Then com

pare this to a disassembly starting at 1C01. See

what I mean?

Storing It
Where You Store It. So far so good. But where

do you put your program? In BASIC program mem

ory, located at 1000 to 1DFF (4096 to 7679). The

variable space is perfect for short subroutines if

you obey the rules.

Protection. Something else you should know is

how to protect your machine language programs.

Protect them from what? From BASIC. If your ma

chine language program is a subroutine from a

BASIC program or vice versa, the two will have to

share the memory space. The machine language

program probably won't bother the BASIC one, but

BASIC doesn't look where it's going. If a BASIC

program muscles in on machine code territory

where your program is stored, one will have to go.

The winner is always the aggressor. There are

three major ways to remedy this:

—Hide machine code before BASIC.

—Hide machine code after BASIC.

—Hide machine code inside BASIC.
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1. Before BASIC. To do this you must change a

very vital pointer. Locations 43 and 44 decimal tell

the 6502 where BASIC space starts. Use these lo

cations like the "number" after an absolute-mode

command. Put the location at which you want

BASIC to start in these locations and POKE the new

start of BASIOto zero. Put the first two hexadeci

mal digits in the last byte and the last two digits in

the first Then start your program at 1000 (4096)

Decimal) or around there. But remember, don't

ciobber BASIC now that you are the aggressor.

2. After BASIC. This time you change another

pointer. Locations 55 and 56 are a pointer that

holds the last available location for BASIC. This

time you store machine code as close to 1DFF as

possible. Change this pointer to the location

before your first program location- But don't run

into screen memory.

3. Inside BASIC. You don't have to worry about

pointers this time. Instead, you put your program

in REM statements. That's right. Fil! a lot of REMs

with "A" 's or "X" 's or whatever you want. Count

how many bytes long your program is. Use one

character for every byte. Then POKE the machine

language program into memory. Where? Right

around to find them. If you list the BASIC program,

most of your letters will have been replaced with

BASIC commands, different characters, etc. Don't

hit RETURN on these lines! And don't add any lines

on or before these lines!

Conception to Completion
Conception. Let's make a simple program that

contains a wide variety of commands and does

something graphic. How about one that lets you

draw designs using the cursor keys? (Don't get

high hopes from that description. The program lets

you draw rows and columns of reverse spaces.)

Begin. First things first. What's more frustrating

than a graphic screen full of letters that get in your

way every time you make a move? (You don't have

to answer this.) So let's clear the screen first. You

know how; we've done it before.

1C00 LD*.

1C02 JSR $FFD2

Now how do we put a trail of clocks on the

screen? We can STA them or PRINT them there.

With printing, you can use the whole screen. Also,

you don't have to change screen color. Better yet,

since the cursor keys relate directly to the direction

you are going, you don't have to do fancy program

ming. STAing is faster but it doesn't have the advan

tages of printing. So we'll print.

Since we are only going to be printing reverse

spaces, why don't we just RVS ON in the begin

ning and then print spaces to get blocks? That way

we save a little time (very little, but every milli

second counts). This is a good idea because JSR

SFFD2 acts like PRINTA$; not PRINT A$. (See the

semicolon?) Let's do it. Eighteen decimal is 12

hexadecimal.

1C05 LDA ^$12

1C07 JSR SFFD2

Good. Now let's read the keyboard. Since the 197

(10) location (look on page 179 in the Programmer's

Reference Guide) can't tell the difference between

CRSR and CRSR or between CRSR and CRSR, we

only have one choice (without fancy programming).

1C0A JSR SFFE4

1C0D DEO S1COA

See the section here titled "Not Until You Do"

and page 192 of the Programmer's Reference Guide

for an explanation of that routine.

Now, to check for our cursor keys. If you think

that we'll have a series of CMP's and BEQ's, you

are right. But, if you think each BEQ must go to a

different subroutine, you are wrong. Remember

when I told you that ".. .since the cursor keys relate

directly to the direction you are going, you don't

have to do fancy programming"? That wasn't a

useless statement that I just used to build up en

thusiasm for printing. It's the truth. Since, if you

hit CRSR , ASCII code 145 (10) is in A, all you have

to do is print it! JSR SFFD2 uses ASCII also!

1C0F

1C11

1C13

1C15

1C17

1C19

1C1B

1C1D

1C1F

CMP

BEQ

CMP

BEQ

CMP

R5Q

CMP

BEQ

JSR

J1C25

ttS9D

51C25

S1C25

tf$91

S1C25

SFFE1
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1C2? BNE S1C0A

1C24 RRK

I put in the 1C1F-1C24 routine so we could get

out of the routine. To see how it works, see the

section here titled "Stopping It" and page 206 in

the Programmer's Reference Guide. Now we want

to print our move...

1C25 J5R IFFD2

...And the block.

1C28

1C2A

LDA

JSR

t1/ S 2 0

SFFD2

We're finished. Or are we? Add this line and run it.

1C2D JMP S1C0A

OOOPS!!! We forgot that when we print, the

cursor is advanced. So we'll move it back one.

1C2D

1C2F

1C32

LDA

JSR

JMP

#$9D

$FFD2

J1C0A

Now run it. It works! That's how you design

small programs. As you get into long machine

language programs you'll probably want to use

flowcharts, but for now just write the programs

on paper if you can't keep it all in your head.

Moving On
Keep Reading. There are innumerable valuable

sources of information on programming in machine

language. Practice and reading more information

will make you as proficient at machine language as

BASIC. Keep working! Who knows, you could be

the next programming superstar!

Oh yes, when programmers refer to "hex", they

mean hexadecimal. The only reason I didn't use

this word is that to mathematicians it means C

"Base 6".

John Kaicher, age 15, is a home-schooled student who lives in

Colmar. Pennsylvania.

Sprite Examples (ContinuedFrom Page 98}

770 B$="{KVOFF,SPACE111":REM ROAD

775 X(1)=1:X(2)=-1:X{3)=0:X(4)=2

:X(5}=-2:X(6)=0:K=0

780 PRINT "[CLEAR,DOWN5]"

785 P=PEEK(DC): REM CLEAR COLL.

REG.

790 G=15~PEEK(56320)AND 15

795 DX = t)

nnn if g=4 then dx=-5

810 IF G=8 THEM DX=5

82fl POKE X0,(PEBK(Xfl)+DX)

830 PRINT A$;TAB(TB);B$:K=K+1

04 0 R»INT(RND(1)*6)+1:TB=TB+X(R)

:IF TB<2 OR TB>21 THEN

TB=TB-X(R)

85(3 IF PEEK{DC)=fl THEN 79(1

:REM COLLISION?

860 POKE 53281,2:POKE 2040,a

370 FOR T=fl TO ISI'iNEXT

88P POKE 53231,0:POKE V+21,0

390 PRINT "[HOME,DOWNS,RIGHTS,

RVS,WHITE,SPACES]CRASHED !!!

SCORE ==>"«"[LEFT,SPACE3]"

900 FOR T=0 TO 2000:NEXT:GOTO 90

910 REM

92fl REM ***** SPRITE DATA *****

1000 DATA 0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,

0,n,127,128,0,193,128,0,205,

128,1,205,128

lfllfl DATA 3,229,128,63,255,254,

255,255,251,255,255,255,205,

255,115,23,126,134

102CJ DATA 31,0, 248, 29, 0,232,14,0,

112,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0

It) 30 DATA 0,0,^,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,

0,0,127,128,0,193,128,0,205,

128,1,205,120

1040 DATA 3,229,128,63,255,254,

255,255,251,255,255,255,206:

255,115,29,126,232

DATA 31, (1, 248, 23, H , 1B4 ,14 ,0

112,0, f), o, o, o, o o

106(1

1070

DATA (1,0,0,3,25 5,19 2,61,255,

130,fil,255,188,G3,195,252,

36,231,36

DATA 61,189,188,7,102,224,7,

231,224,15,219,240,15,255,
210,15,195,240

1080 DATA 7,231,224,7,231,221,7

126,224,1,189,128,0,219,0,

15,126,240

1090 DATA

15,60,240

9,126,144,15,255,240,
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jiffies

MERGER:
A Disk Utility
For All Commodore Computers
By Neil Harris
Duecioi/Pubbshing

Why I Wrote It

When programmers write software on large

"mainframe" computers, they use libraries of small

programs as building blocks. On microcomputers

this isn't easy. There is no builtin function that lets

you mix programs together. Even BASIC exten

sions like Simons'BASIC let you append a program

after another but not merge them together.

This program takes two programs on disk and

creates a third program. The result is a true merg

ing of the programs, in which the line numbers

are sorted into the correct order. If both programs

contain lines with the same number, the line from

the second program is used.

This was inspired, by the way, by a highly ineffi

cient program that appeared in one of this maga

zine's competitors (the one with the short name).

That program actually read both programs entirety

into memory before creating the new program.

This limits what you can do by decreasing the

available memory.

My program only reads one line from each

original program, then takes the line with the

lower number and writes it to the new program.

When running, it uses less than IK. It works on

any Commodore computer, including the VIC 20.

How It Works
To understand this program, you must first

know what a program looks like, byte by byte, on

the disk.

The first two characters in the program on the

disk represent the memory location where the pro

gram begins. This tells the LOAD command where

to start putting your program if you use the LOAD

"name",8,l format.

Now come the actual lines of the program. These

start with two pairs of characters that represent

the line number and the link to the next line. The

link points to the first character in the following

program line. The rest of the data include the

commands, numbers, and other characters in the

program line. Finally, the last character marking

the end of the line is a CHR$(0).

"Merger" Flow Chart

START 10

INPUT

PROGRAM

NAMES

20-100

READ IN

STARTING

ADDRESSES
110-140

READ IN

FIRST

LINE

150-160

180-200

NO
ARE

LINE

NUMBERS

EQUAL

WRITE

LOWER

NUMBERED

LINE

YES
READ

REPLACEMENT

LINE
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As this program works, it throws away the links

from the old programs and creates the correct new

ones. It keeps track of the line pointer by storing

the starting address in variable S in line 140, then

adding the length of each new line to S in line 400.

The subroutine starting at line 300 is my "fetch

a line" routine. It reads the next line from a pro

gram (the first one if A=0, the second if A=l). The

Merger

line number is put into the Q array and the line

goes into the P$ array. Q(0) is the next line number

for the first program, while Q{1) is the line number

for the second one.

The lines from 400 on are the "write a new line"

routine. First the new link is written, then the

line number, and finally the line itself and the

CHR$(0).

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

90

100

110

120

130

REM —> MERGER BY NEIL HARRIS 190
S — —

PRINT"NAME OF ORIGINAL

PROGRAM?"

INPUT AS

OPEN 1,8,2,"0

OF MERGING

■'+A$+",P,R"

RESULT PROGRAM?"

PRINT"NAME

PROGRAM?"

INPUT AS

OPEN 2,8f3,"0

PRINT"NAME OF

INPUT AS

OPEN 3,8,4, "@0:"+AS + ",P,W11

GETU,AS,B$

GET#2,C$,D$

PRINTfr3rA$B$;

S=ASC(AS+CHRS(O))+256*ASC

(B$+CHR$(0))

150 A=1:GOGUB 300

1G0 A=2:GOSUB 30!)

170 IF L$(1)='"'AND LS(2)="nTHEN

PRINT»3,CHR$(0}CHR$(0) ;

:CLOSE 3:CL0SE 2:CL0SE 1:END

180 IF Q(2)<Q(1)THEN A=2

:GOSUB 4O0:GOSUB 300:G0TO 170

IF Q(l)<Q{2)THEN A=l

:GOSUB 400

200 A=1:GOSUB 300

210 GOTO 170

300 L$(A)=""

310 Q(A)=70000

320 GETJIA,A$,B$,C$,DS

330 IF AS=""AND B$=""AND

CS=""THEN RETURN

340 IF ST>0 THEN RETURN

3S0 Q(A)-ASC(C$+CHR$(3) )

(DS+CHRS{0))

3f50 GET,1A,AS:IF AS = ""OR

A$=CHRS(13)THEN RETURN

370 LS(A)=L$(A)+A$

30'J GOTO 360

400 S=S+5+LEN(LS(A)):W=INT(S/25G)

:PRINTS 3,CHR$(S-25G*W)CHR$(W)

-

410 PRINT S;Q(A)"[SPACE2]";

420 W=INT{Q(A}/256)

:PRINTS3,CHR$(Q(A)-255*W)

CHRS(W) L$(ft

4 30 RETURN



user groups

User Group Listing

Because our usergroup liming bos become excessively long, we are nowpuhlisliing only a/iartial listin

each issue. This time we've included all our usergroups in states beginning with letters A through M. Next

isstwwe''II'publish all thegroups in states beginning with letters N through Wand allforeign groups. Then

thefollowing issue, it's back to A through M, andso on, until we get so many that we have topublish it in

three —orfour—or more —parts.

ALABAMA

Huntsville PET Users Club

9002 Betdan Road

HumsviUe.AL 35802

Contact HalCaiey

Meetings1 every 2nd

Thursday

Riveichase Commodore

Users Group

617 Grove St

Birmingham, AL 35209

(205) 988-1078

Ken Browning

WiregiaEE Micro-Computei

Society

Commodore SIG

109 Key Bend Rd.

Enterprise. AL 36330

(205) 347-7564

BiE Blown

Tiger Byte. E. Alabama

CBM64

Users Group

c/oThe Compute! Store, Inc

Midway Plaza

Opehka, AL36BQ1

Jack Paisons

1st & 3rd Wed. oi Month

The Bunungham Commodore

Computer Club

Birmingham, AL

(205)923-9260

Harry Jones

Commodoio Club of Mobile

3868-H Rue Maison

Mobile, AL 36608

(2051343-1178

Tom Wyatt

3rd Thins, ol month

Shoals Commodore Users

Group (SCUG)

209 Lakeshore Dr.

Muscle Shoals. AL 35661

Geo. Taylor

2nd a 4th Tues. of month

1920-A Avenue C

Brookly

Mobile. AL 36615

(2051661-1973

Howard Cndei

CC&Me

P.O. Ban 324

Pinson.AL 35126

(205) 854-0650

Bill Freeman

1734 S AtmoieAve.

Whistler. AL 36612

(2051452-9740

William Autry

ALASKA

COMPOOH-T

Co Box 113

Old Harbor. AK 99643

(907) 286-2213

Alaska 84 Computer Club

c/o Line 49 Management

P.O. Box 6043

Anchorage. AK 99502

First City Users Group

P.O. Box 6692

Ketchikan. AK 99901

(907) 225-5695

James Llanos

ARIZONA

VIC Users Group

262 E. Covina

Mesa, AZ 85203

Contact Paul Muffuletto

Catallna Commodore
Compute! Club

2012 Averuda GuiUermo
Tucson, AZ 85710

(602) 296-6766

George Pope

1st Tues 7:30 p.m.

Central Aniona PET People
842 W. Calle del Norte

Cliandler, AZ 8=224

1602) B99-3622

Roy Schahrer

ACUG

c/o Home Computer Service

2028W CamelbackRd.

Phoenix, AZ8EO15
(602) 249-1186

Dan Deacon

First Wed. ol month

West Mesa VIC
2351 S. Standage

Mesa. AZ B5202

Kenneths Epstein

Arizona ViC 20-64 Users Club
232 W. 9th Place North

Mesa, AZ S5201

Donald Kipp

Arizona VIC & 64 Users
904 W. Marlboro Circle

Chandler, AZ 85224

(602)963-6149

Tom Monson

Canyon De Chelly—Four
Comars Users Group

c/o Calumet Conaulttng
Box 1945

Chinle. AZ 86503

(602) 674-3421
Larry DlLucchio

they meet bi-monthly

ARKANSAS

Commodore/PET Usois Club

Convvay Middle School

Davis Street

Conway. AR 72032

Contact. Geneva Bowlln

BooneviUe 64 Club

c/o A R Heder.ch

Elementary School

401 W. 5th St.

Booneviile. AR 72927

MaryTafi

The Slloam Commodore

Computer Club

PO. BoxBB

Slloam Springs. AH 72761

[501) 524-5624
Ken Eraanualaon

Russellville Commodore

User Group

401 S Arlington Dr.

Russellville. AR 72801

(601)967-1868

Bob Bra zeal

Arkansas River Valley

Commodore Users

401 S Arlington Dr.

Russellville. AH 72801

(501) 967-1868

Bab Brazeal

P.I.C. Cluh

&"o Hatiield Public Schools

Box 130

Hatneld. AH 71945

(501) 369-6164

Bob Reed

CALIFORNIA

SCPUG Southern California

PET Users Group

c/o Data Equipment

Supply Corp.

8315 Firestone Blvd.

Downey. CA 90241

[213) 923-9361

Meetings First Tuesday oi

each month

California VIC Users Group
c/o Data Equipment

Supply Corp.

8315 Firestone Blvd.

Downey. CA 90241

(213)923-9361

Meetings: Second Tues of

each month

Valley Computer Club
1913 Booth Road

Ceres. CA 95307

PUG of Silicon Valley

22355 Rancho Ventura Road
Cupertino. CA 95014

Lincoln Compuwi Club

750 E. Yosenuw

Manteca. CA 95336

John Fung, Advisor

PET on the Air

525 Creotlake Dnve

San Francisco, CA 94132

MaxJ Babln, Secretary

PALS (Pets Around)

Livermoie Society

886 South K

Livermpre. CA 94550

(415) 449-1084

Every third Wednesday

7:30 p.m.

Contact1 J. Johnson

7615 Levtston Ave.

El Cemto. CA 94630

(415)527-9286

Bill MacCracken

San Diego PUG

c/o D. Ccetarakis

3562 Union Street

(714)235-7626

7 a.m.-4 p.m.

Walnut Creek PET

Users Club

1815 Ygnado Volley Road

Walnut Cieek.CA 94596

Jurupa Wizards

6700 Galena St.

Riverside. CA 92509

731-1731

Walter J.Scott

The Commodore Connection

2301 Mission St.

Santa Ctui, CA 95060

(408) 425-8054

Bud Massey

San Fnmando Valley

Commodore Users Group

21208 Nashville
Chatsworth, CA 91311

(213)709-4736

Tom Lynch

2nd Wed. 7:30

VACUUM

277 E. 10th Ave.

Chico.CA 95926

(916) B91-8O85

Mike Casella

2nd Monday ol month

South Bay Commodore

Users Group

1402 W. 218th St.

Torrance, CA 90501

Contact Earl Evans

Slo VIC 20/64 Computer Club

17669th St.

Los Osos. CA

The Diamond Bar BOP.

Users Club

2644 Amelgudo

Haclendo Hnts., CA 91745

(213) 333-2645

Don Mclnlosh

Commodore Interest

Association
c/o Computer Data

14660 La Paz Dr.

Vlctorvllle. CA 92392

Mark Finley

FalrneldVIC20Club

1336 McKlnley St.

Faiifield, CA 94533

(707)427-0143

Al Brewer

lst&3rdTues.at7p.m.

Compute! Bam

Computer Club

319 Mam St

Suite#2

Salinas, CA 93901

757-O7B8
S Mark VanderbJt

Humboldt Commodore Group

P.O. Box 570

Arcata. CA 95521

R. Turner

Napa Valley Commodore

Computer Club

c/o Liberty Computerware

2680JoifersonSt

Napa. CA 94558

(707)252-6281

Mick Winter

lit & 3rd Mon ol month

SD East County C-64

User Group

6353 Lake Apopka Place

San Diego. CA 92119
(619)698-7814

Linda Schwaiu

Commodore Users Group

4237 Pulmeim Ct

Santa Maria. CA93465

(805)937-4174

Gilbert Vela

Bay Area Home

Computer Asso.

1332 Pine St

Walnut Creek. CA 94598

(415)932-5447

CliH Downing

Amateurs and Artesians

Computing

P.O. Bm 682

Cobb, CA 95426

Mantoca VIC 20 Uaera

Organization

429 N. Main St.

Manteca. CA 95336

Gene Rong

Pomona Valley Commodore

Users Group

1401 W. 9th. #77

Pomona, CA 91766
(714)620-8889

Mark Joeigor

im & 3rd Wed.

ol month 7 p.m.

VIC TOHH-The VIC 20

Users Group

PSCfll. Box 23467

APO San Francis co. CA 96230

Wesley Clark

The Valley Computer Club

2006 Magnolia Blvd.

Bui bunk, CA 91506

1st Wod. 7 p.m.

The Commodore Tbch. Users

of Otange Co.

P O. Box 1497

Costa Mesa, CA 92626

(714)731-5195

Roger Fisher

VIC 20 Software

Exchange Club

10530 Sky Circle

Grass Vellsy. CA 96945

Daniel Upton

C-64 West Orange County
Users Group

P.O Box 1467

Hunungton Beach, CA 92647

(714) 842-4484

Philip Putman

2nd & 4th Tues of month

Antelope Valley Commodore

Urns Group

POB4436

Lancaster. CA 93539

(805) 942-2626

James Haner

1st Saturday

Diablo Valley Commodore

Users Group

762 Ruth Dr.

Pleasant Hill. CA 94523

(415)671-0145

Ben Biavet

2nd&4UiThuis 7 30p.m

CA. Area Commodore

Terminal Users Society

CACTUS.

P.O. Box 1277

Alia Loma. CA 91701

Darrell Hail

20/64

P.O. Box 18473

San Jose. CA 95158

(408)978-0546

1st Sun. of month (6-9 p m.)

8120 Sundance Dr

Oiangevale. CA 95662
(916)969-2028

Robyn Graves

Software 64

353 California Dr

Burlmgame. CA 94010

(415)340-7115
Mario Abad

Sacramento Commodore

Users Group

8120SundancoDt
Orangevale. CA 95662
(916) 969-2028

Robyn Graves

Peninsula Commodore

Users Group

549 Old County Rd
San Carlos, CA 94070

(415) 593-7697
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Timothy Very

2ndThuiH ofMonth

San Francisco Commodore

Users Group

27B-27thAve. W103

San Franc ibco, CA 04121

MIS] 387-0225

Roger Tierce

South Bay Commodore 64

Users Group

P.O. Box 3193

San Ysidro.CA 95073

Commodore 64 West

Computer Club

2917 Colorado Avo

Santa Monica. CA 90404

(213) B28-930B

Don Campbell

Sixty Fouium

P.O. Box 16098

Fresno, CA 93755

John Damiano

C-64/VIC 20 Users Group

Pasadena City College

Cicadian Room

Pasadena, CA

(714) 593-4880

Chuck Cyphet

7 p m. 1st a 3rd Thuisdays

Marin Commodore

Computer Club

620DelGanadoRd.

San Rafael, CA

(41 E| 479 0426

2nd Wed ofmonth730p m

Santa Rosa Commodore 64

Users Group

333 East Rotates Ave

Santa Rosa, CA 95407

(707) 5B4-7009

Carry Palmer

meets once a month

The Exchange

P.O. Box 9189

Long Beach, CA 90810

(213)695-1771

Michael C. Joseph. MD

Southern California Edison

Commodore Club

PO. Box 800

Rosemsed, CA 91770

Jerry Van Norton

LOGKS Commodore

Computer Club

a/0 Christ Presbyterian

Cliuich

620DelGanadoRd,

San Rafael. CA 94903

(415)479-0426

Elmer Johnson

2nd Wed. ol month 7 30 pm

Commodoie 64 West

P.O. Box 346

Culver City. CA 90232

(213)393-0913

Charles P. Santos

Commodore Usets Group ol

Riverside (CUGR]

PO. Box 8748

Riversido, CA 92515

(714) 689-1452

Ken Brown

2nd & 4ih Thurs. night

VICClub San Francisco

(VCSF)

lE03ADoloie3

San Francisco, CA 94110

Colin Johnston

ages 10 to 16 preferred.

SIG (Special Interest Group]

1136 Coronet Ave.

Pasadena. CA 91107

Brian R. Kloti

VIC 20 Software Eichange

7660 Wastoin Ave

Buena Park, CA 90620

Vincent Belu

COLORADO

VICKIMPET Users Group

4 Waring Lane.

Greenwood Village

Littleton, CO 80121

Contact: Louis Roohis

Colorado Commodore

Computer Club

21B7S. Golden Ct.

Denver, CO 80227

986-0577

Jack Moss

Meet: 2nd Wed.

Commodore Users Group

Box 377

Aspen, CO 81612

(303] 926-5604

Bay Brooks

1st Monday in the evenings

VLcdore Users Group

326 Emery Dr

Longmont, CO 80501

(303) 772-2821

Wayne Sundstrom

CONNECTICUT

John F. Garbanno

Skllf Lane Masons Island

Mystic. CT 06355

(203)536-9789

Commodore User Club

Welherslield High Schcol

411WolcottHiURoad

Wothorsfield. CT 06109

Contact: Daniel G. Spaneas

VIC Users Club

c/o Edward Barszczewski

22 T\inxis Road

West Hartford. CT 06107

New London County

CommodoiB Club

Doollttle Road

Preston, CT 06360

Contact1 Dr Walter Doolittle

The Commodore East

Users Group

165 BS BigolowRd

Hampton. CT 06247

(203)455-0108

Commodore Users Oioup

ol Stratford

PO Box 1213

Stratford.CT 06497

(203)377-B373

DanKem-Ekins

Capitol Region Commodore

Computer Club

57 Carter Dr.

Tolland. CT 06084

Prudence Schifiey

2nd Mon. of month 7 pm.

CT Computer Society

180 Bloom!mid Avo.

Hartford. CT 06105

(203)233-3373

Harry Hill

last Sat, of month

Fairlield County Commodoie

Users Group

P.O. Box 212

Danbury.CT 06810

Linda Reltoi

DELAWARE

The Diamond State

Users Gioup

Box 892. RD2

Felton. DE 19943

(302) 284-4495

Michael Butler

Newark Commodoie Users

Group (NCUG)

210 Durso Di.

Newark, DE 19711

(302)737-4686

Bob Black
oncoa month Newark H.S.

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

USO Computer Club

USO Outreach Center

Z07 Beyer Rd.,SW

Washington. DC 2O33Z

Steven Guenther

FLORIDA

Jacksonville Area

PET Society

401 Monument Road. #177

Jacksonville, FL 32211

Richard Prestlen

6278 SW 14th Street

Miami, FL 33144

South Florida

PET Users Group

Dave Young

7170 S.W, 11th

West Hollywood, FL 33023

(305) 987-6982

PETS and Friends

129 NE 44 St.

Miami. FL 33137

Richard Plumer

Sun Coast VICa

P.O. Box 1042

Indian Rocks Beach, FL

33535

MarkWeddoll

Bay Commodore

Users Group

c/o Gulf Const Computer

Exchange

241 N Tyndall Pkwy

P.O. Box 6215

Panama City, FL 32401

(934)785-6441

Richaid Scofield

Gainesville Commodore

Users Club

3604-20A SW 31st Dr.

Gainesville, FL3260B

Louis Wallace

Brandon Users Group

108 Angiewood Dr

Brandon,FL 33511

(813)685-5138

Paul Daugherty

Brandon Commodore

Users Group

414 E LumsdenRd

Brandon. FL 33511

Galnosvillu Commodoro

Users Croup

Santa Fe Community College

Gainesville, FL 32602

James E. Birdsell

Commodore Compute! Club

P.O. Box 21138

St. Petersburg, FL 33742

(813) 522-2547

Chuck Fechko

Commodore Users Gioup

546 E. Park Ave.

Apt »2

Tallahassee. FL 32301

(904) 224-6286

Jim Neill

The Commodore Connection

P.O. Box 6684

West Palm Beach, FL 33405

El Shift OH

P.O. Box 548

Cocoa. FL 32922

Mike Schnoko

Sat mornings/every 4 to

6 weeks

Miami 20/64

12911 SW 49lhSt.

Miami. FL 33175

(3051226-1185

Tfcrnpa Bay Commodore

Computer Club

10208 N. 30th St.

Tampa. FL 33612

{813} 977-0877

Commodoio Computor Club

PO Box 9726

Jacksonville. FL 32208

(904) 764-5457

David Phillips

2nd&4thTuos. ofMonth

VIC/64 Hoettland Users

Group

1220 Baitow Rd. #23

Lakeland, FL 33801

(813]666-2132

Tom Kaough

4th Wed. of Month at PRC

64 Educators Users Group

South

FDLRS-South

9220 S.W. 52nd Terrace

Miami. FL 33165

(305) 274-3501

Dr Eydie Sloane

64 Educators Users Group

North

16330 N.E. 2nd Avo

North Miami Beach, FL 33162

(3051944-5540

Robert Figueroa

Suncoast64S

c/o Little Professor

Book Center

2395 U.S 19 North

Palm Harboi. FL 33563

(813) 7B5-1036

Curtis Miller

Lakeland VIC 20 Usorn Group

2450 Shady Acres Dr.

Mulberry. FL 33860

Browaid Commodore

Users Group

13 Spinning Wheel Lane

Tamaiac.FL 33319

(305)726-4390

Lewis Horn

VoiusiaCt. Commodote

Program Exchange

1612 Reynolds Rd.

DeLoon Springs, FL 32028

Rick Sudham

Tlie Ultimata 64 Experience

5740 S W. 56th Terrace

Miami, FL 33143

Sandy Cueto

Clearwator Commodore Club

1532 Lemon St.

Clearwater. FL 33516

(813)442-0770

Gary Gould

Tha Commodore Advantage

P.O BoxlB490

Pensacola.FL 32523

(904)456-6564

Deanna Owens

2nd Friday of month

OEORGIA

VIC Educator s Users Group

Cherokee County Schools

110 Academy St.

Canton. GA 30114

Dr Al Evans

Bldg. 68, FLETC

Glynco.GA 31524

RichaidL. Young

VIC-Urns

P.O. Box467052

Atlanta. QA 30346

(404) 922-7088

Eric Ellison

Golden Isles Commodore

Users Club

Bide. 68. FLETC

Qlynco, GA31524

Richard L. Young

CommodoiB Club of Augusta

1011 River Ridge Rd

Apt. #14-A

Augusta. GA 30909

David Dumas

Atlanta Commodoio 64

Users Group

1767 Big Valley Lane

Etono Mountain. GA 30083

(404) 981-4253

RonLisoski

AUanta 64 Usors Group

P.O. Box 5322

Atlanta. GA 30307

PhilJ Autroy

Albany Commodore Amateur

Computerlst

PO Box5461

Albany. GA 31706

David Via

HAWAII

Commodore UsersGroup

of Honolulu

c/oPSH

824 Bannister St.

Honolulu, HI

(808) 848-2088

3rd Frl. every month

20/64 Hawaii

P.O. Box966

Kallua, HI 96734

Wea Goodpaster

Commodoie Users Group

of Honolulu

1626 Wilder W701

Honolulu. HI 96822

(808) 648-2088

JayCalvin [808)944-9380

IDAHO

GHS Computer Club

c/o Granguvilki High School

910 S. D St.

Grangeviile. ID 83530

Don Kissinger

S.R H.S. Computer Club

c/o Salmon River HS,

Rigglns, ID 83549

Bamcry Foster

Commodore Users

548 E Center

Pocatollo, ID 83201

(208] 233-0670

Leroy Jones

Eagle Rock Commodore

UsersGroup

900 S. Emerson

Idaho FaUs. ID 63401

Nancy J. Picker

64 BuglBoiso Users Group)

PO Box 276

Boise. ID 83701

(208] 344-6302

John Rosecrans

U a L.I.—User Groups of

Lower Idaho

Rt4

Rupert. ID 83350

Sean Bnxoy. President

Commodore Users Gioup

310 Emerald Dr.

Kellogg. ID B3837

(20S) 784-8751

Grant Bewick

64-B U.G. (Boise Users Group)

403 Thatcher St,

Boiso. ID 63702

(2081384-1423

Rick Ohnsman

ILLINOIS

Shelly Wernlkoff

2731 N Milwaukee

Avenue
Chicago. IL 60647

VIC 20/64 Users

Support Group

c/o David B.Tarvm

114 S Claik Street

Pana. IL 62557

(217) 562-4568

Cuntral Illinois PET

User Group

635 Maple

Mt.Zion.IL 62549

(217) B64-5320

Contact- Jim Oldfield

ASM/TED User Group

200 S. Century

Rantout.IL 61866

(217)893-4577

Contact. Brant Anderson

PETVICClub(PVC)

40 S. Lincoln

Mundelein, IL 60060
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Contact. Paul Schmidt,

President

Rockford Area PET Users Oroup

1608 Benion S tree I

Rockfbrd.lL 61107

Commodore Users Club

17Q7 East Main St.

Olney. IL 62450

Contact' David E. Lawless

VIC Chicago dub
382ZN. BoUAvb.

Chicago, IL 60618

John L Rosengaiten

Chicago Commodore 64

Users & Exchange Group
P.O. Box 14233

Chicago. IL 60614

Jim Robinson

Fox Valley PET Users Croup

833 Willow Si

Lake in the Hills, tt. 60102

(312)658-7321

Art DeKneel

The Commodore 64

Users Group Inc

P.O. Box 46464
Llncolnwood. IL 60646

1312) 583-4629

David Tarn Kin

RAP 64/VIC Regional

Assoc. of Programmers

10721 S. Lamon

Oak Lawn, IL 60463
Bob Hughes

The Kankakoe Hackers

RR #1, Box 279

Si Anne. IL 60964

(815) 933-4407

Rich Wefiterman

W1PUG

Rl. 5. Box 75

Qumcy.lL 62301

(217)656-3671

Edward MlUa

Papug-Peona Aiea Pel

Users Group

6 Applo Tioo Lane

EastPeotla. IL61E11
(309) 673-6635

Max Taylor
2nd Fri. of Month

McHenry County

Commodore Club
4900 S. Route 31

Crystal Lake, E, 60014

(815)455-3942

John Katkus

2nd Sal of month 9 to 12 a.m.

Ml. Veinon Commodore Users
Group (MVCUG)

PO. Box 512

Mt Vemon. IL 62864

Commodore 64 Users Club
104 Susan Lane

CaiterviUo. IL 62918

(618) 985-4710

Doyna Horsley

Illinois Valloy Commodoie
Users Oroup

2330—12th St.
Peru. IL 61354

(BIB) 223-5141
Bnan Foster

Champaign-Urbana
Commodore Users Group

2006 Crescent Dr.
Champaign. JL 61821

(217) 352-9681
Steve Oanl

COMCOE (Commodoia Club
of Evanston)

2108 Sherman Avo.
Evanston, 1L 60201

Jim Saisbury

Fox Valley 64 Users Group

PO. Box 2S

N Aurora. IL 60542

(312)898-2779

Frank Chrlstonssn
1st Thursday ol momh

INDIANA

PET/64 Users

10136 E 96th St

Indutuapolis, 1N46256

(317] 842-6363

Jerry Bnnson

Cardinal Sales

6225 Cofftnan Road

Indianapolis. IN 46268

(317)298-9650

Contact: Carol Wheeler

CHUG (Commodore

Hardware Users Group)

12104 Meadow Lane

Oaklnndon, IN 46236

Contact. Ted Powell

VIC Indy Club

P.O. Box 11543

Indianapolis, IN 46201

(317)357-6906

Fiedlmhausen

Northern Indiana

Commodore Enthusiasts

927 S. 26th Si

South Bend. IN 46615

Eric R. Bean

Commodore Users Oroup

1020 Michigan Ave

Logansport, !N 46947

(219)722-5205
Maik Bender

Computer Workshop VIC

20/64 Club

2S2 S. 600 W.

Hebron, IN 46341

(219) 988-4535
Maiy O' Bilnget

The National Science Clubs
o( America

Commodore Users Division

P.O. Box 10621

MemDnlle. IN 45411

Bnan Lepley oi Jefl Brown

East Genual Indiana VIC User

Oroup

Rural Routs #2

Portland, IN 47371

Stephen Eiwin

National VIC 20 Program
Exchange

102 Hickory Court

Portland. IN 47371

(219) 726-4202
Stephen Erwin

Commodore Compulet Club
3814 Terra Dace

Evnnsvillo. IN 47711
(012)477-0739
John Patrick President

Commodore 64 Uaers Group

912 South Brown Ave.
Tene Haute. IN 47803

(812)234-5099

Dennis Graham

Soymour Peekers

c/o D&L Camera Shop
108 N. Chsstnut

Seymour. IN 47274

Dennis Potars

VIC/64 Users Group
c/o Deloo Remy Dlv. Gensral

Motors

2401 Columbus Ave
Anderson, IN 46014

(317) 378-3016

Richard Clifton
3rd Wed orThurs of month

Commodore Owners Of

Lofnyetto (COOL1)

20 Patrick Lane
West Laisyotw. IN 47906

(317)743-3410
Ross Indelicate

IOWA

Commodore Usei aroup
114 8th St.

Ames. IA 50010

Quod City Commodore Club
P.O. Box 3994

Davenport. IA 52808

(319) 242-1496

Mike Hoeper

SnlTuM

Slouxland Commodoie Club

2700ShBildonEt.

Sioux City. IA 51104

(712) 258-7903

Gary Johnson

1st & 3rd Monday of month

421 W. 6th St.

Waterloo, IA &07O2

(319) 232-1062

Frederick Volker

Commodore Computer Users

Oroup of Iowa

Box 3140

Des Molnes. IA 50316

(515) 263-0963 or 287-1378

Laura Millet

Commo-Hawk Commodore

Users Group

P.O. Box 2724

Cedar Rapids. IA 52406

Vein Rotett

Newion Commodore
Users Group

320 W. 9th St.. S.

Newton, IA 50208

(515)792-0814

David Schmidt

1st Wed

KAIfSAS

Wichita Area PET

Users Group

2231 Bullingei

Wichita. KSG72O4

(316) 833-0518

Contact: Mel Zandlei

Kansas Commodore

Computer Club

101 S. Burch

Olathe.KS 66061
Contact: Paul B. Howard

Commodore Users Gioup

6050S.183St.West
Viola. KS 67149

Walter Lounsbery

Wainul Valloy Commodore

User Group

1003 S. 2nd St.

Arkansas City, KS 67005

Bob Moms

KENTUCKY

VIC Connection

1010 S. Elm
Hendereon, KY 42420

Jim Kemp

Louisville Users of

Commodore KY. (LUCKY)

P.O. Box 22244

Louisville. KY 40222

(602) 425-2847

2nd Tues, ol Month

The Bowling Green

Commodore Users Group
Route 11. Cieekside Apt. #6

BowllngGroen.KY 42101
(502) 781-9098

Alux Fitzoatuck

LOUISIANA

Ftanklin Parish Computer

Club

#3 Fair Ave

Winnisboto. LA 71296
James D. Mays. Sr.

NOVA

917 Gordon St.

NowOrloena. LA 70117

(504)948-7643

Kunneth McGruder, Si.

VIC 20 Users Group

5064 Bowlion St

Marreio, LA 70072

(504) 341-5305
Wayne D. Loweiy. R.N.

64-Club News

52O0 Corporate Blvd.

Baton Rauge. LA 70808

(504) 925-5870

Tom Parsons

3rd Tues. of month at CWA

Commodore Users Group

ofOachita

P.O. Box 175

Sworic, LA 71281

(318) 343-8044

Beckie Walker

Ark-La-Tex Commodore 64

Club

198 India Dr

Shruveport. LA 71116

(318) 797-9702

Poto Whaloy

Commodore 64 Uectb Group

PO Box 1422

Baton Rouge. LA 70B21

Richard Hood

3rd Tues. of month

MAINE

COM-VICS (Commodore/VIC

Ueois Group)

RFD SI. Box 2086

Hebron, ME 04238

(207)966-3641
Paul Lodge

lstWed.&3rdThurs

Your Commodore Users Group

Box 61!

Weatbrook. ME 04092

(207) 854-4679

Mike Prociso

NorUiwoods Commodore

Users Croup

740 Main St

Van Buren. ME 04785
Diane Porter

So. ME, 64

10 Walker St

Portland. ME O4!02

[207)761-1626
Ed Mooie

MARYLAND

Assoc. a! Personal

Computer Users

5014 Rodman Road

Bethesda. MD 20016

Blue TUSK

700 East Joppn Road

Baltimore. MD 21204

Contact1 Jim Hauff

House of Commodore
8835 Satyr Hill Road

Baltimore. MO 21234
Contact ErnestJ Fischer

Long Lines Computer Club
323 N. Charles St. Rm. 201

Baltimore. MD 21201
Gene Molf

VIC Si 64 Users Group
The Boyds Connection
21000 Clarksburg Rd.
Boyds, MD 20341

(301)428-3174
Tom DeReggi

RockviUe VIC/64 Usors Group

PO BoxB805
RockviUe. MD 20856

(301) 231-7823

Tom Pounds

The Compu cats' Commodore
Computer Club

680 W.Bel Air Ave.

Aberdeen. MD 210O1

(301) 272-0472

Betty Jane Schualer

Wostinghouet BW!

Commodore User Group

Attn. L Barron
Mail Stop 6320

PO Box 1693

Baltimore. MD 21203

HUG (Hagerstown Users

Group)

23 Coventry Lane

Hagerstown. MD 21740

(301)737-9728

Joseph Putkowski

The Montgomery Ct.

Commodore Computer Soc.

PO Box6444

Silvor Springs. MD 20906

(301) 946-1564

Meryle Pounds

Commodore Users Group

of Annapolis

P.O. Box 9726

Arnold, MD 21012

(301) 974-454B

The Software Co.

Galthorsburg C-64 Users

Group

12937 Pickering Dr.

Oermantown. MD 20874

(301)428-3328

Russel Jaroslnski

3rdTriurs G'burg Library

Jumpers 2064s

7837 B&A Blvd.

Glen Burnie, MD 21061

(301) 768-1892

Walt Mtuhefka

Jumpers Mall. 1st Monday

Commodore 64 Users Group

11209 Tack House Court

Potomac, MD 20854

(301)983-8199

Jorge Montalvan

VlClique (Linthicum Heights)

106A Conduli St.

Annapolis. MD 21401

(301) Z63-856S

Pal Foley

M.l.T.A.G S., 7pm Mon. varys

Southern MD Commodore

Usors Group

6800 Killarnoy St.

Clinton. MD 20735

(301)868-6536

Tom Helmke

1st Tues of month 7 30pm

Edison Commodore

Users Group

4314 Oxford Dr,

Suitland.MD 20746

(301) 423-7155
Bill Foley

Naval Research Laboratory

MASSACHUSETTS

Eastern Massachusetts
VIC Users Group

c/o Frank Ordway

7 Flagg Road

Mmlbaro. MA 02173

VIC Users Group

Co Dene Hoffman-Sholat
193 Garden St.
Naodham, MA 02192

Commodore Users Club
Stoughton High School

Stoughton, MA 02072

Contact1 MikeLennon

Berkshire PET Lovers
CBM Usors Group

Taconic High

Pittsfield. MA 0120!

Thu Boston Computer
Socloty

Three CentBr Raja

Boston. MA 02108

(617) 367-8080
Mary E. McCann

Masspet Commodore
Users Group

P.O. Bok 30"/

East Taunton, MA 02718
David Rogers

Raytheon Commodore
Usuis Group
Raytheon Company

HartwelIRd GRA-6
Bedford, MA 01730

John Rudy

Commodore 64 Users

Group of The Berkshlies

184 Highland Ave
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Pinsfieid. MA 01201

Ed Rucinskl

VIC Interface Club

48 Van Cliff Ave.

Brocklon. MA 02401

Bernlo Roblchaud

Cape Cod G-i Use-is Group

358 Forrest Rd.

S. Yarmouth. MA 02664

1 (800) 225-7136

Jim Close

(In MA. call) 1 (SCO) 352-7787

The Cursor Club

442 Mulpuf Rd

Lunenburg. MA 01462

(617) 582 0629

John

Pioneer Valley VIC/64 Club

34 Bates St

Wesffield. MA 01085

(413) 562-1027

Marvin Yale

3rd Thurs.oi month

EM 20/64 Uners Group

36BuckmBiiSt.

WDburn.MAOIBOl

John Chnplnin

Commodore Users Oioup

c/q Best Bunmess Equipment

269 Lincoln Si.

Worcester. MA 01505

Berkshire Home for Littie

PET USB13

401 Pometoy Ave.

Prasfield. MA 01201

Tim Auxlor

Plonaer Volley VIC Club

34 Bates Avo.

Westfield.MA010B5

(413) 562-1027

Marvin Yala

MICHIGAN

David Liein

14361 Weiwlck Street

Detroit, Ml 48223

VIC Usars Club

University ol Michigan
School oi Public Health

Ann Arbor. MI 48109

Contact' John Gannon

Commodore Usar Club

32303 Columbus Dnve

Warren. MI 4B093

Contact. Robert Steinbrec her

Commodore Users Group

c/o Family Computer

3D47W. 12 Mile Rd.

Berkley, Ml 4B072

VIC for Business

6027 Orchard Ct.

Lansing, MI 4B910

Mike Marotta

South Computer Club

South Jr. High School

45201 Owen

Belleville. Ml 48111

Ronald Rupport

Commodore Users Group

c/o Eaton Rapids Medical

Clinic

101 Splcorvilla Hwy.

Eaton Baplda,MI 43827

Albert Melnketll, M.D.

South East Michigan Pet

Useis Group

Box 214

FarminQton. MI 48024

Norm Elsenborg

Commodoro Computer Club

4106 Eastman Rd.

Midland, Ml 48640

(517) 836-5130

John Walley

9 30 p.m. Sept/May

VIC, 64. PET Users Group

Rd
Union Lake, MI 48085

363-8539

Bert Searing

COMP

486 Michigan Ava

Merysvllle. Ml 48040

{313)364-6804

M Qauthier

Ann Arbor Commodore

Usais Group

Ann Arbor. MI 4B103

(313) 994-4751
Art Shaw

3rdTues 73Q-10:CO

DAB Computer Qub

P O. Box 542

WHtervltet, MI49O9B

(616) 463-5457

Dennis Builinghom

West Michigan Commodores

c/oR. Taber

1962 Cleveland Ave , S W

Wyoming. MI 49509

(616) 458-9724

GeneTraas

Debug

P.O. Box 196

Borrlen Springs, MI 49103

(618) 471-1882

Herbert Edward

Last Thursday ol Month

Jackson Commodore

Computer Club

201 S. Grinnell St

Jackson. Ml 49203

Alfred Bruey

Last Thur. of Month 7:30 p.m.

SMCUG

1002 Pfau St

Mankato. MI 56001

(607)625-6942

Dean Otto

SEM64

25015 Five Mile #3

Bedford,MI 48239

(313| 537-4163

Gary Groeller

C.A.TO

17606 Valade

Rivarview. MI 48192

Dean Tidwul]

Mid-Michigan

Commodore Club

Clflia. MI

(517)386-3429

Vugll Oraham

3rd Mon. 7pm ClareH.S

Michigan's Commodore 64

Users Group (MCUGi

P.O. Box 539

E. Detroit, Ml 4802!

(313| 773-6302

William G. Osipofl

Michigan's Commodore 64

Users Group

P.O. Box 539

East Detroit. MI 4B021

20060 Winchester

Southield. Ml 4B076

(313) 354-7224

Sieve Lepgetz 353-1130

MINNESOTA

MUPET (Minnesota Users

of PET)

P.Q Box 173

Annflndale. MN 55302

c/oJonT. Mlnench

Twin Cities Commodore

Computer Club

6623 Ives Lane

Mnple Grove, MN 55369

(6121424-2425

Contact- fiolllo Schmidt

Bmlnerd Area Commodore

Users Group

1219 S.E. 11th St.

B;alnerd, MN 56401

(218) 829-0805

Norm Saavedia

lstThurs.6p.m.&

3id Sat. 10 a.m.

Lake Superior Commodore

1936 Lawn St.

Duluth, MN 55812

(218) 728-3224

Peter Rouls

Heartland Area Computer

Cooperative

Rouwl, Box 204

Uttle Falls. MN 56345

(612)632-5511

Robert Wall

MISSISSIPPI

Commodore Biloxi

L'sflrOraup(ComBUa)

Universal Computer Services

3002 Hwy 90 East

Ocean Springs. MS 39564

(6011875-1173

John Lassen

Commodore Computer Club

Southern Station Box 10076

Kattiosburg, MS 38401

(601) 268-7685

Andrew Holder

Commodore Biloxi

Users Group

c/o Universal Computer

Services

3002 Hwy. 90 East

Ocean Spiwgs. MS 39564

(601) 875-1173

John Lassen

MISSOURI

KCPUO

(Commodore User Group of

Kansas City)

P.O. Box 36492

Kansas City. MO 64111

(B16) 252-7628
Salvadore

Commodore User Group

of St. Louis

Box 6653

St. Louis. MO 63125-0653

Dan Weidman, New Members

1641 Swallowtail Dr

St. Louis. MO

VIC INFONET

P.O. Box 1069

Branson, MO 65616

(417) 334-6099

Jory Sherman

Worth County PET Users

Group

Grant City, MO

(816)564-3551

David Haidy

Mid-Missouri

Commodore Club

780 E Park Lane

Columbia, MO 65201

(314) 474-2863

Jim Whltacre

Joplln Commodore

Computers Users Group

422 S. Florida Ave.

Joplin. MO 64801

R. D. Connely

MOARK Commodore

Users Oroup

P.O Box 504

Golden, MO 65653

(417)271-3293

Marshall Tinner

MONTANA

Powder River

Computer Club

Powder River County

High School
Broadus, MT 59317

Contact JimSampeon

Commodore User Club

1109 West Broadway

Butte, MT 59701

Contact Mike McCarthy

COMMODORE 64'"

INTERFACING BLUE BOOK

Did you know thai your 64 can be
used to control a 99C toy. motor so

effectively that it runs like a precision
machine? Or that you can build a peri

pheral lhat enables your 64 to talk for

less than $10 In parts?
These and more than 30 other Inter

facing projects selected for useful

ness, ease of construction and low cost

and detailed in the Commodore 64

Interfacing Blue Book. Written by a

college professor In a friendly and in

formative style, the Blue Book gives

you theory of operation, schematics,

program listings, parts list, and con

struction hints for each project. Plus a

live section introductory chapter gives

you an insight on interfacing techni

ques in general.

Projects Include: Cassette, printer

and RS-232C interfaces; light pen;

bus expander; thermometer speech

synthesizer and two other voice pro

jects; 5 telephone Interlaces; A/p and

D/A converters; motor controllers;

logic analyzer; capacitance meter;

FFT spectrum analyzer; home security

and many more. Price is $16.95 post

paid. Foreign orders add S3.00 for AIR

MAIL shipping.

VIC 20 INTERFACING BLUE BOOK

30 hardware interfacing projects

for the VIC 20. Similar to the 64 book

above. See what your VIC can do with

a little interfacing. $14.95 postpaid.
md VIC 10 «'* l

o. m.».
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MJI COMPUTER

BACKGAMMON
FOR C-64"*

A sophisticated state of the art

strategy game. Now you can

always have a highly skilled

playing partner.

A CHALLENGING GAME

that blends equal parts of
strategy and random chance,

allowing competition for the

master, while not being overly

difficult for the beginner.

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY PRICE

ONLY $19.95
PLUS J2 DO POSTAGE AND HANDLING

VISA-MASTER CHARGE

CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-336-0770

CALIF. RES. CALL (714) 661-3445

Calif. Res. Add 6% Sales Tax

Send Checks or Money Orders to:

MJI, Software Division

P.O. Box 4226

San Clemente, CA 92672

COMMODORE 6< It i TmttflWk ol COMMODORE INC.

14 DAY MONEYBACK GUARANTEE

Circle Render Service No. 13
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June/July, 1984

Screen shots

Much to our chagrin we (orgot to give credit to

photographer Tom McNamara for his screen shots

in this issue. For the record, Tom did the shots for

all the game reviews, the Commodore Challenge,

the game program listings, all the features and the

listings in Kids' Comer.

June/July, 1984

"Houseplant"
By Marilyn SalJee

This program is for the VIC 20, not the Commodore

64 as we had indicated. Sorry, folks. It's all because

Jim Gracely wasn't here the day we were putting

the magazine together. A version for the 64 will ap

pear in a future issue.

June/July 1984

"Automatic
VIC 20
Disk Starter"
By Stephen Leven

On page 108, under the subhead "Enter the Menu",

the command LOAD" :*",8:<SHIFT-RLWSTOP>

does not require a <RETURN>, says Mr. Leven.

Also, in that same article on page 110 there is a box

in the righthand column titled "Adding VIC MENU

as the First Program..." In items 2, 3 and 4 in that

box the command lines are in error. In each com

mand line the letter "O" was substituted for the

numeral zero. So change RO to R0, CO to CO and

SO to SO in items 2, 3 and 4 respectively.

111 POWER/PLAY Aug/Sepl 1984
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f'Commodore-ready",

I ... and ready for you NOW!
"Cardcorder" DC/1, Data Cassette Recorder/Player

Introducing the "CARDCORDER", Model

DC/1, the Computer Cassette that is

"Commodore-ready," designed for storage

and retrieval of computer data efficiently,

economically; with consistent performance. Yet,

this fine CARDCO product is priced lower than

""any similar product with special quality features.

Includes standard connector which is

"Commodore-ready"; LED "save" indicator light

which confirms data recording on to the tape;

handles up to 120 minutes (60 minutes on each

side) of any standard tape including existing

pre-recorded commercial as well as personal

'a tapes intended for use with Commodore

jonal Computers; ready to go... just plug It

!! in and record efficiently.

^CARDCO's "CARDCORDER" COMPUTER

tCASSETTE is a quality data cassette recorder/

player in an attractive polystyrene case, with all

the standard cassette functions:

record ... play... rewind ... fast forward...

stop and eject... pause. A solid-state

designed product of the finest components with

auto-stop.

The "CARDCORDER" DC/1 carries a 90 day

warranty to original owners.

All CARDCO products are available atyour local

dealers.

cardco, inc
Wichita. Kansas 67214 (316)267-6525

"The world's largest manufacturer of Commodore accessories."

Circle Reader Service No. 18

Commodoin" d a tootiterad iratJemartc ol Commodore fluslrwii Systems. Inc



FEATURES

Price*

Built-in Memory

. Typewriter Keyboard

Upper/I.ower Case

Programmable Function Keys

AUDIO

Polyphonic Tones

Music Synthesizer

Hi-Fi Output

VIDEO

1 TV Output
Video Monitor Output

INPUT/OUTPUT

1 Intelligent.I/O Bus
RS-232 Communications

"Smart" Peripherals

'PrlcfH shown -ipnimmfm rvtwl and may \

" Hl*|Um-* HE1 Ailriplrr In iipf>rali>

COMMODORE 64™

$219

64K

YES

(66 Keys)

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES"

YES

my fiin(hll\ in ilitli'TVPl murki't-.

APPLE He"1

$699

64K

YES

(62 Kcysl

YES

NO

NO

NO

NO

EXTRA COST

YES

NO

EXTRA COST

NO

IBM PCjr"

S669

64K

"CHICKLET"

(62 Keys)

YES

YES

YES

NO

YES

EXTRA COST

EXTRA COST

NO

YES"

NO

ATARI 800XL"

$299

64K

YES

(61 Keys)

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

YES

YES

YES

EXTRA COST

YES

First you need the right input.

Like S219. That's what the

Commodore 64™ costs. It's about one third

the price of the Apple lie™ or the IBM * PCjr™
And 64K. That's how much memory

the Commodore 64 has. It's also how much
memory Apple Me and the IBM PCjr have.

This computer lesson is brought to you

as a public service by Commodore {certainly
not by Apple or IBM), the only computer

company that can afford to show you a chart

like the one above.
But what you can't see above are the

thousands of software programs that make

the Commodore 64 fully capable of doing
anything any "triple the price" computer can

do; for fun or profit, for every member of the

family; anything from soccer to spread

sheets to space exploration.
Because the Commodore is so

affordable, you can load up on Commodore
peripherals. Like a disk drive, a printer or a

telephone modem. All together they cost just

a tad more than an IBM PCjr by itself. With

no peripherals.
No wonder Commodore sells more

computers than Apple and IBM combined.

t commodore

COMPUTERS
rrs not how little it costs,

IT'S HOW MUCH >OU GET.


